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Stand by to recei

Cc full information on t e
= great new all band solid state
in
Trio communications receiver Model JR599
CC

Ask at your local dealer or send for full information on the JR-599 receiver £185.00 and all other Trio mode's including
TS -510 transceiver and PS -510 power supply £18000 (the pair); VFO-5D (Variable Frequency Oscillator for TS -510) £2500,
ceiver £4750; JR-310 receiver £7750; SP -5D speaker L4-38 and HS -4 headphones £5.98.

ihims

exclusive United Kingdom distributors

b.h.morris and co.( radio) limited
84-98 Nelson Street London El 2DY. TEL: 01.790 4824
,
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Worldwide leading manufacturer
for the Radio Amateur
Long established to give you reliable service
EXPERT FREE ADVICE DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

All Equipment available
through accredited agents

2 Great Transceivers
DELIVERY IMMEDIATELY, FROM STOCK

KW offers a complete
range of equipmentensure your investment
in equipment pays

dividends-buy KW*

*KW equipment holds its value longercompare "trade-in" prices for 1-5 year old
equipment, with other makes. Spares, for
all KW equipment stocked for a minimum
of 5 years-this is well worth considering.

KW2000B 10-160 metres
SSB TRANSCEIVER : 180 watts
PEP 10-160 metres, complete with
A.C.
P.S.U.,
VOX
P.T.T.,
I.R.T. /I.T.T.

£240
Carriage extra

Two -speed VFO drive
Improved VFO Read-out
New, precise metering

Attractive panel layout
D.C. P.S.U. for mobile
Break-in c.w.

'01%N NAVA \\VO, \\\.

NEW KW PRODUCTS
KW202 RECEIVER, 10-160 metres SSB /AM /
CW, with Mechanical Filter, built-in 'Q' Multiplier
(Peak & Null), 500 kHz VFO covering all Bands.
Two -Speed VFO Drive. Excellent Sig./Noise
and sensitivity performance. Very attractive
(similar in appearance to KW2000B). 100 kHz
Crystal Calibrator price £140 carriage extra.
KW204 TRANSMITTER. 10-160 metres SSB
AM /CW. Successor to the famous KW "Vespa"
-Perfectly matches the KW202 Receiver and is
similar in appearance. 180 watts p.e.p. from
trustworthy 6146's.
Built-in Power Supply.
Provides "side tone" cw monitoring. A beautiful
compact efficient unit. Price £142 carriage extra.

KW 101-Standing-Wave-Ratio meter £9.25.
KW 103 SWR /Power meter 0-100 & 0-1000 watts

KW ATLANTA
10

-

80 metres

£200
carriage extra

KW Atlanta and
A.G.

P.S.U.

Extremely good audio (crystal filters fitted)
500 watt PEP SSB Transceiver

£12.50*. KW 103 with Dummy Load cnd Coax
Lead £20.50*. KW 105 Antenna Tuning System
including E -Z Match, SWR Ind., Dummy Load,
Antenna Switch, 5 position, £36.00*. Also KW
Trap Dipole with twin feeder and 4 other types
(only the original Trap from KW is good enough
for you). KW E -Z Match ATV, KW Low Pass Fil-

Operation on all amateur bands from 10 to 80 metres

ters, KW & HZP Baluns, etc.

100 kHz Crystal Calibrator.
Two speed VFO drive

KW for HY-GAIN, MOSLEY, G -WHIP,

A.N.L. and A.L.C.

POLYQUAD,

WEBSTER,

HUSTLER

ANTENNAS. SHURE Microphones, CDR
Rotators. VIBROPLEX Keys, etc.

Built in speaker.

Both transceivers available with remote VFO unit

Write for details today

K. W. ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1 HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

Telephone : Dartford 25574 Cables : Kaydublew Dartford

EASY TERMS ON EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE OVER 12,18 OR 24 MONTHS
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SERVICE (with a capital 'V) BEGINS WITH
WESTERN ELECTRONICS
24hr. Delivery! We guarantee delivery within 24 hours. (48 hrs. to remote parts of Scotland) of cash sales of items which are in stock. The cost
of this special service if El per parcel and applies to all TRANSCEIVERS, ROTATORS, and certain AERIALS. 10% DEPOSIT ONLY ON
H.P. You will find our Interest Rates are about the cheapest too.
You'll be doing yourself a favour, as well as us, if you buy all your equipment, KW, CDR, HY-GAIN, etc. through "WESTERN ELECTRONICS".
10 FET's, 3 IC's, 31 TR and 38 diodes.
Highly advanced computer -type plug in modules.

FT 101 (EX -STOCK)

FTIOI

240w. p.e.p. 3.5-30 MHz.

Price E230.00

12. D.C. and 100/240v. A.G. supplies built-in.

Break-in C.W. keying (180w.)
Dual gate Mosfet's for 0-3 AV sensitivity for
10 dB S/S
N ratio.

Deposit £23.00
Now available
with 160m.

* Noise Blanker is standard.

Price E24500

* Built-in WWV band.
* Built-in speaker.
* 25 and 100 xtal calibrator.
* Comes complete with microphone.
All this for our low PRICE of E230 (carr. L2).

Deposit £24.50

YAESU/SOMMERKAMP 12 month Guarantee backed by full Service and Spares.
FT101/277 Transceiver
... E230.00
FV200 Remote VFO
...
06.00
FT560/747 Transceiver ...
_ £195.00
FT101 CW Filter ...
... E11.90
FR400/500 Receiver
...
LI20-i160
FT401 Fitted CW Filter ...
£215.00
FV101 Remote VFO
... £36.00
FL400/500 Transmitter ...
LI30.00
FV401S Remote VFO
._ L36.00
...
SP101 Speaker
... £10.00
SP400 Speaker
...
...
LI0.00
FF50DX Low Pass Filter
.- £6.20
... C132.00
FT200/250 Transceiver
FL2000B Linear 1.2 KW
... £130.00
YD844 Table Mic.
_. £11.00
... £36.00
FP200/250 A.C. Supply
FL2500 Linear 2 KW
...
... LI18.00
YD846 H and Mic.
...
E5.00
DC200 D.C. Supply
FT2F 2m. Transceiver
... £40.00
,...
... £80.00
FP2AC A.C. p.s.u. for FT2F
£25.00
DIGITAL 500. This transceiver is a highly advanced digital read-out high power transceiver using semiconductors and tubes. There are 28 IC's and
10 Tr. in the counter alone, E298 (see July advert).
K.W. We are now South coast distributors of K.W. equipment. Ex stock Alanta Mk. II, £203 (carriage C2). KW2000B, E240 (carriage C2). E -Z match
f13.50 (40p). Dummy Loads Z 5012 each,
(25p).

MOSLEY

(ex -stock, carriage extra).

HY-GAIN (carriage extra).
Verticals :
Tri-Band Beams
Mono Band Beams :
J

TA33 lnr., E31.50.

...
Hy -Tower, 10-80m.
14AVQ, 10-40m. vertical

TH6DXX, 10-20m., 6 ele.

Mustang, E38.00.

£90.00
£19.00
£85.00
£62.00
E69.50
£14.50
£8.00

Atlas 10-40m. vertical,

... L10.00
18v., 10-80m. vertical
LC800, 80m. loading coil
L6.70
TH3K3, 10-20m. 3 ele.
L6800
DB10-15, 10 and 15m. 3 ele. £51.00
203BA, 20m. 3 ele.
... £67.00

Hy -Quad, 10-20m., 2 ele.
204BA, 20m. 4 ele.
103BA, 10m. 3 ele.
Balun BN86
LAI Lightning arrestor ...
BEAM (ex -stock, carriage paid).
2/4Y, 2m. 4 ele.
E2.65
2/10XY, 2m. Cross polarised
... £11.00
2/6Y, 6 ele...
L3.20
2/100V, 2m. Omni/bi-directional
65.50
2/8Y, 2m. 8 ele.
£3.80
...
...
2/8, 2m. 4 over 4
14.60
E8.20
2/10Y, 2m. 10 ele.
2/12, 2m. 6 over 6 ...
...
£6.15
2/4P, 2m. 14 ele.
L13.00
2/16, 2m. 8 over 8 ...
L7.65
.

G. WHIPS (ex -stock, carriage extra 65p)
Tri.bander 10. 15 and 20m.
LF40, 40m. coil
...
LF80, 80m. coil
...
LFI60, 160m. coil ...
Telescopic section for LF coils

...

...

E9.45

L4.00
E4.00
L4.00
70p

Multirnobile 71, 10, 15 and 20m. ...
...
MM40, 40m. coil
MM80, 80m. coil
...
MM160, 160m. coil

LII.50
L4.00
L4.00
L4.00

TA32 Jnr.,

L22.00.

12AVQ.. 10-20m. vertical
18AVT/WB, 10-80, vertical
TH3 Jnr., 10-20m. 3 ele....

£16.00
L33.00
E47.00

£19.00.

153BA, 15m. 3 ele.

L33.00

£14.50

2H0, 2m. Halo
...
2/HM, 2m. Halo/mast
70/16, 70 cm., 8 over 8

£1.20
£1.50
45.10
£6.45
16.50
49.60

Base mounts

E1.45

70/I4Y, 70 ems. 14 ele.
70/I8P, 70 crns. 18 ele.
70/MBM/46, 70 ems.. 46 ele.

Thread adaptor
SAE for leaflet please.

25p

WE QUAD I0 -20m. "boomless" type. Cast aluminium centre. bamboos, etc. £23.00, carriage paid.
NEW W.E. Trapped dipoles for 10-.60m. All are fitted with resin encapsulated traps and a high quality commercial grade centre assembly with cable strain
relief.

BANTEX. Fibreglass whips.

ROTATORS (carriage extra).
ARIO, El 8.00 (carr. 40p).

Type S, 500 watts, El 1.50 ; Type HP for I kw p.e.p., El 3.50
Type P with a special copperiterylene braid element for ease of coiling up.
Supplied with winding spools and 70' co -ax, L14.90
BM 2w. 1 wave vert., £2.75.
85, 2m. s wave, L4.35,
Magnetic Mounts,
AR22R, £25.00 (65p).

TR44, L40.00 (75p).

HAM -M, E70.00 (80p).

£4.95.

Hy -Gain 400, £98.00 (80p).

OSKER POWER METER (see Jute advert.), E18.50 (30p) including plugs.

LONDON AGENT -Roger Wilkins.

Tel.: 01-845 6290 After 6.0 p.m.
Hours of business Mon. -Fri. 9-I p.m. 2-5.30 p.m. Saturday by appointment.
*Your "one stop" single source of towers mast antennas etc.
*Money saving "package deal" on purchase of mast, rotator and antenna.
*Largest range in the U.K.

WESTERN ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD.

OSBOURNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN,

TEL.: TOTTON 4930 and 2785.

ENGLAND.

CABLES: 'AERIAL' SOUTHAMPTON.
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THE SENATOR CRYSTAL BANK
G3UGY

Phone 01-769 1639

CRYSTALS FROM STOCK AT KEEN PRICES
SENATOR CRYSTALS proven record shows them to be the field -

leaders in the art of catering for crystal requirements.

Upon
review, it becomes fairly obvious why this should be. At SENATOR,

prior to despatch, every crystal

is

tested on internationally

approved test -sets in conjunction with frequency counters, thereby
eliminating error and assuring that every crystal unit is despatched

in perfect working order.
55,000 BRAND NEW, modern crystals under our control and
actually in our own stock -rooms, is sufficient reason for our
customers, who range from amateurs to the Post Office government departments, universities and leading electronics manufacturers, to order from SENATOR time and time again, particularly when they need crystals in a hurry.
Here are just a few of the popular frequencies actually in STOCK
now :

100 kHz in HCI I/U
£2.50
26.500 MHz in HCI8/U* LI 60
1.00 MHz in HC6/U
£1.75
30.000 MHz in HC6/U
El 60
2.000 MHz in HC6/U
I 50
32.500 MHz in HCI8/U* LI 60
3.500 MHz in HC6/U
£1.75
34000 MHz in HC I8/U* £1.60
5.000 MHz in HC25/L1* £I.50
34.500 MHz in HCI8/U* LI 60
7.000 MHz in HC6/U
LI 50
35-000 MHz in HC18/U* LI.75
9.000 MHz in HC6/U
LI 50 35.500 MHz in HC18/ U* E1.75
10.000 MHz in HC6/U
LI .50
38.666 MHz in HCI8/U* LI 35
11.000 MHz in HC6/U
£1 .50
40.000 MHz in HC18/U* LI 60
19.500 MHz in HC6/U
£1.60
70.000 MHz in HCI8/U* E2.00
2+500 MHz in HC113/U* £1.60 71-000 MHz in HC18/U* £2.00
25.000 MHz in HC6/U
£1.60
*-Also available in HC6/U.
.

And here's our STOCK range of BRAND NEW HC6/U 8 MHz
for 2M :
8.007 8-012 8.018 8.021 8.032 8-041 8.043 8.047 8-048 8-0555 8.058
8.061 8.070 8-091 8-092 8.100 8.104 8.107

All at LI 25 each, post free. These crystals will pull well if used in
a VXO.
Here are some popular frequencies for VHF, home station, mobile
channels and R.A.E.N., ALL IN STOCK :
8.0555 MHz in HC6/U for TX x 18 to 145-000 MHz 2M Mobile
Channel

LI 25
4+7666 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 3 + 10.7 MHz to 145-000
MHz 2M Mobile Channel
...
£I.80
8.100 MHz in HC6/U for TX x 18 to 145.800 MHz 2M RAEN
Channel
LI 25
45.0333 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 3 + 10.7 MHz to 145.800
MHz 2M RAEN Channel ...
£1.80
12.975 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 12 - 101 MHz to 145.000

MHz 211 Mobile Channel ...
E1.60
11.1916 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 12 + 10.7 MHz to 145-000
MHz 211 Mobile Channel
...
11.50
12.0933 MHz in HC6/U for TX x 12 to 145.000 MHz 244
Mobile Channel
... El .60
8.7825 MHz in HC6/U for TX x 8 to 70.260 MHz 4M Mobile
Channel

£I.60
You'll find the above frequencies may be suitable for your PYE
Cambridge, Ranger, Vanguard and other makes of ex -commercial

R/T gear for the now popular and well -used mobile call channels.
Check up with crystal multiplication data in equipment manuals
for suitability.
For 10M walkie-talkies with I.F. of 455 kHz to transceive on 28.500
MHz, we have in STOCK 28.500 MHz (TX) and 28-045 MHz (RX),
at E1.60 each.
AVAILABLE SOON:

6746.667 kHz for PYE Ranger to receive on 70.260 MHz (411 Mobile
Call Channel).

11.710 MHz for transmitters multiplying x 6 to 70-260 MHz.

72-500 MHz for x 2 to 145.000 MHz (useful for walkie-talkie
projects, etc.).

CLUB and other GROUP projects: If your club or group is contempla-

ting a constructional project requiring crystals, we can offer real
keen prices for quantity orders.
Also, 200 kHz, 500 kHz, 8797.190 kHz for R.A.E.N., most crystals
for G2DAF and other designs, and crystals for every amateur band
always In stock, There are so many 1,000's more useful frequencies

in the Bank that to list them all would take too long.
Why not telephone or write your enquiry to us? Experience proves
that we are sure to have something very close to -if not spot -on the frequency you require from 50 kHz thru 132 MHz in stock.
When telephoning, you can be assured of a speedy answer to your
enquiry. All our stock is recorded (no computers -just hard-

working staff).
Should you require crystals made to order -no problem. We can
supply as follows : (PLEASE NOTE however, our crystals can only
be as accurate as your specification).

3rd, 5th and 7th OVERTONE to an adjustment tolerance of
*0.005% will hold 50ppm from -20 to + 70 deg. C. Available
in HC6/U, 18/U and 25/U :
175 MHz to 200-0 MHz £12.00

60 MHz to 109-9 MHz
£3.25
140 MHz to 179.9 MHz £8.75
17 MHz to 59.9 MHz ... E2.50
110 MHz to 139.9 MHz £7.00
FUNDAMENTAL MODE to an adjustment tolerance of ±0.005%,

available in HC6/U, I8/U and 25/U :
11-5 MHz to 20.00 MHz £2.50
+0 MHz to 11.49 MHz... 6240
The following in HC6/U only *0.005% tolerance :
1.4 MHz to 3.9 MHz

£3.00

1.0 MHz to 1.39 MHz

The following to *0-01% tolerance :
500 kHz to 999 kHz in
150 kHz to 449 kHz in
HC I /U

450 kHz to 500 kHz in

£4. 50

HC6/U

£3.20
£3.85

50 kHz to 149 kHz in

HC6/U
L3 50
HC13/U
£4. 60
Below 50 kHz and to closer tolerances, by quote.
Types available : Flexural Mode ; NT Elements ; .1 Plate ; Duplex
Elements.

SENATOR can supply crystal units to British and U.S.A. Defence
specs.

Now you've read this advertisements, we naturally hope that you
are "hooked" on SENATOR CRYSTALS ; however, if you are not,
deal with us once and we are sure that you will be. SENATOR
know-how and 55,000 units actually in stock practically assures this.

Mail Order SENATOR CRYSTALS Dept. SW. 36 Valleyfield Road, S.W.16.
G3XKF

G3XKF

MINITENNA COMMUNICATIONS

The Amateur
Radio Shop
(G4M H)
13 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD. Tel. 20774

TRIO 111599 (160-2m)
JR310
9R59DS

Make your signal really heard with the

NEW ALANDO
Compressor -Amplifier
Gain up to 2 5 points and really add the talk power.
* PP.3. 9v. operation.
* NO DISTORTION

* Five Transistors
* FET input for low noise
* Input and output controls * 3 pole jack sockets
* Black crackle cabinet
* Size 7" x 4" x 2" hjgh
Each unit built and tested on the premises
Immediate delivery
Price : £11.25 P.P. 25p

J. SHARRATT

8 PEBBLEM 00R, EDLESBOROUG H, DU NSTABLE, BEDS
Tel. Eaton Bray 297

KW

TS510 and P.S.U. (Unbeatable) ...
Filter, Phones, Xtals, Mic, SWR ind.

...

£42.50
£180.00

... L142.00
... E140.00
... L135.00

EZE Match, VSWR meter, Filter, etc.
AT5 £19.50, T26, E17.50, PR30X, 09.50.
FOR VHF The 4MH Tx LIO, SSM converters, L13.75, J. Beams, Halos,
CRYSTAL At 75p inc. post, Type IOXJ New. 8002, 8007, 8006, 8008,

CODAR

8015, 8020, 8029, 8036, 8037, 8044, 8046, 8035, 8047, 8058, 8060,
8064, 8071, 8108.
Morse Practice Oscillators, inc. loudspeaker, 85p
All Goods Guaranteed.

Northern Agents for Strumech versa Tower.
Shortly Available : The "Boom Mike": A Headset Microphone unit
designed for mobile or home station operation.
For details of a,y of the above items s.a.e. required.
Closed all day Tuesday. Ample parking. Late closing Thursday (8 p.m.)
Speedy repair service.
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TRIO COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

PS -510 - TS -510 - VFO-SD
TS -510 SSB Transceiver covers all ham bands from 3.5-29.7 MHz Emission SSB (A31),
CW (Al) Input 160W at 3-5-21 MHz ; 120W at 28 MHz. Antenna input imp. 50-70 ohms.
Uses 14 valves, 2 FET's, 13 transistors, and 29 diodes. Circuits include VOX, PTT, amp.
AGC, RIT, CAL, switching multimeter indicates 1p, RF, HV, ALC and signal strength. AGC
switch terminals for external VFO, ALC and receiver input and output terminals. Size : 13
x 7 x 13r. PS -510 power supply for TS -510. Incorporates 61" communications speaker.
Frequency response 150-5,000 Hz. Size : 71 x 81 x Ili". VFO-5D Variable Frequency
Oscillator. Frequency range. Bands, 3.5-29.7 MHz. Oscillation frequency 4.9-55 MHz.
Output voltage Iv. Power : A.G. 12.6v. 8-mA ; D.C. 150v. 30 mA. Size : 71 x 81 x 7 a".

Lasky's Price, TS -510 & PS -510, E180.00 (the pair), Post L2.50
VFO-5D, E25.00 Post 75P

JR-310
JR.310 SSB receiver.

110 -120v./220 -240v., 6 valves, 6 transistors, 2 (FET's) and
19 diodes. Crystal controlled BFO for SSB reception.

5 meter, ANL and calibrator circuit switch are provided,
RIT circuit. Power output lw max. Size: 13 x 715- x 121,

Lasky's Price £77.50 Post FREE
JR.500SE communications Rx. We have two only of
this excellent model, S/H but perfect at L50 each from
our Cavell Street address only.
JR-599
JR-599 SSB receiver. All solid state.
Frequency range : 1.8 MHz -29I.
MHz in 8 bands. Reception SSB, CW,

9R-59DS
9R-59DS SSB receiver. Frequency
ranges :

550-1000 kHz :

1.6-4-8

MHz ; 10.5-30 MHz. Bandspread :
3.5 MHz 80m.-28 MHz 10m. Audio
output 1.5 watts.
Power A.G.
115/230v.

Frequency range : 3.5 MHz -29.1

MHz in 7 bands. Output SSB CW. Power supply A.0

AM and FM. Antenna input imp. 50-

75 n.AF output more than 1w.

10

FET's, I IC, 30 transistors, 37 diodes,

Circuits ANL; AVC.

A.G. I 10/117/220/240v. 50/60 Hz.
D.C. 12-15v. Size : 101 x 51 x 127/32'

Headphone jack. Size : 7 x 15 x 10"

Lasky's Price £47.50 Post FREE

Lasky's Price £185 Post FREE
a
Ask for full information on the above, and all other TRIO models and accessories.

AIRCRAFT CONVERTER

ACCESSORIES
TRIO HS -4 Headphones ...
TRIO SP -5D Communications speaker
Leson TW-205A Base station mic.
TTC G -I 120 Head set/boom mic.
TTC H-1010 Wireless code practise
...
oscillator
TTC F-1003 Morse code practise set
TTC F -I001 Key
...
TTC F-1005 Semi -automatic bug key
...
TTC F-1009 Code practise set
...
TTC S-1020 Antenna selector
TTC C-3041 Field strength meter ...
TTC C-3042 Field strength and SWR
TTC C-3005 SWR and power meter...

TTC H -I011 De luxe 5 band field
...
strength meter
TTC R-1014 A.C.-D.C. converter
TTC R-2500 A.C.-D.C. converter
Post 15p on all above

Model VHF 105

£5.98

E4.38
£7.95 An item for the radio enthusiast bringing instant reception o

ground -to -air, air -to -ground waveband, for use with any
£6.75 the
standard AM or FM radio covering 535-1600 KHz, 88-108 MHz

respectively -with no electrical conversion or connection

£1.50
£1.40
45p
£4.50

EI.20
95p
E2.75

required. The VHF 105 is self powered by one 9v. batt. placed
close to the receiving set, volume and reception effectiveness is
adjusted by moving both sets to the most favourable position
and balancing the volume controls of each. Black plastic cabinet
with brushed metal front panel. 18' chrome telescopic antenna.
Size only 4 x 21 x 2E'. Comp. with batt.

LASKY'S PRICE £3.60 Post 10p

MIDLAND 10-406 AM/AIRCRAFT RADIO

£4.25 The first pocket size receiver of its type allowing you to
£7.25 tune -in to the entire air communications band covered by
108-137 MHz in addition to full AM medium wave
intermediate frequencies. AM 455 KHz : VHF 10.7 me/s.
E3.95 Output power : 200 mV. 21- P.D. B ohm speaker. A
£2.95 built-in ferrite rod aerial is provided for AM reception.
10-406 is finished in blue with chrome trim. Chrome
£3.95 The
telescopic antenna. Size : 61 x 31 x I/". Comp. with

Full range of JOYSTICK aerials available
from stock (see separate advertisement).

batts. and magnetic earphone.

LASKY'S PRICE £8.35 Post 13p

MAIL
ORDERS TO: 3-15 CAVELL ST. LONDON El 2BN 01-790 4821
Branches
The Home of High Fidelity

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Tel: 01-723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-636 2605

92415 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-580 2573
Open all doy.9 o.m.-6 p m Monday to Saturday

Open oll doy,9 on -6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

NEW CITY BRANCH NOW OPEN

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.CA Tel: 01-353 2833

109 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.CA Tel: 01-353 5812

Open allThursday.
doy. early closing 1 p.m. Soturday

Open all day Thursday. eorly closing 1 p.m. Saturday
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T. &

ELECTRONICS LTD.

I.

where equipment is fully overhauled
TRIO TS5I0 & PS510
EDDYSTONE 888A
KW2000A and A.C. p.s.u.
.

STAR SR200

EDDYSTONE 5640 ...
EDDYSTONE EB36

KW VESPA Mk. II and A.C. p.

HEATHKIT "MOHICAN"
LAFAYETTE KT320

HEATHKIT RG-I

.

EDDYSTONE 680X
LAFAYETTE HE -80 ..
EDDYSTONE EAI2
R.C.A. AR88LF .
TRIO 9R -59 -DE

HALLICRAFTERS SX-100

...LI50.00 (L2.00)

... L85.00 (L1.50)

...LI75.00 (L2.00)
£40.00 (LI.25)
... £25.00 (L1.50)
... £45.00 (LI.25)
...L105.00 (i2.00)
£35.00 (LI.00)
£28.00 (LI.25)
... £33.00 (LI.25)
... £85.00 (L2.00)
... L48.00 (LI.25)
...L150.00 (L2.00)
... £50.00 (L2.00)
... £38.00 (LI.00)
£90.00 (EI.50)
(LI.50)
... £35.00 (LI.25)

HEATHKIT RA -I ...
WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT -and have pleasure in
giving a few examples which are normally in stock: -

ANGLIA, 2 metre converters (state I.F. required), £15.00 (30p).
AVOMETERS, Model 7, Mk. 2, £37.60 ; Model 8, Mk. 4, £40.90 ; Model 9,
Mk. 4, E40.90 ; Model 40, Mk. 2, E37.60 ; Multirninor, Mk. 4, £13.50 ;
Standard leather carrying case (Models 7, 8, 9, 40), £6.50 ; Every -Ready
ditto, £7.40 ; Multiminor leather case, £3.30 ; IOKV D.C. Multiplier for
Model 8 or 9, L6.10 ; 30KV D.C. ditto, £9.90 ; Pair of Long Reach Safety
Clips, £1.50 ; Model EA 113 Electronic Avo, £82.00. All above post free in
U.K. Trade and Educational enquiries invited.

Our latest list of over 50 receivers, and many other
interesting items sent free upon receipt of your s.a.e.

Carriage for England, Scotland and Wales shown in brackets.
Terms: C.W.O., Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase
and Part Exchange. Special facilities for export. Enquiries
invited.

w

At R.T. & I.

* We have full H.P. facilities

* Part exchanges are a pleasure

* We purchase for cash

* We offer a first-class overhaul service

for your electronic equipment, whether
you are an amateur or professional user

* We have EASY Parking facilities

* We welcome your enquiries for specific
items which, although not advertised,
may very well be in stock.
TRIO EQUIPMENT, Transceiver, TS -510 t PS -510 ac. p.s.u., £180.00
(a.coo) ; VFC-5D for above, £32.00 (50p) ; Receivers, JR-599, £185.00
LI 00) ; JR-310, L77.50 (LI .00) ; JR-500-5E, £65.00 (L1.00) ;9R -59 -DS
£47.50 (50p) ; SP -5D Loudspeaker, £4.37 (40p) ; Headphones, HS -4,
£5.97 (20p). NEW TR-599 TRANSMITTER (to match JR-599), £185.00
(L2.00). Leaflets available.
SHURE MICROPHONES, 444T, £15.00 (40p) ; 444, £13.00 (40p) ;
401A, £6.50 (30p) ; 201, £5.40 (30p). Full details on request.
KEYNECTORS, piano key mains connector unit, £2.75 (25p).
VALVES. Please state your requirements.

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED

S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES, Type "F" 120 ohms, 2,000 ohms,

4,000 ohms, £4.95 (25p) ; Rubber earpads for same, 45p per pair (5p).
Type 3C/1100 Noise excluding (with superb fitting), high quality, electrodynamic, £7.55 (25p). Standard Jack Plugs, 22p (4p).
EDDYSTONE EQUIPMENT, Receivers, 830/7, £372.75 ; EAI2, £205.00 ;
ECIO/2, £74.50 ; ECIO/I, £64.50 ; 924 A.G. mains p.s.u., £7.75 (50p) ;
Doublet Aerial, 731/1, E5.28 (50p) ; Plinth Speaker, 906, £4.67 (50p) ;
General Purpose Speaker, 935, £3.71 (40p) ; Edomeser, 902 Mk. 2,
£29.50 (50p) ; Telescopic Aerial, LP.3126, £2.50 (25p) ; Diecast Boxes,
from 45p (I0p). Brochure on request.
CODAR EQUIPMENT, AT5, £19.50 (35p) ; 250/S, £11.00 (65p) ;
CR70A, £22.50 (65p) ; T28, E17.50 (25p) ; PR30, £7.50 (25p) ; PR30X,
£9.50 (25p) ; 12M/S, £11.50 (40p) ; 12/RC, £2.50 (15p) ; RQIOX, £9.00
Leaflets on request.
(35p).
PARTRIDGE "JOYSTICKS," New.
Lightweight, £13.30 (40p) ;
"JOYMATCH" LO -Z, £13.30 (30p) ; SM, £10.00 (30p) ; 3A, £4.20
(25p) ; TR, £9.67 (30p). Literature on request.

October, 1971

K.W. AGENTS

KW EQUIPMENT, KW2000B -F A.C. p.s.u., £240.00 (L2.00) ; D.C. p.s.u.
for KW2000B, £44.00 (50p).; KW2000B only, £200.00 (LI.50) ; KW
ATLANTA + A.C. p.s.u., £200.00 (a.00) ; Remote V.F.O. for Atlanta,
£34.00 (50p) VOX unit for Atlanta, L7.50 (25p) ; Remote V.F.O. for
20008, £36.00 (50p) ; KWI000 Linear amplifier, £135.00 (EI.50) ;
KW201 Receiver + crystal cal., E111.00 (L1.50) ; KW VESPA Mk. 2,
+ A.C. p.s.u., £135.00 (a.00) ; KW202 Receiver with calibrator, £140.00
(EI.50) ; KW 202 Matching Spkr., E8.00 (80p) ; KW204 Transmitter,
£142.00 (L2.00) ; KWI05 combined E -Z Match ; VSWR indicator, dummy
load, and ant. switch (4 outlets) 52 or 75 ohms, £36.00 (50p) ; KWI03,
VSWR and power meter, 52 ohms, £12.50 (45p) ; KWI01, VSWR meter,
52 or 75 ohms, £9.25 (30p) ; also E -Z match, dummy load, trap dipoles,
etc., etc. Details on request.

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London, E.11

Tel: 01-539 4986

AT
LAST.- A'24' HOUR DIGITAL CLOCK
OF TOP QUALITY AT A PRICE THAT WON'T BREAK THE BANK

The Radio Amateurs' and S.W. Listeners' dream. Made by the famous COPAL/CASLON Company
JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES

Small, compact with beautiful 70's styling.
Incredible accuracy.

18 pole motor operating at low speed for
long service life.
24 and 12 hour versions available.
Diffused lighting built in.

Available in 5 attractive colours (White, Charcoal, Red, Lime and Purple).
12 month guarantee.

ONLY i8.25

with free postage, packing

and insurance.

The COPAL/CASLON '222'. Only £8.25 -Just picture one in your station

Undoubtedly these clocks are the best value you have ever been offered. However, should you also require Day,
Date, etc., you need the 601 or 602.
E16.50
COPAL/CASLON 601 -Aluminium case, 12 or 24 hour
602 -Same as 601 but super modern wood case £16.50
JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES :FREE -Post, Packing and Insurance on all clocks
Please Note :-Every single clock is carefully checked and tested by us. If after 10 days you are not completely

happy, just return it for a full refund, without question.

1;191i1 DILAT -SAND MAT -TQVIi MLR WILL

RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.

1-1611SE,
1111.1GW8615 AVENUE,AERO
& GENERAL SUPPLIES
SUPPI...,, WANAIM6
TEL.: 658568
LEEDS, LSI4 IAJ, ENGLAND.
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NORTH WEST ELECTRICS
769, STOCKPORT ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 19.

LEVENSHULME,

Phone: 061-224 4911

G3MAX
EDDYSTONE AND TRIO RECEIVERS. DIECAST BOXES.
JACKSON CAPACITORS AND DRIVES. DENCO COILS.
"RADIOSPARES" TRANSFORMERS AND COMPONENTS.
'Q' MAX CUTTERS.
R209 Mk. II PORTABLE/MOBILE RECEIVER.

to 20 Mc/s.
12 volt D.C. operation. AM/CW/FM. Internal speaker. Ideal for
caravan or small boat enthusiast. Checked and tested before
despatch, EIS, carriage LI. (Please add 50p for Irish orders.)
I

BROWN BROS.

Twin lever paddle.
enthusiast, E7.50, post paid in G.B.

The best for the CW

VARICAP DIODES. SGS. BBY10-6-8pF, BBY11-10pF, BBYI2-

24 HOUR ELECTRIC CLOCK. COPAL 222. Very readable
figures,

I 2pF, 25p each, post 5p.

high. Front measures 5" x 2+". E8.75, P.P. 25p.

CONTROL BOX. 6" x 5" x 3". Contains 500ua If" Meter.
Desyn Res 180° travel, 4 rotary sws. 500 and I k var res. the desyn

will match our indicators by using 2 to

I

871p, P.P. 24p.

ratio on the drive,

RECEIVER UNIT R3673 20 to 90 Mc/s. Size 13" x 8" x 8".
10 channel. Motor selected. High quality converter unit into

7.5 Mc/s. IF strip. 19 valves. (13 EF9I, 3 EB9I, EL9I, 16J6,
EAC 91.) Small blower, 2 relays. Supplied with circuit and
I

1

modifications, L3.50, plus postage LI.
All tested before despatch. (Pease add extra 50p for Irish orders.)

I32ft. COPPER AERIAL WIRE. 7 strand 26 swg. fitted with

4 sets Bakelite chain insulators. 10ft. insulated lead in wire,
supplied on 8" cable drum, 861p, post 35p.

POLYPROPYLENE ROPE.

50016. strain.

100 yd. reel, LI,

post 15p.

MODULATOR, TYPE 105. Ex-TR 1986 series. 2-6C4 in push
pull. EF92 Mic amp. EL9I driver. New, boxed with circuit,
75p, post 25p.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW PREMISES
ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS AND THEY
ARE MUCH IMPROVED FOR DISPLAY
AND SALES.

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER BETTER

HEAVY DUTY WIRE -WOUND RESISTOR.
74 amp., 371p, post 15p.

332 ohm

SMALL POWER TRANSFORMERS. Drop through Mtg.
Above chassis, post 274p each. 240v. 100mA.
3" x 2k" x
6-3v.

CV4I6 (6F17) VALVE, 30p each, post 5p, or 4 for £1.20, post paid.

2A. LT, E1.25. 180v. 40mA. 6-3v. 2A. LT, 87fp. I80v.

FACILITIES AS REGARDS RECEIVER
DEMONSTRATIONS.
NO PARKING RESTRICTIONS.
NO INCREASE IN PRICES.

25mA. 6-3v. 2A LT, 70p.

COAX LINK LEAD. 8' 6" cable with 2 Burndept/Londex coax
plugs, 35p each, post 15p. (SOD impedance).

AR88 MAINS ON/OFF C.W. SWITCHES.

New Boxed,

5" DESYN INDICATOR, 75p, post 25.p
3" DESYN INDICATOR. 621p, post 20p.
and corrector on 5" Desyn only.

Compass degrees

321p. post 5p.

200-1- 100 mfd. 350v. D.C. wkg., 4+" x 11", 37-ip each,
post 12ip. 10 for E3.00 post 25p. Ideal for high voltage psu.
10 in series makes 50 mfd. 3.5 Kv.

200

VIBRATORS. 12 volt synchronous. Type No. 12SR7, 50p each.
Special offer 3 for LI, postage 15p.

CONVERTER CHASSIS. New spares for transistorised UHF
tuner. Contains 4 gang min. var. cap. 4 tube trimmers, in screened
sections, 25p, post 15p.

JACKSONS 6/36 slow motion dial and drive, E1.55, post 15p.

CATHODE RAY TUBE 5FP7A.

Brand new.

Boxed, L1.25,

MAINS TRANSFORMER FOR AR88LF. Brand new, E2.00,
post 50p.

Business Hours : Tues.-Fri., 9.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SATURDAY : 9 a.m.-5 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY.

post 25p.

WE WELCOME ALL ENQUIRIES HOWEVER SMALL

WE WOULD BE PLEASED TO RECEIVE QSL CARD FOR DISPLAY

Stamped addressed envelope please.
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HY-GAIN PRODUCTS FROM RADIO SHACK
VERTICAL ANTENNAS and ACCESSORIES

HIGH PERFORMANCE MONO -BAND BEAMS

I8HT

L89.50

204BA
203BA
I53BA

L15.50

103BA

EI8.50

257

L32.50

252
256
255
254
253
492
499

6 thru 80 metre Vertical "Hy Tower"
20 metre Vertical
10 thru
12 AVQ
Trapped Antenna ...
14 AVQ/WB 10 thru 40 metre Vertical
Trapped Antenna ...
18 AVT/WB 10 thru 80 metre Vertical
Trapped Antenna ...
18 V
10
thru 80 metre Vertical
Antenna
Roof Mounting Kit for 12 AVQ
12 RMQ
14 RMQ
Roof Mounting Kit for 14
.. .
..
AVQ/WB

L9.75
£8.50
£9.75

80 metre Loading Coil for 14
AVQ/WB

LC 80Q

.

L6.50

TRI-BAND BEAMS and QUADS

Super Thunderbird 6 Element

TH3MK3

Thunderbird 3 Element 10-15-

TH3JR

TH2MK3

.
Element 10-15-20m.
Beam.
600W PEP rating
...
Thunderbird 2 Element 10-15-

HY-QUAD

...
20m. Beam
3 Band 2 Element Cubical Quad.

I0 -I5 -20m. Beam
20m. Beam

..

L8400

TE 7-02

L67.50

BN 86

E46.50

RG-8A/U

L4800

PL -259
PL -258

L61.00
Sgl. Feed Line
...
10 and I5 metre Duo -Band Beam L50.00
Carriage extra on all items

Radio Shack Ltd.

CABLES: RADIOSHACK LONDON NW6 3AY

L3200
L23.00

Mobile Mast with foldover hinge
...
and swivel base
80 metre Coil and Tip Rod ...

L8.50
£9.75

L875
L800
L650
L550

40 metre Coil and Tip Rod
20 metre Coil and Tip Rod
15 metre Coil and Tip Rod
10 metre Coil and Tip Rod
Coil and Tip Rod Spring
.
Flush Body Mount

£1 .50

ANTENNA ACCESSORIES and COAX

3

DB10-15A

£68.50
£66.50

HAMCAT MOBILE ANTENNAS

TE 7-01

TH6DXX

4 Element 20 metre Beam
3 Element 20 metre Beam
3 Element 15 metre Beam
3 Element 10 metre Beam

LA -1

LA -2

L4.75

Systems
Antenna
Noise Bridge. 1-100 MHz
£13.50
Systems
Omega -T
Antenna
Noise Bridge. 1-300 MHz ... £19.50
Broadband Ferrite Balun for use
...
with any beam
L7.75

Omega -T

Heavy Duty 52 ohm Coaxial

Cable ...
... per yd.
Connectors for RG-8A/U Cable
Adaptors for joining two PL -259
Connectors ...
Lightning Arrestor
...
In -Line Lightning Arrestor ...

37p
35p

90p

L250

182 BROADHURST GARDENS,

LONDON, NW6 3AY.

TELEPHONE 01-624 7174

GIRO ACCOUNT NUMBER 538 7151

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
BIRMINGHAM

021-327 1497

021-327 6313

WE URGENTLY REQUIRE all types of quality used equipment with a particular emphasis on top name gear, i.e., Collins

Drake, etc., etc., and where necessary we can arrange collection and provide an immediate cash settlement. We have a requirement for high quality general coverage Receivers of British and American manufacture with particular reference to the more
sophisticated types.
Below we show our current stock position, demonstration facilities for which are available for the caller and all items on offer

may be tried on our premises without any obligation whatsoever on the part of the prospective purchaser. This facility, of
course, also applies to new gear available from stock, i.e., Trio, KW, and Yaesu Musen and we would point out we have good
stocks of the JR-310 Receiver which recei ted such an excellent write-up in the last issue of "Radio Communication".

COLLINS 51-J4 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER.

Fitted all filters, superb performance and a delight to handle.
Slight superficial external marks
252.50

COLLINS 75-A2 AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER. Again
typically Collins in performance and condition similar to above
NATIONAL NCI83D RECEIVER. General coverage with

137.50

excellent amateur band spread. 4 most interesting Receiver
in unusually good condition
87.50
.
EDDYSTONE 940 RECEIVER. Too well-known to describei
but this one is in absolutely mint condition ...
110.00
HEATHKIT SB300 RECEIVER, complete with SB6I0
Monitor scope, both in immaculate condition ..
135.00

SOMMERKAMP FR -I0013 and FL -200B SEPARATES.
Both in exceptional unmarked condition,
covering top band also ..

the Receiver

.

SOMMERKAMP FR -100B RECEIVER, unmarked ...
KW2000 TRANSCEIVER excellent clean condition ...
EDDYSTONE 750 RECEIVER. Average condition externally.
excellent performance

..

.

EDDYSTONE 840C RECEIVER. Just arrived, well above
ge
EDDYSTONE EAI2 RECEIVER. Just arrived, absolutely
immaculate

...

SWAN 350 TRANSCEIVER. Complete with '220 A.C. p.s.u.
Very nice condition, fully air tested ..'
HAMMARLUN D H QI 45 RECEIVER. Typical Hammarlund
construction and performance, good condition
...

HEATHKIT HW-I2 80 metre TRANSCEIVER. Complete
with HP -23A p.s.u.
HEATHKIT DX100 TRANSMITTER, fairly clean condition
HEATHKIT DX100 TRANSMITTER with SB-10U SSB

165.00

70.00

120.00

40.00
46.50
150.00

155.00

65.00
67.50
39.50

TRIO 9R59DE RECEIVERS. Several in stock in first-class
unmarked condition

EDDYSTONE 740 RECEIVER...Extee;;'i
Externally poor but F13 for
es

EAGLEprice

spread

RECEIVER.

General coverage with band

EDDYSTONE ECIi) REdEIVEiii. Several Mark Ps in stock
from

TRIO VFO-5D EXTERNAL VFO. Good condition

38.00
21.00
35.00
45.00

...

16.00

NATIONAL NC -190 RECEIVER. Unmarked and first-class
HEATHKIT SB-300 RECEIVER. Unmarked and mint ...
TRIO JR-SOOSE RECEIVER. Further supplies are now available of used sets in mint condition with 3 months warranty
AR88LF and AR88D RECEIVERS. Further supplies of used
sets now en route from ...

47.50
95.00

Full details upon request.

AR88D CERAMIC WAVE CHANGE SWITCHES, as
previously advertised

...

.

BC22I FREQUENCY METERS. First-class fully tested condition, complete with correct charts ...
MEDCO FILTERS. Belling Lee connector, 75 ohm models
available ex stock but our apologies for the delay with all
types using UHF connectors due to production difficulties.
G -WHIP MOBILE ANTENNAE. All models available
ex stock.
KW ACCESSORIES. All items available ex stock.
TTC C3042 50 ohm SWR BRIDGES ...
... each
TTC C3005 50 ohm SWR BRIDGES but with twin meters each
TTC PTT Fist mike. Metal body excellent communication
microphone
ea,h

55.00
45.00
1.25

22.50

4.50
7.50

55.00
3.5
REMEMBER ! All items listed are priced to include carriage and our new credit terms, as announced last month, require a deposit of 10% only
of the published price, with the balance spread to suit your own requirements.
PLEASE NOTE an S.A.E. with your enquiry will ensure a prompt reply.

ELECTRON HOUSE, 518-520 ALUM ROCK ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 8
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Heuthkit SB-303
the "303" ...the new standard
of performance in receivers

r.z..=

I

1

I

State-of-the-art solid-state circuit using 27 silicon
transistors including 4 dual -gate, diode protected MOS-

-

I
IC Heath factory assembled solid-state
Linear Master Oscillator for instant warmup, improved

FET'S plus

V ' i- .

stability & more accurate tracking A unique Heath

design using 9 modular plug-in circuit boards Receives

&A

USB, LSB, AM, CW & RTTY Complete 80-10 M

coverage plus 15 MHz WWV for exact calibration 25
-.

-.....

---.

kHz & 100 kHz calibration markers Front panel selection
of antenna & power connections for up to two VHF con-

.

A,-

-

e.i,

._")

.

III
Kit K/SB-303 £175.

verters with rear panel jacks built-in Fast & Slow AGC

selectable from front panel Front panel selection of
built-in 2.1 kHz SSB crystal filter or optional AM & CW

filters Built-in extremely stable solid-state

crystal

power supply with circuit breaker protection Speaker
and/or headphone selection from front panel Handsome SSB-Series styling in a smaller package than the
famed SB-30I Easy, enjoyable assembly with the

Carr. 70p,

famous Heathkit manual.

PROFESSIONAL SHORTWAVE, SB-3I0 KIT

DE -LUXE SHORTWAVE, GR-54 KIT

Frequency range (MHz)
3.5-4-0 ; 5.7-61 ; 7.07.5; 9.5-1000; 11.5-

2 MHz to 30 MHz plus
550 kHz to 1550 kHz,

12.0 ;
15-5 ;

14.0-14.5 ; 15.017.5-18-0 ; 26

27.4;

(other

options).

,

- ,--..

---

'

,,,h,9-

ssi

6 dB -15 kHz at 60 dB.

ohms ext. speaker
110-240v. A.C.

8

Product detector. AM/

SSB/CW. Noise limiter.

7..

''`

-

lir

.

ik.

-.+.240v.

rule

dial

Tunes from 190 kHz to

30 MHz in six

7

4 -valve

or 12-15v. D.C. Modular
construction.
Durable

A.G.

charcoal
finish.

Carriage 50p

and

.

matching
,.,,

GR-78 169 Carriage 45p

The new credit terms are as follows
Total cash value
inc. carriage

bands.

Double conversion above
18 MHz. AM/CW/SSB.
Nickel Cadmium Battery
charges from 240v. A.C.

superhet circuit. Handsome styling. 110-240v.

GR-64 125

Carriage 60p

SOLID-STATE GENERAL COVERAGE,
GR-78 KIT

3 shortwave bands cover
1 MHz to 30 1114z, plus
550 kHz to 1620 kHz.

Built-in 5" speaker.

:. _

i

A.G.

GR-54 153

LOW COST 4 -BAND, GR-64 KIT

slide

,

Sleek styling. Charcoal
grey metal cabinet. 120-

Carriage 70p

SB-310 1125

-

180 kHz to 420 kHz.

Tuned RF. Crystal filter.

P.

Less than 100 Hz drift.

Selectivity 5.0 kHz at

-

Please send me free catalogue 0 Tick here.
Please send me specification sheets for models

minimum Period of
deposit repayment
Name

up to £15

no credit terms

/ 15-£50

10%

12 months

150-£100

10%

12 or 24
months

over f100

20%

12, 24, 36
months

Address

Post Code
Attractive Credit Facilities available

.L=wi:.

-HEATH (Gloucester) LTD.

ic.A.-r 1-1 lc 1 z

A Schlumberger Company

GLOUCESTER, GL2-6EE
56/10
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"LISTEN TO THE WORLD WITH EDDYSTONE"

Your local Eddystone dealer is :
CHESHIRE

HAMPSHIRE

The Transistor Centre
(Wilmslow) Ltd.
Green Lane

Southern Marine Radio
(Southampton) Ltd

Wilmslow 24766

Solent House, Town Quay
Town Quay 22721

CORNWALL

Wireless Supplies Unlimited
264-266 Old Christchurch Road
Bournemouth
Bournemouth 24567

LEICESTERSHIRE

SCOTLAND

A. K. Davey Ltd
New Street, Hinckley
Hinckley 2173 and 4288

L. Hardie
542 George Street

LONDON

Cosh and Hammond
29 Beach Road, Littlehampton
Littlehampton 4477 or 4478

Aberdeen
Aberdeen 20113

R. V. Heming Ltd

(Peter Heming G3WBW).
Cliff Road, Newquay.
Newquay 2191
S.S.B. Products
(Norman Birkett G3EKX)
7 Little Castle Street
Truro
Devoran 862575

DERBYSHIRE
J. & A. Tweedy (Electronic
Supplies) Ltd
64 Lordsmill Street
Chesterfield
Chesterfield 4982

IRELAND
John F. MacMahon
10, Church Street, Enniskillen,
Co. Fermanagh, N. Ireland
Enniskillen 2955

SUSSEX

Imhofs (Retail) Ltd
112-116 New Oxford Street
W.C.1

01-636 7878

R. T. & I. Electronics Ltd
Ashville Old Hall
Ashville Road

ISLE OF WIGHT

Leytonstone, E.11
01-539 4986

Sherratt & Son
81-82-83 High Street, Newport
Newport 3358-9

Radio Shack Ltd
182 Broadhurst Gardens
London, N.W.6

WALES
Holt High Fidelity

Picton Arcade, Swansea
Swansea 53254

Holt High Fidelity
8 Portland Street, Swansea

01-624 7174

Swansea 41032

KENT
G. T. & R. Wilson

DEVON
Graham Newbery
(Reg Ward G 2BSW) Axminster
Axminster 3163

12-14-16 Queen Street
Gravesend
Gravesend 63527/8

WARWICKSHIRE

NORFOLK

LANCASHIRE

Birmingham 4
021-236 1635

Great Yarmouth

Stephen -James Ltd

70 Priory Road, Anfield
Liverpool L4 2RZ

ESSEX

YORKSHIRE

051-263 7829

F. E. Smith
184 Moulsham Street
Chelmsford
Chelmsford 54594

North West Electrics
769 Stockport Road
Levenshulme, Manchester

Unique Radio Ltd.

Croftfilm Ltd

061-224 4911

6 The Facade, High Road
Goodmayes, Ilford
01 590 8277

Chas. H. Young Ltd
170/172 Corporation Street

The Record Shop
157 King Street

46 Friargate

Preston PRI-2AT
Preston 55244

RADIO COMMUNICATION
HANDBOOK
Fourth Edition of the
Original RSGB "Amateur Radio Handbook"
Price £3.15
(+ post and packing 350

Available from stock

Philip Cann Ltd
Chapel Walk, Fargate
Sheffield SI 1GJ

19

NORTHUMBERLAND

Sheffield 29225/6

Aitken Bros & Company
35 High Bridge
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 IEW
Newcastle upon Tyne 26729

Short Wave (Hull)
24a Newland Avenue

16th Edition
Illiffe & Son Ltd.

164 pages.

58p (inclusive of p & p.)

CONTENTS

Long- and Medium -Wave European Stations : Some LW. and M.W.
Stations outside Europe : Short -Wave Stations of the World. Stations
outside Europe: Short -Wave Stations of the World : Map of Broadcasting
Regions European Standard Frequency Transmitters : Short Wave
Broadcasting Bands: Wavelength and Frequency Conversion: European
Television Stations : European VHF Sound Broadcasting Stations:
Internationally Allocated Call Signs.

Available from stock:

PUBLICATIONS DEPT.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,

Hull 408953

GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS

Order from

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.1

Hull, HU5 3AF

PUBLICATIONS DEPT.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55

VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I
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LOWE ELECTRONICS

1 1 9 CAVENDISH ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE.
Matlock 2817 (2430 evenings)

Bill G3UBO

Alan G3MME

AGENTS

(evenings & weekends only)
16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex.
John
G3JYG

Ringmer 8071

Sim
GM3SAN

19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Nr. Glasgow.
041-771 0364
CAVEAT EMPTOR

We are the authorised Yaesu Musen Co. Ltd. distributor for the U.K. and guarantee all Yaesu products sold by us for 12 months. We do
not and cannot guarantee Yaesu products sold from sources other than ourselves, so if there is any doubt as to the validity of guarantee and
after -sales service, you are advised to check with us.

don't like to have to print the above, but I just have to in self defence. I would be the last person to tell you where to buy your gear and
if you can get it from another source closer to you, maybe get it a bob or two cheaper, maybe get it a bit quicker, jolly good luck to 'ee, sir,
nobody can blame you. ONLY DON'T EXPECT US TO PROVIDE SERVICE AND SPARES.

can't be any good at such a low price.

NEW EQUIPMENT
Yaesu :

FT -200

560W p.e.p. transceiver, £195.
260W p.e.p. mobile/fixed station transistorised transceiver, £230.
260W p.e.p. transceiver, £132 (p.s.u.

FRdx400

speaker, £35).
Receiver. Super de luxe version with FM

FTdx560
FT -101

FLdx400

Nonsense, gentlemen -just listen to them

on the air or come along and try one at
our QTH. Convince yourself. The daftest

thing I ever did was to underprice them in
the first place. However, let's see if
can move 'em at £130 (And if anyone
wanting a low priced rig misses this then
they want their nut examining!).

I

discriminator, four true mechanical filters
and two VHF converters, LI60.
Matching transmitter, £140.

FE -3500

Matching linear, £130.
2m FM mobile transceiver, £80.
Matching speakers, LIO. External VFO's, £35.

FL -2000B
FT -2F

New Model: FT -401

Not yet officially available on the European
market. The factory policy is to give a

new rig a jolly good whirl on the Far East
market before exporting to the States or
Europe. Get any bugs out of it first. Not
a bad policy (as owners of the very early
Same
FT -101's will readily testify ! !).
remarks apply to the 2m. transverter
which I'm told is available in the Far East.
You please yourself, but personally I'll
hang on a bit until I'm quite sure about it.

Inoue :
New Model: IC -20

Restyled IC -2F retaining all the valuable
features with one or two minor improvements, £80.
We have just received a batch of 1C -700R
receivers -these are the solid state amateur
band receivers with the top quality

9 MHz crystal filter at a reduced price of
£75. At the old price they were a best

buy, and at this price they are an absolute

FE -600

Excellent value
at a rock bottom price. A ready -built
80-10 200W p.e.p. (2 x 6146B's) transceiver
with built-in p.s.u., VOX, MOX, PTT, RIT,

linear.

Excellent value,

Yeah man, £275.

Other new stuff includes the YD846 mike at ES (this is the one
supplied with the FT -10I -sound nice, don't they?) and the de luxe
table mike YD844 at LIO. Keys CI, EK-9X keyers, E8.20, low

impedance padded headsets, £2.50 without plug, £2.60 with
stereo plug, 12 hour digital clocks, £5.80. Crystal filters KVG

XF-9A, B, C, D and M all in stock, as well as the TEW and Kokusai.
Fresh batch of Asahi dual meter SWR meters, £6.80. Power

meters/dummy loads, these are a very superior job, switchable
20 or 120 watts, VSWR 1.2 or better. 50 ohms 3-500 MHz, £32
75 ohms 3-150 MHz, £30.
VHF men -at last a decent piece of gear at a reasonable price.
VHF mobile whips : the G -whip I vertical at £4.10 plus 15p postage
-just the job for the mobile IC -2F, IC -20 or FT -2F.
All prices post free except where stated.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
Receivers :

JR-310, £55.
JR-500, £45.
FR -100B, £80.
NC -I90, £45.
Star SR -700, £60.
Transmitters : Viceroy II, £55.

200W p.e.p. transceiver.

etc.

p.e.p.

£100.

Digital 500D

steal.

F.E.:

1500W

5-6KD6's, electronically regulated screen
voltage, built-in L.P.F. and S.W.R. meter,

Transceivers:

Everybody thinks there's a catch -it

FL -200B, £85.
FL -500, £100.
Star ST -700, £75.
Swan 350, £130.

MUCH
MORE

IN

STOCK

Trio 510, £135.
KW2000A LESS p.s.u., £120.

SERVICE
In order to give an even better deal to our customers, we have appointed the following part-time (evenings and weekends) Regional Service
Representatives :205 Main Street, Thornton, Leics.
Dave Dryden, G3BKQ
35 Pen-y-Waun, Efail Isaf, Nr. Pontypridd, Glam.
Alan Bartlett, GW3YSA

Tel. Newton Llantwit 3809
47 Radstock Avenue, Ward End, Birmingham, B36 8HD.
Naturally, if you can get your gear to Matlock we would be delighted to see you and of course our Northern and Southern Agents, Simand
John are very adept at fixing gear in a hurry, but possibly there is an authorised Regional Service Rep. nearer to you who can sort out your
problems in double-quick time. In which case, it may pay you to take your gear to him for prompt attention at low cost.
Please drop us a line enclosing s.a.e. and we will send you all our guff.

Peter Ward, G3XWX

Hours : Tuesday to Saturday 9-5.30 (closed for lunch 1-2 and all day Monday).

73 de Alan and Bill
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BUILT IN MECHANICAL FILTER 8 TUBES COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 9R -59D9

TRIO'S 9R-59DS
FOR SELECTIVE SUPERIORITY
The thrills of amateur short wave communication
can be a joy forever. With TRIO's 9R-59 DS com-

SSB COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER JR-310

munications receiver you can be assured of repeated
adventure. TRIO's modern engineering techniques
are especially apparent in its mechanical filter which
achieves amazingly superior selectivity. For the thrill

of a lifetime tune in with TRIO's 9R-59DS.

HEAD PHONES
HS -4

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Ranges: Band A 550 -1600KHz, B 1.6-4.8MHz, C
4.8-14.5MHz, D 10.5-30MHz, Sensitivity: 2/(V for 10dB S/N

Ratio (at 10MHz) Selectivity ± 5KHz at -- 50dB Power
Consumption: 45 watts Audio Power Output: 1.5 watts
Tube & Diode Complement: 6BA6 x 3, 6E1E6 s 2, 6AQ8 2,
6AQ5, SW -05S x 2, SW -05 x 2, 1N60 x 2. Dimensions:Width
15", Height 7", Depth 10".

COMMUNI
CATION
SPEAKER
SP -5D

ALL BAND
COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER JR-599

TRIO

the sound approach to quality-

7,410 lii...SCTFICHMICS,

TRIO-KENWOOD ELECTRONICS, S.A. 482 Chaussee de Haren 1800 Vilvoorde Belgium Tel: (02)51.41.10
Sole Agent for the U K B.H. MORRIS S CO., (RADIO) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London EA Phone: 01-790 4824
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fully mobile forms
The Versatower stands a

offering full interchange'
gives \complete freedom of 1'
at any time for the tow, rr
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Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

AERIAL INFORMATION

ABC of Antennas .
.
.
Aerials (By D. Sjobbema)
.
Aerial Handbook (Briggs)
.
.
Amateur Radio Antennas (Hooton) .
Antenna Handbook, Volume 1 .
Antenna Round -Up, Volume 1 .
Antenna Round -Up, Volume 2 .
Antenna Handbook, 12th Edition
Beam Antenna Handbook
.

.
.

.
.

Ham Antenna Construction Projects
Quad Antennae
S9 Signals
.

.
.
.

88p
67p
85p

. £1.85
. £1.75
. £1.45
. £1.75
. £1.38
. £2.08
. £1.45
. £1.78
.

85p

.

Radio

and

Electronics
.
.
.
Beginners Guide to Radio (7th Edit.)
Beginners Guide to Electronics (N.E.)
Beginners Guide to Transistors
.
Beginners Guide to Colour TV
.
Better Short Wave Reception .
Course In Radio Fundamentals
Dictionary of Electronics .
.
Foundations of Wireless (N.E.)
Guide to Amateur Radio .
.
.
How to Become a Radio Amateur .
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur
Learning the RT Code .
.
Novice Handbook, Tx & Rx
.
Radio, by D. Gibson
.
.
.
Radio Amateur Examination Manual
Short Wave Listening
.
.
Short Wave Listener's Guide (N.E.)
Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data)
Understanding Amateur Radio
.
.

.

.

83p
80p

. £1.78
.
.

60p

0/P

. £2.00
.
.
.
.

47p
57p
14p
25p

. £1.80
.
.

70p
31p

.

0/P
0/P

.

87p

.

. £1.35

GENERAL
Easibinder
.
.
.
.
.
.
88p
Eliminating Engine Interference
.
.
0/P
Guide to Broadcasting Stations (16th Edit.) 58p
How to Listen to the World 1971 -Edit. . £1.35
Introduction to Valves
.
.
.
0/P
Radio Experiments (Rayer)
.
.
88p
RCA Power Circuits
.
.
. £1.55
RCA Receiving Tubes Manual
. £1.55
RCA Transistor Manual (N.E.) .
. £1.55
RCA Transmitting Tubes
. £1.25
.

Radio Astronomy for Amateurs
Shop & Shack Shortcuts
Television Explained Vol. I
Television Explained Vol. II
.
.
World Radio & TV Handbook
1971 Edition

.

.

.

0/P

.

£1.75
£1.35
£1.35

.

£2.25

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

0/P

. £1.10
. £1.08
.

.

.

. £1.35

.

.

.

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Amateur Radio (Rayer) .
Basic Mathematics for

Amateur Radio DX Handbook
. £2.15
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 1
. £1.40
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 2
. £1.40
. £1.38
Mobile Handbook, CQ
.
Mobile Manual, ARRL
.
. £1.38
New RTTY Handbook
.
. £1.78
New Sideband Handbook, CQ
.
. £1.43
Novice Handbook Tx & Rx
.
.
£1.80
Radio Amateur Handbook 1971 (ARRL) . £2.80
Radio Amateur Handbook 1971 (ARRL)
(Hard Cover)
.
.
.
.
. £3.60
Radio Communication Handbook (RSGB) . £3.50
Radio Handbook, W.I. Orr (18th)
.
0/P
.
. £2.23
Rtty A -Z (CQ Tech. Series)
Surplus Conversion Handbook
. £1 35
98p
Transistor Substitution Handbook .

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Amateur Radio SSB Guide
.
.
Amateur Radio Techniques (N /E)
Amateur Radio Construction Projects
Amateur Radio Circuit Book .
.
Elements of Radio Engineering
Guide to Amateur Radio
Engineers' Pocket Book .
'G' Call Book 1971 .
Hams' Interpreter
.
Hints & Kinks, Vol. 8 (ARRL) .
.
Radio Amateur Examination Manual
Operating an Amateur Radio Stat. .
Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook
Radio Data Reference Book (2nd Edition).
.
.
.

.

.

£1 57
£1 13
£1 1 0
70p

0/P
47p
80p
52p
55p
60p
31p
16p

0/P

75p

Radio, Valve and Transistor Data (Iliffe)

9th Edition .
.
.
.
.
.
87p
Radio Engineer's Pocket Book
.
0/P
Service Valve & Semiconductors Equivalents
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
29p
.

Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur
(ARRL) 4th, Edition

.

.

.

. £1.35

Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur
(ARRL) 5th Edition
.
Sun, Earth & Radio by J. A. Ratcliffe
Surplus Schematics (CQ)
Transistor Pocket Book .
Q & A on Audio
Q & A on Electronics
.
Q & A on Transistors (3rd Edit.)
.

.

.
.

.

.
.

. £1.65
.

89p

. £1.20
. £1 55
52p
52p
.
57p

VHF PUBLICATIONS
VHF Handbook, Wm. I. Orr
.
VHF Manual (ARRL)
.
.
VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB) N/E

The above prices include increased postage rates and packing.

. £1 77
. £1 35

. £1.75

Delivery is from stock.

(0/P = out of print)

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.1
(Counter Service. 9.30-5.15. Mon. to Fri.)
(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)

01-222 5341

(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
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Latest
Catalogue

Iii -fidelity,
efesirestt
Selagenests
Essiasseet
tanalagaz

Our New 6th edition gives full details of a

comprehensive range of HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and
FREE
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
DISCOUNT COUPONS VALUE 50p. 272
pages, fully illustrated and detailing thousands
of items at bargain prices.
SEND NOW ! STILL ONLY 371p P & P 10p.
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LAFAYETTE HA.800 SOLID
STATE AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER SIX
BANDS 3.54, 7-7.3, 14-14.35,

21-45, 28-29.7, 50-54 Mc/s.
Dual conversion on all bands. 2 x
455 Kc/s. mechanical filters. Product
detector Variable B.F.O. 100 Kc/s.
"S" meter
crystal calibrator.
Huge slide rule dial. Operation 230v. AC or 12v. DC. Size 15" x 9f" x

UNR-30. 4 BAND
COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER
Covering 550 Kr/s.-30 Mc/s. Incor-

porates variable FOB for CW/SSB
Built-in speaker and
reception.
phone jack. Metal cabinet. Operation 220/240v. A.C. supplied brand
new, guaranteed with instructions,

UR-II SOLID STATE
COMMUNICATION

TRIO TS 510 AMATEUR
TRANSCEIVER with speaker
and mains P.S.U., £180.
TRIO JR3I0 AMATEUR BAND

Carr. paid (100 Kc/s.

Complete with instruction manual, E5050.
Crystal el 97i extra).

RECEIVER

£15.75. Carr. 371p.

10-80 Metre Receiver, £77.50.

TRIO 9R59DS

4 band covering 550 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s.
continuous and electrical bandspread
on 10, 15, 20, 40, and 80 metres. 8

ADMIRALTY 62B RECEIVERS
manufactured

by Murphy. Five
bands

150-300

Kcis.: 560 Kc/s.
-1.5 Mc/s.;
Mc/s.

In-

corporates

2

R.F. and 3 I.F.
stages,

band-

filter, noise limiter, crystal
controlled B.F.O. calibrator, I.F.
output, etc. Built-in speaker, output for phones. Operation 150/230
volt A.G. Size 19f" x 131" x 16".
Weight 114 lbs. Offered in good
working condition, L2250. Carr.
pass

El 50. With circuit diagram. Also

available B41 L.F. version of above.
£17.50.
Kc/s.
Kc/s.-700
IS
Carr. El. 50.

DUMMY LOAD RESISTORS
Carbon 300 35w., 271p. P.P. 75-1,

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10
portSmall
able

crystal

controlled

wavemeter.

Size 7" x 7}"

x 4".

Frequency range
500 Kc/s.-10

Mc/s. (up to
30 Mc/s. on

of FET transistors, S Meter, built-in
speaker, variable BFO for SSB
reception, noise limiter, band spread control, sensitivity control.

Output for low imdepance head-

phones. Operation 220-240v. A.G.

or 12v. D.C. Size: 125" x 41." x 7".
Only L24.00.
Excellent value.
Carr. 37+p,

Carr.

371p.

MULTI -METERS
30,000

O.P.V.

Mirror scale, overload protection
01.613/15/60/300/1,200v. D.C. 0/6/30/
I20/600/1,200v. A.C. 0/30uA/6mA/
0/8K/80K/
60mA/300mA/600mA.
800K/8 meg. ohrn-20 to + 63 dB.,
£5.971, P.P. 15p.

Model TE-90.

50,000

O.P.V.

Mirror scale, overload protection.

0/3/12/60/300/600/1,200v. D.C. 0/6/
30/120/300/ 1,200v. D.C. 03/6/60/600
mA. D.C. 16K/160K/1-6/16 MEGO.

-20 to +63 dB., /7.50, P.P. 15p.

TMK Model TW2OCB. Features
resettable overload button. Sensitivity : 201(0 /volt D.C. 51(52/volt
A.C. D.C. Volts 0-0.5, 2.5, 10,
Volts
1,000v. A.C.
0-2'5, 10, 50, 250, 1,000v. D.C.
Currents : 0-005, 0.5, 5, 50,
Resistance
10
amp.
500mA.
0-5K, 50K, 0-500K. 5 MEG 52.
50,

250,

Decibels -20 to +52 dB., £11.50.
P.P. I71p.

'11 I

Normally

transmitter.

1 15/250v. A.C. Mains.

7" x 13" x 10" with instruction

Size

manual and service data, £65.00, Carriage paid. Package deal :111500SE with
SPSD speaker and HS4 headphones, £69.50.

Six ranges. 440 Kc/s.280 Mc/s. Operates on
Full
9v.
battery.
£12.50.
instructions

EDDYSTONE VHF RECEIVERS

HAMGEAR PRESELECTORS
75-30 Mc/s.,
operated

Model 770R, 19-165 Mc/s. Excellent

Mains

condition, £150.00.
B.C.221 FREQUENCY METERS
Latest release 125 kHz -20 MHz.
Excellent condition. Fully tested

17ep.

and

HANSEN SWR-3 BRIDGE

Impedance 52 ohms. Also operates
as field strength indicator, com-

plete with telescopic aerial, E3471
each. P.P. I71p. PL259 plugs to suit
37ip each.

Model TE-300.

111RI!

;Ilk

TRIO JR-500SE AMATEUR RECEIVER
7 separate ranges between 3.5 and 29.7
Mc/s. 7 valves, 2 transistors and 5
diodes plus 8 crystals : output 8 and
500 ohm and 5000 ohm phone jack.
Crystal controlled oscillator.
Variable BFO . VFO . AVC . ANL
Stand-by
S meter . SSB-CW
special double gear dial
.
switch
drive socket for connection to a

good

dial.

Excellent condition, 14471.

Ill

and short wave 50 Kc/s.-400 Kc/s.
and 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.
F.E.T. front end. 2 Mechanical filters.
Product detector.
Huge Dial.
Variable BFO. Noise limiter, S Meter.
24+" Bandspread. 230v. A.C./12v.
D.C. Neg. earth operation. RF gain
IS" x 95" x 81".
Size
control.
Wt. 18 lbs. Exceptional value, L45.
Carr. 50p.

condition,
Carr. 37.(p
or brand new, £7.971. Carr. 371p.

Calibrated

Power
requirements

i

i5.971. our price /3.75 if purchased with receiver.
NEW LAFAYETTE SOLID STATE HA600 RECEIVER
5
Band AM/CW/SSB amateur

L5.971.

P.P.

1

visseIll

se

lill/1

III

f

TRIO COMMUNICATION TYPE HEADPHONES.

used

TEI5
TRANSISTORISED
GRID DIP METERS

,

instruction manual, E47.50, Carr. paid.

heterodyne frequency

harmonics).

300v. D.C. 15mA and 12v. D.C. I:53A.

RF and AF gain controls 115/250v.
Size : 7" x 13" x 10" with
A.C.

meter covering 1.78 Mc/s. Operation
on 6 volts D.C. Ideal
use.
amateur
for
in

il

bandspread dial - IF frequency 455
Kc/s. . audio output 1.5w. . Variable

CLASS D WAVEMETERS
A crystal controlled

Available

1

hVIIKI

.

.

4 bands covering 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.
continuous. Special features are use

r

111

valve plus 7 diode circuit. 4/8 ohm
output and phone jack. SSB-CW
ANL . Variable BFO S meter Sep.

High quality 10
valve receiver

CODAR EQUIPMENT
CR.70 Receiver
CR.45 Receiver

L14.50

CR.45 Kit from

PR.30 Preselector
PR.30X (Built in P.S.U.)

LII.50

£7.50
£9.50

E7.15
RQ.10X (Built in P.S.U.) L13871
AT.5 MK.11 Transmitter £19.50
... £17.50
T.28 Receiver
£11.50
12/MS Mobile P.S.U.
I2/RC Control Unit ... £2.50
El 1.00
AT5 Mains P.S.U.
... £2.95
Mini Clipper Kit

RQ.10 Q Multiplier ...

checked and
charts,

calibrator
Carr. 50p.

L7.50.

Brand new, boxed, L2974. P.P. 2.5p.

complete with
£27.50

P.P. 20p,

AR88 MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Full

each.

in

JOYSTICK AERIALS
of Aerials and Tuners

range

stock.

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS
First grade quality, Moving Coil panel meters, available ex stock, S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet. Discounts for quantity.
Available as follows. Type MR.38P. 1 2I/32in. square fronts.
150v DC
£1.37}
I amp
£2.00
50µA
L1.37f 300v DC
2 amp
50.0-50aA LI .1371£1.37} 500v DC
LI 87+ 5 amp
I 00p.A
750v DC
/1.37
20rnA
I00 -0-100µA£1.75
15v AC
0.37
50mA
L1.75
200pA
50v AC
£1.37100mA
El .50
500pA
500-0-500/5A

LI37

I mA

1-0-1mA

LI 37

/1.37

150mA
200mA
300mA
500mA

£1.373

£1.37
L1.37

EI.37

150v AC
300v AC
500v AC

/1.371
£1.37.

£1.37,
£1.37,

LI.37LI.37
LI.37,
11.37.

L1.37,
S meter I mA

/1.60
3v DC /I.37
VU meter /2.10
10v DC £1.37
LI.37+
20v DC 11.37
El 375
100v DC LI.37
El 371
750mA
FULL RANGE OF OTHER SIZES IN STOCK. SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET.
2mA
5mA

£1.371

10mA

G.W.SMITH 8c COA IKKA) LTD
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. LONDON, W.1
3 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
311 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

Tel: 01-636 3715
Tel: 01-437 8204
Tel: 01-437 9155
Tel: 01-262 0387

All Mail Orders to -

11 -12, Paddington Green,
London. W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562
(Trade supplied)
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AMERICAN TITLES FROM fOUISIMM-SAMS'
ABC's OF ANTENNAS

The introductory chapters cover the fundamentals of radio -

wave propagation and basic antenna characteristics. The remainder
of the book is then devoted to a discussion of the various types of
antennas and their uses. Antennas for radio, television and twoway communications are included. Business radio, amateur, both
mobile and fixed -station operation, are covered. The final chapter
should be particularly appealing to those interested in microwave

uses and radio -navigational systems. A perusal of this book will
provide any student with an excellent foundation for more advanced

study in antenna design.

87p
ABC's of SHORT-WAVE LISTENING

Have you ever listened to a radio and thought how enjoyable it

would be to hear broadcasts from faraway places, such as Toronto,
Berlin, and Tokyo, as well as signals from ships at sea and satellites
in space. All these broadcasts can be at your fingertips, offering a
fascinating hobby.
ABC's of Short -Wave Listening a non -technical guide, will help
you get started, or give you added pointers if you are now engaged

in this hobby. The mysteries of radio waves are revealed in a
manner that anyone can understand, providing priceless knowledge about the ever-expanding world of short-wave radio.

£I.00

The book is primarily directed to the novice radio

ham,

it

contains many novel and valuable construction hints and tips for
amateurs in any licence class. As a finished touch to the projects

a complete "rollaway ham shack for hams with limited space
(apartment dwellers, etc.) is featured and fully described.

By W70E

£1.55

HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Besides full details on many useful and interesting types of
aerials, Ham Antenna Construction Projects includes complete
information on long-lasting construction methods, as well as how
to position your antenna to achieve maximum distance with a
given radiation pattern. In addition, much easy -to -understand
technical information on tuning antennas and the use of test
equipment

presented.

is

£I.45
PRACTICAL HAM RADIO PROJECTS

The projects described in this book include : all -band 500 -watt
linear amplifier . 2 -metre SSB mixer and linear amplifier . all band 500 -watt antenna tuner . electronic automatic keyer .
deluxe 6 -metre mobile transmitter . universal transistor mobile
modulator and power supply . transistor 2 -metre superhet receiver
VFO for 6, 2, and 1.25 metres . transistor dip oscillator . 2 metre transceiver for mobile or fixed station
transistor 6 -metre
handie-talkie
monitor scope for SSB and AM. Just about all
that is needed for a complete amateur station
.

.

.

!

ABC's of RADIO & TV BROADCASTING

This is a book for those who want to know what goes on at the
transmitting end in radio and television broadcasting. It explains
how the radio and television signals are formed, built up, and
transmitted. In addition to the discussion of basic transmitter
circuits, information is provided concerning metering and monitoring circuits and procedures.
The author has avoided a detailed mathematical treatment,
keeping the text basic and the essentials in view. Review questions

are included at the end of each of the twelve chapters.
answers are given in the back of the book.

The

L1.13
AMATEUR SSB RADIO GUIDE

Single-sideband receivers, transmitters, and transceivers are now
available which have higher frequency stability and are much easier
to tune than the early models. In this book, the author presents a
guide to single-sideband and single-sideband equipment, which

will be useful to any amateur considering or already operating

£1.13
SWL ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Two chapters cover the basic principles of antennae and the
knowledge necessary for construction of the projects which are
given in the following pages. The antenna projects themselves are
divided into six classes. First are the dipole aerials such as
segmented and inverted types. Following them are the vertical
antennae, including array and beam types. Then horizontal beam
systems (Yagis) are considered. Various low- and high -band and
multiband triangle antennae are also discussed. The next section
deals with long-wire antennae, such as vee beams and rhombics,

for those SWL'ers with a sizeable plot of land available.

For

SWL'ers without land, indoor antennas, which are included in the
final section, may be a solution. Three useful appendices are
provided at the end of the book.

LI.38
TRANSISTOR FUNDAMENTALS Vol.

I

Amateur radio is a rewarding and enjoyable hobby. For many hams

This book is a carefully planned programmed introduction to semiconductors and the basic electrical circuits. It begins with a brief
description of transistors and later devotes an entire chapter to an
explanation of transistor principles. Sandwiched between these
chapters are explanations of voltage, current, and resistance ; and
the all-important Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's laws. The book also
looks at the more complicated nature of inductance, capacitance,
and resistance in AC circuits.

lean back and say, "I built it myself,"that isn't engendered by owner-

TRANSISTOR FUNDAMENTALS Vol. 2

SSB.

By W6TYH

f1-57

AMATEUR RADIO CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

the greatest thrill comes from constructing and operating their
own "home-brew" rigs. There is something about being able to

ship of a commercial unit.
Amateur Radio Construction Projects is a book for every amateur,
whether he wants to build all his equipment or just a unit or two
to supplement what he already owns. Starting with many helpful
construction hints (some of which will benefit the "old-timer"),
the book progresses from simple projects to more complicated
ones. Each chapter contains a complete circuit description, chassis
layout, tuning procedure, and operating instructions, supplemented by schematic and pictorial diagrams and complete parts
lists.

By W6NJV

£1IO

BUILDING YOUR AMATEUR RADIO
NOVICE STATION

This book is the first "completely detailed" construction manual for
building an amateur novice radio station. Nothing is overlooked in
building the station from scratch to the actual on -the -air operation.

The transmitter and receiver are distinctly professional in per-

£I.90
This volume describes transistors and how they are used in semiconductor circuits. Simple circuits illustrate the basic principles
involved, and the more complicated circuits found in amplifiers and

oscillators help to show how the basic operations are applied.
Lacer, some recent semi -conductor developments are discussed.
Details descriptions of four new transistor devices are given and
how they are being used.

£1.90
TRANSISTOR FUNDAMENTALS Vol.

3

This book covers circuits used in audio, radio, and television
equipment. The reader is given a basic explanation of block and
schematic diagrams, and operating principles of input and output
devices, such as microphones and speakers. Numerous "X-ray"
illustrations highlight the descriptions of these devices. Also
discussed are the uses of the oscilloscope, radio -frequency and

audio generators, and the vacuum -tube voltmeter. Throughout the
book the reader will learn to recognise trouble symptoms and to
use logical troubleshooting methods to narrow down troubles to
specific circuits or stages in the unit under test.

L110

formance quality and appearance.

The Books described here are American in origin.

The above prices include postage & packing.

Available from

Delivery is from stock.
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ARE YOU READY ?
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MASTER

WE ARE-FOR THE DX SEASON.
Buy cNow Before The Rush
K BRITAIN

Manufactured 100% in England
MUSTANG
ATLAS
ELAN
TA -33 Jr.
TA -32 Jr.
TA -31 Jr.

VTD-3 Jr.

DI -2

SWL-7
RD -5

A-315
A-215
A-310
A-210

TD -3 Jr.

Mosley U.S.A. types are of course also available
Rotators, Towers, Polythene cord and rope, Coax cable,
Control cable, Twin feeder.

ul

Send for HANDBOOK/CATALOGUE containing full details and prices
of Antennae and technical information, 25 pages, I5p refundable on
V-3 Jr.
purchase of an Antenna.

AllaSky egellniett pea. 40, Valley Road, New.Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk Nor. 26K

Special Offer Weller
Every year at the RSGB Show Weller have made new friends and welcomed old friends.
Because there is no Show this year we are making our usual offer to our friends-by postto buy one of our renowned temperature controlled tools at very keen prices. These tools
have been out on demonstrations, in displays and on exhibition stands and so they don't
look their best. However, THE FULL SIX MONTH GUARANTEE STILL APPLIES, so
these are still first-class buys.

There is not an unlimited stock so send your order in right away to avoid disappointment.
Please send your remittance with your order to avoid delay, with postage and packing.

TCP-1, 24v., fitted with PTCC7 and
PU-1D (Power Unit 220/240v.)
Postage and packing (UK only)

Overseas: allow for 2 kilo parcel post
from UK to your address
Tips: PTCC7, PTAA6, PTDD8
Set of three (one of each)
Postage and packing

UK Industrial
List Price
£10.10

Offered at
£6.00
50p

£1.50

£1.00
25p

WOOD Mains voltage iron (220/240)
with Bench Holder BH4LL
Postage and packing

LT 60

£4.75
50p

Weller
Electric
Limited
Redkiln Way
Horsham, RH13 5QL
Sussex, England

FOR

THE

RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

7AeJ

SHORT WAVE
EDITORIAL
iii-arkeit

Whether one is or is not in favour of the U.K. joining the European Economic Community ("Common Market") it is interesting to consider the implications for us in the
Amateur Radio context. The first fact to emerge is that the Six are relatively under -populated in the radio
amateur sense-a check from the latest available IARU figures (end 1970) with an adjustment to allow
for the probable growth of licensing since, shows that France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland and
Luxembourg have together only 29,700 licensed AT -stations.
The U.K. total is 16,500. Our entry would make it 46,200 for the Seven and the U.K. proportion of the
whole 28%. As the U.K. rate of amateur -station licensing appears to be rather higher than in the six
countries, this proportion would likely increase as time went on. Not only would the U.K. be the dominant
partner in terms of AT -stations licensed (no one country has more than we have, though Germany has
approximately equal numbers) but Britain would also be the only member with an indigenous industry
manufacturing for the Amateur Radio market-of course, relatively a very small part of the electronics
complex as a whole, but nevertheless efficient, well -established and already doing world-wide business.

In the strictly Amateur Radio context, there would not appear to be any advantage, one way or the other,
by the U.K. either joining the Market or staying out of it. The possible exception to this is in the long term,
when an Amateur Radio Federation of the Seven (as it would then be if we went in) might be formed as a
strong organisation within the Community. This would really be essential for the proper conduct of affairs
because the existing IARU Region I set-up-being composed of 36 countries, many of which are politically

opposed to the Common Market and its aspirations-could not be an entirely satisfactory organisation
through which to handle Amateur Radio affairs within the Seven. And, of course, by the time such an
A .R.F. of the Seven" has been formed, the Community itself would probably have been enlarged by the
joining of the fringe -countries of Northern Europe, from the EFTA group.
Quite apart from any Amateur Radio consideration and the possibilities outlined in the foregoing, it
would seem that the U.K. would in the end do better by remaining outside the Common Market altogether

-but that will be for Parliament to decide, in due course.

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
A. J. Devon
JUST as this issue was due for

reports of W1BB, MP4BJI and

became too ill for any work. So
the contribution this time has been

the U.K. and, on the American

compiled by another hand-that,
in fact, of none other than A. J.
Devon who, roused from his
slumbers, was handed a peremptory
brief by the Editor saying, in effect,
"Get on with it, let's have it on time
and try to make it good". So

VK/ZL-Oceania: Phone section,
1000z Oct. 2 to 1000z Oct. 3.

side, the said KV4FZ made a 160m.

CW session, 1000z Oct.

9 to
1000z Oct. 10. Paper -work from,
and logs to (by Jan. 30, '72):
W.I.A., Federal Contest Com-

WAC in 24 hours during August,

the U.K. station involved being
GW3AEC.

(Astounding, says Stew

Perry, W1BB, and we can only

mittee, Box N1002, G.P.O. Perth,
6001, Western Australia.

concur.)

Contest Programme

"CQ" World -Wide DX: Phone
section, Oct. 30-31. CW section,
November 27-28. Rules and log
forms from: Contest Dept., CQ

There are several important events

.

coming off during the next few

General opinion is that the
seasonal improvement in HF-band

conditions is undoubtedly beginning

to show-the evidence for this is in
the 21 MHz band, which is getting
much livelier. With a truly -resonant

dipole showing an SWR of 1

time to get the detailed rules.

KV4FZ being heard regularly in

herewith A.J.D. does his best to
keep the fire in for G3KFE. .

afterwards, when there has been

regard to the frequency. We have

press, most unhappily Paul Essery,

:

1.1

(better than which you could not
expect to see) and 150 watts it is
possible to find something interesting

As the season
goes on, this will relieve the heavy
pressure on Twenty and may permit
a little more real DX to be worked

to work any day.

more easily on that band-for it is
our 14 MHz frequency area that is

the best, in terms of propagation
potential, for any part of the
world. The only trouble is the QRM!

months, of which we should apprise

Unfortunately, there are so
many that we cannot possibly print
the rules for each, even in an attenyou.

Magazine,

details can
the addresses

ARRL Sweepstakes: Phone session,
Nov. 13-14. CW leg, Nov. 20-21.

given (except that the VK/ZL affair

Paper -work

right on us). In general, the
exchanges are on the usual signal
report + serial number basis. The
point is that high activity can be
is

06111, U.S.A.
ARRL 160 -Metre Contest: December

11-12. Logs, etc., as above.

intending to send in an entry) by
listening round

for a few

making QSO's

accordingly;

"CQ" World -Wide Top Band CW:
January 29-30.
Contest entry
address as given.
Foregoing are the big events, open
to all on a world-wide basis. When

minutes to see what the form is,
and

then sorting out the paper -work

Forty, for DX, is used mainly by
the specialists, who have attenuators

OK

in their Rx inputs and can be on
towards midnight or very early in
the morning, when the QRM
reduces to fairly
portions.

the dab -hands) the congestion and
the general slap -happy operating

does make things very difficult.
Eighty is probably at its quietest
and most urbane on weekday
mornings, when the regular "retired
gentlemen's nets" can be heard
gently discussing affairs of absolutely
no importance.

Top Band is,

as always,

in a

category of its own. With conditions
improving steadily some extraordinary DX is being worked, having

,

OK

tolerable pro-

The 80m situation is that while
conditions are improving for DX
(which is there and is workable by

from: ARRL, 228

Main Street, Newington, Conn.,

expected during the periods shown;
it is possible to join in (even if not
first

Vanderventer

Island, N.Y., 11050, U.S.A.

uated form-but full
be obtained from

14

Avenue, Port Washington, Long

nrr

S,T

\UB5

HA9
<-""

rT
N

TATA-.M....ij

A

HA,SZEKESFEHER-

P, ee

t, ^I

V

NYIREGYHAZA

OSKi'L

~Ti'

) HAO
DEIEIECEN/'
H

,

,

VAR,

L.

ALAtGER3-

/UV -

LOLNOK ,"

Y

SZE

Z

SZEGep

KAPOSVA

C,D

f: yU

100km

Showing the Hungarian consign allocation, by districts indicated
by the first letter after the prefix, e.g. HA2G - - Kaposvar and
HAOD - - Debrecen. All stations In the district of the capital,
Budapest, are prefixed HA5. The total of licensed HA's is about

700.
Map acknowledgement "DL-QTC", August.
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sending for the rules, log forms, etc.,
use airmail and enclose at least two

IRC's for return postage.
There are, between times, many

other contests of local or

lesser

import, which it is not possible to
list here. You find them going on

as you tour the bands and your
QSO will always be welcomed by
the participants.

Top Band Test Series
These are always of great interest

to U.K. stations, with a high level
of participation. The Trans -Atlantic
Tests are on (GMT dates) Nov. 28,
Dec. 26, Jan. 9 and 23, and Feb. 13,
0500-0730z each day, with the W/VE
stations on 1800-1810 kHz and
Europeans (which means us) using
1823-1830 kHz. Call "CQ DX Test"
at 5 -min. intervals, our times being
0505, 0515 et seq, the W/VE's calling

at 0500, 0510 and so on. Note that
this implies not only accurate timekeeping, but cross -frequency working

-you will be more than somewhat
unpopular if you are heard calling a
W station on his frequency; anyway,
he propably won't hear you because
he will be searching for Europe over
1823-1830 kHz. The calling -listening

periods can, of course, be broken
if a QSO is started-which remember,
should be kept strictly cross -frequency. (The idea of this is, of

course, to minimise mutual QRM
locally.)

JY1, Amman, H.M. King Hussein of Jordan, at the operating

position in his study at the Palace-well known on the HP
bands as a courteous and efficient operator and very conscientious about his QSL'ing. He has worked many U.K.
stations (nobody need write in to us any more about this !)
and spends a little time on the air almost every day.

KF4SJ is a genuine call, to do with

the founding anniversary of San
Same
Juan, Puerto Rico
goes for VA2UN, which is a special
c/s issued to McGill University,
Montreal, for operation on all
bands till the end of the year

There is another-but for us a

G5ZT, of SS/TV fame (see p.405,

good deal more difficult -160 -metre
test event on Nov. 6 and 20, Dec. 4
and 18, Jan. 1 and 15, and Feb. 13,
when the W/VE's try to work across

all two-way on 20 metres, some of

the Pacific, in particular to JA, ZL
and VK. There is one period when
it could be worth trying from where
we are -0730-1000z on those dates,

when the JA's will be on 1907.5-

1912-5 kHz, the VK's on 18021805 kHz and the ZL's on 1876 kHz.
We should keep to 1823-1830 kHz.
Reports from U.K. stations taking

part, for coverage in this feature,
would be greatly appreciated.

Items of News
ZL4JF/A, Campbell Is., has been

heard working EU's on 3798 kHz
W6AM now has a kilowatt
mobile rig in his Cadillac, for which

the battery leads are of No. 2g.
copper, more than a ;in. in dia-

meter; he will be signing W6AM/M
on 14025 kHz CW (phew!)

Sept.) has now had slow -scan
television contacts with 15 countries,

the more interesting being KL7DRZ,
VK6ES, ZL1DW and 4X4VB, with

more than 50 U.S. stations pictured
4X4NJ has obtained special
permission to operate over 1800-1830
and 1870-1900 kHz "during contests

and G3ZYY hopes to go reciprocal
at least in 9V1 and VS6
G3ZOJ, our "Other Man's Station"
subject in the August issue, would
like to report, and us to record, an
instance of considerate and gentlemanly behaviour

on 20m.:

He

called "CQ VK" at 1545 clock on
Sept. 1 (when of course the band was
full of first -skip Europeans) and
back came VK6OV-a nice response

if ever there was one; every one of

the EU's on the channel held off
and gave G3ZOJ/VK6OV a clear

frequency for a good 579 CW contact
You would probably never

have known it but between Norway

only"; his present xtal frequency is
G3ZNZ worked
1827.5 kHz
JY1 recently and when he asked if
he could speak to Princess Muna,

and Sweden there is a small, independent territory called Morokulien,
which is an international refugee

both ends is British K.W. equipment
. . . . . . G2NJ has again found

with LG5GL and SK9WL regularly

H.M. put her on; the gear used at

YO4ASG/MM, on 7 MHz, whom
he has worked before on s.s. Moldova;

and by about now G5NX/LA/MM
aboard m.v. Torrens should be home
G3ZYY, H.M.S.
again

Cleopatra, is off on tour to the Far
East and will be looking up VS6DO
to find out who -and -what he really
has worked on 160m.; the ship will
be visiting a number of DX localities

area; for it, the prefixes LG and
SK9 have been specially issued,
active; the QSL address is P.O.
Box 1, N.2242/S 67 044, Morokulien,
Our inside
Scandinavia
information is that stations using

the BY prefix and giving Chinese
locations are likely to be genuine;
they will QSL through Hong Kong
Other interesting, and
calls heard recently or
about to appear are: AC3PT,
HKOAA,
KC6RS,
ET3ZU/A,

genuine,
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mon Is.) and ZL3PO/C (Chatham

found this, too, as he searches for
the rarer stuff in the UA9, UAO

The ET3's (and there are
now several of them) can be QSL'd
via P.O. 379, Asmara, Ethiopia.

worked on 20m. by picking out the

SVOWXX (Crete), VK3UV/9 (SoloIs.)

October, 1971

wire, feeling like 1 -wave against a
good earth connection. He says
"at last I can hear the DX, and seem
to be able to work it". Well, there
you are-there's an idea for a simple

areas; as a matter of fact, much
interesting Far East DX can be

Individual Reports

right stations, always glad to be

As always, there has been a good

the usual run of Mittel -Europa

closely -resonant dipoles for all bands

that, in due time, you will get a

limitations of band conditions and

intake of mail from the correspondents who provide the hardcore background for this feature.
Though it is possible to some
limited extent to make bricks without
straw when reporting activity on the

amateur bands, one does need to
know what the real practitioners of

the art are doing.
One of these is Jack Drudge Coates, G2DC (Ringwood, Hants.)
who has not only been touring the

DX bands for the best part of 40

aerial.

For years, A.J.D. has been using

called by somebody different from

countries-and you can be sure

10 to 80m. and, within the usual

QSL.

QRM, can be reasonably sure of
working anything that the Rx can
GW3AHN (Cardiff), one
hear.
of our king -pin DX operators, has

G3DNF (Leeds) writes to say he

has come to life again, with an
interesting record of stations worked

worked 328 countries on 15 metres
alone, using no more than a rotary

on the 7-14-21 MHz bands. We
pick out UA9CAO on Forty,
HI8MMA on Twenty and G3TZL

dipole.
G3VLX, now of Chislehurst, Kent,
started on the air five years ago when,

/MM on Fifteen. G3DNF is working
his antenna to get low -angle radia-

as he says, he was "very green",

tion on 7 MHz, trying a sloping

years but also, nowadays retired, is

able to keep almost a daily check

OE

on what is happening on 10-15-2040-80m., and occasionally he looks
at Top Band, too. G2DC (whose

!Bolzano

!N
VEETO,
I TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE,

ground -wave on the HF bands is

within range of where A.J.D.
listens) is not only a very competent

and experienced CW operator but
also expert at winkling out the
difficult stuff. His report for this

1\ LOMBARDIA
Turin

iFRIULI-VENIZIA GIULIA

12

Venice

.r.ieste

PIEM.ONTE,%\)1...ilan

LIGURIA,

's

VALLE cl'AOSTA Gen.a.

month covers a wide range of CW/

SSB DX on all the HF bands,

among the most interesting being
ZD6CW, worked out of the blue
at 599 both ways on an otherwise -

SAN MARINO,
9A1
Florence

IA5,

PY's on 80m.
G3ZXZ (Wakefield, Yorks.) says
he "neglects all bands except 15
and 80m."-he is now working

TOSCANE ,
(Elba, etc)°i,

successful

i/Cel \16

ISOLE

11.7
(SOLE

VATICAN

CITY H

of our regulars who searches all
bands and always comes in with
With him,
factual information.

working the DX-why, you may

ask? Answer is that around 0730

our time is when the EU's start
going to work and the QRM
noticeably lessens!

A.J.D.

has

7
I

\
(

Bari

-P

,e;

E
SOLE DI USTICA
(Ust Ica)

Ten has been the poorest in terms of

closing early. As regards Twenty,
G3NOF agrees that mornings after
about 0730 clock is the best time for

9y \

1C8P,tf,,?!,-1

G3NOF (Yeovil, Som.) is another

Fifteen is much more forthcoming, with the Far East there in
the mornings and Asia in the afternoons, though the band has been

4.,
Naples

(Ponea,etc)T'''`
ISOLE.*,.

with

1959.

\\,/

PONZIANEela,

CW/SSB DX on that band.

workable DX since he started in

N

ISOLE ID

two -element Quad for 15m., and
has been quite

'-

"S

dead 10m. band, and a flock of

SSB with a Heath HW-100, and
got ZL2LE on Eighty; he has a

Aniona

TOSCANA

189

!SOLE EOL I E

(Filicudi. etc)

IF9

'SOLE EGAD1,77.
(Favignana)

1119
PANTELLARIA'

169

ISOLE PELAGIE:' 1=T

(Lampedusa, etc)

Sorting out the Italian prefix system. Not all I's are obliged to
use this and some keep to their original calisi gns -which only
adds to the confusion.
Map acknowledgement August "Region I N ews" , G2131'

.
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and described how he had buried
a 60 -gal. water tank for an earth.
He feels that this is almost where
he came in-because at the new

QTH he has just buried another
60 -gal. water -tank

for an earth!

(And he can't go wrong!-Editor).
For G8HX (Mansfield), the R. &
D. department of Rediffusion, Ltd.

have made a considerable effort
and have at last rid him of the

TVI he was causing-by reason of
the 7 MHz pass -band in their
system, for which he was held not
to blame by the Post Office. It has
taken about a year and many hours

of testing, but always on a completely

amicable basis; success was celebrated by a session at the local, for
which the firm paid! G8HX runs a
DX -100U, CW only, and a dipole
(balanced feeder through a balun)

G3ZBA is Dr. Sidney Sefton, 8 Sandmoor Avenue, Leeds,
LS17-7DW, who runs K.W. gear on the Tx side and an Eddystone 830/7 receiver-a nice range of modern British equipment, with which he has got more than 150 countries

on 40m. and has worked some nice
Particularly
run-of-the-mill DX.

confirmed.

Being a doctor of medicine he is strictly a

"non-professional radio amateur".

interested in one of the German
awards, he has worked more than

330 W. German stations, with a
QSL return of no less than 62%.
He notices a lot of difference in the

quality of signal as between West

keeps to 7 MHz and has an impressive worked -list; he has three
antennae cut for that band-a

dipole, a delta loop and a bobtail

the latter

curtain and finds that by switching

being markedly inferior.
GM3JDR (Wick), another of the

direction but also cut back a lot of
the EU QRM.

stalwarts behind this feature, also

them he can not only pick
VV.

his

W4WFL/1 (Hartford, Conn.) who
is a member of the ARRL Hq. staff
and likewise a regular correspondent,

mentions that he is modifying his
Drake 2-B for 160m., a la G6LX's
article in the March issue of SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE.

He gives US

another ET QSL address-Telecoms.
A.R.C., P.O. Box 1047, Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia, though this does

not apply to all ET3's or 9E3's;
best thing is to ask where the card
is to be sent when in QSO. For
C31EF,

cards

go

to

W4WFL

himself, at BM/W4WFL, London,

W.C.1. (which is a Monomark
address, and quite sufficient).

Over in Ipswich, G3DCS is still
working away with antennae and
has a balun-connected

rectangle

(somewhat as G6LX suggested in
the June issue, one presumes) and
shows a good CW/DX list using it
on 15-20m. with a KW -2000.
CO

G3YRR (Grimsby) had some

rewarding sessions on 15m., though
he remarks that "one terrible evening
on 15 I heard ZP, CE, PZ and just
about the whole S. American firmament without getting a bite". That's
how it goes!

Ten Metres
in 1937 as
John Sainsbury, 9J2HE (Box 696, Kitwe) was first licensed
G8HV. He has been in Zambia for the last seven years and the shack is
John
has
also
operated
from
ZE6,
actually a 4 -wheel caravan trailer.
VQ1, VQ3, VQ4, 5X5 and VS9. His pre -War U.K. recollections go back
those
mysterious
noises
to the time when G3CY first started listening to
from outer space on a home built Rx
in his father's garage-G3CY is
now Sir Martin Kyle, the eminent scientist and radio astronomer at
Cambridge University.

Though we have heard

little

anough of anything in the way of
DX happenings on Ten, this band
not be neglected-hence
the heading to itself. For one thing,
it is ideal for local net working and
should
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should be used much more for that
purpose when it is in the doldrums in

OE

the DX context, and for another it
can spring the odd surprise.
Some years ago, we used to run
Activity Periods on 10 metres, just
to stir things up and see what could
happen. The results were always
extremely interesting and proved

HA- HS
A.R.
Vojvodina

YU2

things: One that activity
generated more occupancy, and the
other that G's on ground -wave
two

GO
YU4

could be heard up to 100 miles or

YO

NOVI SAD

BELGRADE

'IP14,

SO.

The Tabular Matter
There is none again this month
because of course G3KFE holds

TIT

all the details and it was not possible

LZ
Kosovo-

Methohijar'
r SKOPJE

in the time available for A.J.D.
to get the Tables together.

Apologia
It is only too well appreciated
that this offering of CDXN is
scant compared with what we usually

get from G3KFE-but not only did
A.J.D. come to the job stone-cold,
as the saying is, but he had less than
two days in which to do it.

Anyway, it is much to be hoped

SERBIA including autonomous
regions of Vojvodina and

YUI

Kosovo- Metohija
YU2
CROATIA
YU3 ..._ SLOVENIA
YU4 ..... BOSNIA & HERCEGOVINA
YU5 _._ MACEDONIA
YU6 .... MONTENEGRO (Crna Gora)

go

SV

YU7
Foreign Amateurs
YU0 ..... Special Stations

YT, 4N

Special Prefixes

0

100

200

300km

that Paul Essery will be back on
his beat by next time.

Deadline

The Yugoslays have about 2,000 licensed AT -stations, distributed
as shown here.
Map acknowledgement August "Region I News," G2BVN.

And for next time, the closing
date for this feature will be Monday,
October 11, addressed CDXN,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.
Keep the bands busy, es

73 de A.J.D.

Station set-up, G4ACF, of the Worcs.
Army Cadet Force, Rubery Troop,
Callowbridge, Rubery, Birmingham.
Main operating interest is 80m. SSB
working on Monday and Thursday
evenings. They would particularly like
to contact, or to hear from, any other
amateur station directly connected with
the Army Cadet Force.

Always mention " Short Wave Magazine" when corresponding with Advertisers - it helps you, helps
them and helps us.
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"THE HAM's INTERPRETER"
This is a radio amateur phrase book in ten languages
(including English and Esperanto) which translates the
usual phraseology-for instance, Thank you very much

for this QSO or I hope to meet you again in the near
future under better conditions-into any one of the nine
other languages, from French or Spanish to Yugo -Slav
or Russian. The book also contains sections on correct

pronunciation, in phonetic spelling, e.g., the letter Z
is tse in Russian or tset in German, also a translation of

numbers from 0 (zero) to 1000, which is hiljada in
Yugo -Slav (you say it just like that). There is an exten-

sive glossary of terms usual in radio parlance, like
kantoaalto, which is "carrier -wave" in Finnish, or
"effective height", which sounds like evektivnaja visota
when you (try to) say it in Russian.
The cost of this very useful and practical little book-
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we do say is that if you have an interesting piece of gear

at a reasonable price, you are pretty certain of being
able to get immediate cash for it.
We can check this quite easily for ourselves: In each
issue there is a certain proportion of Box No. advertisements. The replies to all these must come through us to
be sent on to the addressees. It is therefore easy to
evaluate Advs. having the greatest appeal-it is always

those items offered at a realistic second-hand- price.
(Of course, we do not open the envelopes, which are
sent on immediately as received.) But if we get 37 for
Box No. XYZ and only five for Box No. ABC, it is easy

to see what are the attractive items from the point of
view of the reader willing to lay out his cash.
We have been in this business of Amateur Radio for
more than 25 years and the cost of our Small Advertising

is cheap enough -2p per word, minimum charge to

interested in what radio amateurs talk about over the

readers 50p, payable with order. Copy to: Advertising
Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.

air-is but 55p, post free ex -stock, from the Publications
Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. Over the years, we have sold 1000's
of copies of the Ham's Interpreter, from the time it only
covered five languages to the ten interpreted in the current

Anent the picture on p.275 of the July issue of SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE, one of our well-known SWL correspondents, E. J. Boyle (London, S.E.19), writes that during

which, apart from its applications to the every -day
European contact, makes instructive reading for anyone

issue.

OUR BOOK DEPARTMENT
Regular readers will not have failed to notice that
each month we offer an extensive range of book titles
covering (as far as we know) every aspect of the art and
practice of Amateur Radio. We are constantly looking
for new books of Amateur Radio interest-like Ratcliffe's
Sun, Earth and Radio, now available. We do a considerable business through our Book and Publications Dept.

GOING BACK A BIT

the Kaiser's War he was in the old R.F.C. as a W/T opr.
and himself operated a Tx of that type in a BE -8 artillery
spotter aircraft over the Ypres area. The receiver which
went with it was a two -crystal job (you had a switch to
select the one with the most sensitive spot) followed by
a valve amplifier using the famous R -type bright -emitter
valves. Hallowed days-hallowed memories.

CITIZENS' BAND-U.S.A.
The American FCC (Federal

Communications

free and orders are usually despatched on the day of

Commission) has recently published the results of a
two-year survey on what is happening over there on
what is known as the "Citizens' Band", categorised as
Class -D Licensing for personal transceiver operation
around 27 MHz. The most interesting fact emerging

receipt-slight blurb in support of the devoted staff who
look after the Publications Dept., Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. (If you buy at
the counter, we knock off the postage charge.)

though it does mean some over -crowding of the

-probably in our field the largest in the U.K.
What matters for our customers is that every title
we advertise-and there are nearly 150 of them !-is in
stock for immediate delivery. All prices shown are post

FOR ANYTHING FOR SALE OR WANTED

In the radio amateur field, always use the Small
Adv. pages of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. For nearly 25

years, our Small Adv. columns have been establishing,
by the law of supply and demand, the re -sale value of a

very wide range of branded equipment, of whatever
origin. (There are today some "surplus" items commanding a higher price than they did many years agowe would not mention them, for fear of forcing the price
even higher!)

Through our Readers' Small Advertising columns,
many £1,000's -worth of equipment change hands every

month-in the September issue alone, nearly £3,000 worth of gear was being offered For Sale, this taking no
account of the "Wanted" or "Exchange Offer" Advs.

While we do not suggest that you can sell any old
junk by advertising it in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, what

from this survey (according to Auto -Call, July) is that
74% of the 900,000 individuals licensed are actually
making full use of the facility (talking to one another)
23

allocated on a regional

basis.
Apparently, there is a large body of what are called
"hard-core violators"-people who pay no licence fee
and buy equipment running far over the CB licensed

available channels,

power of 5 watts. There is also an interesting problem
due to skip under anomalous propagation conditions-

like when we can hear the 27 MHz CB stations over here.
In the U.S., amateurs have a band, apparently little
used (and unknown over here) at 220-225 MHz. The
proposal is that 2 MHz of this band be given over to the
CB service, making some 80 CC/FM channels available,
to be allocated on a regional basis.

The underlying difficulty about the whole situation
is the fact that the FCC has totally insufficient funds to
enforce the CB rules as they stand-not much could be
done anyway about anonymous "hard-core violators"
-while against them they have a powerful segment of
the electronics industry eager to sell more transceivers
to more people.
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"SUN, EARTH and RADIO"

SCOUT INTERNATIONAL EVENT

Once again, there will be a large number of U.K.
stations on for J -O -T -A, the Scout Radio Jamboree over

IT is an odd thought that though the ionosphere and its

16-17,

changes are the key to all radio communication, it
is the phenomena least understood by amateurs, and

the weekend October

0001-2359,

effectively

midnight Friday to midnight on Sunday, a 48 -hour period.
Of course, few stations will be able to keep going for such

a long stretch but a little calculation with the 24 -hour
clock will show how the time can be used under the
band conditions that normally can be expected to catch
DX from anywhere in the world, e.g., 40 metres early
Sat./Sun. morning; 20m. during the late evening and early
morning; 80m. mid -morning and early afternoon

Sat./Sun. for contacts with other U.K. Scout groups;
and Sunday morning for the same on Top Band and

the working of locals. The other two bands, I0 -15m.,

may not be of much use at any time, though it

is

always worth checking 15 metres for DX, especially
from the Near East and North Africa.

We shall be glad to have, for a write-up in the
December issue, J -O -T -A reports from any stations
participating. Details required are: Callsign and location; Scout group entertained or involved; bands
worked; total of actual J -O -T -A contacts made; best

Scout DX and/or most interesting J -O -T -A station

worked; a general comment on conditions and experiences-also, where possible, a good picture of the station

and visitors-all to be addressed to: JOTA, SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, to arrive on or before

also the most simplified part of the R.A.E., tc be covered

in the course of a couple of hours of lecture.
This book of Ratcliffe's is a demonstration of just
now much over -simplified the ionosphere can be and
gives a good idea of the speed at which science is learning,

modifying and discarding theories in the light of experimental evidence. It is also very much a proof of the
practical value of scientific space satellites.

What are you going to get for your money? Not a
book to read in bed, certainly. Sun, Earth and Radio is
aimed at students seeking the facts on the subject and
intelligent general readers who just want to know. Thus,

there is an introductory historical discussion, further
material covering the area out to about 1000 kilometres,

and then some chapters dealing with later advances
and consolidation of existing theories which the space
era brought into the field.
All this is linked up to a discussion of the practical
implications in terms of radio communications. In this
final part there are some surprises in store for the average

reader who is a practising HF-band radio amateur.

Finally there are a couple of appendices, the first one of

October 30. All photographs we can use will be paid for

which gives a brief but adequate coverage of basic
physical matters which are relevant, e.g., frequency,

KEEP TO THE UNOFFICIAL RULES

phase, magnetic fields, photons, Doppler -effect, temperature -measurement and so on, making it possible for an
intelligent reader to come to the book "cold." The

on appearance, in the usual way.

Though any U.K. amateur station is entitled to use
any mode he wishes on any frequency within the bands
for which he is licensed, there are certain unofficial rules

which have been drawn up for the comfort and convenience of all concerned and they are meant to apply
throughout the Region I area-in the common interest,
they should be observed. Transgressors do not lay
themselves open to any official penalty, because there is
none-but they will certainly attract the obloquy of other

users of a band, an attitude that can show itself in a

number of ways, mainly unpleasant.
The Region I IARU Band Plan-with which we are
in full agreement and which we entirely support as being
in the general interest-can be summarised as follows:
For CW-only Operation: 3500-3600 kHz; 7000-7040
kHz; 14000-14100 kHz; 21.0-2115 MHz; and 28.00 to
2820 MHz. What all this comes to is that CW working
should be confined to the LF areas of the DX bands.
For Phone -only Working, the limits are: 3600-3800
kHz; 7040-7100 kHz; 14100-14350 kHz; 2115-21.45
MHz; and 2820-29-70 MHz.
International RTTY (radio teleprinter operation)
should be kept around 14090 kHz. Two other narrow
frequency bands agreed for inter -Continental DX are
3500-3510 kHz for CW and 3790-3800 kHz for Phone.
There is no difficulty about any of the foregoing.
The great majority of amateur stations conform. If
you are one of those who do not, you cannot complain

if you are trodden on. You will not be breaking any
official rules but you will certainly be behaving in an

anti -social fashion.

second appendix gives the last-minute developments
between completion of the main work and publication,

emphasising once more the speed with which the experts
are moving ahead. To round -off, there is a very useful

bibliography, with a heading to the effect that in all
additional reading the date of publication is of the
utmost importance-and, of course, an adequate index.
There are fifteen photographic plates and 83 two-colour
diagrams, all drawn originally by the author.

One is not involved in mathematics beyond the
ability to read a graph. The style of writing is very
direct and the numerous two-colour graphs and diagrams
help in bringing home the various points. The captionwriting associated with the diagrams is particularly good

and clear.
Summing-up, one cannot imagine a better treatment
on the ionosphere and magnetosphere than this, to be read

and referred to again. One feels that it will become the

standard text against which all other works on the
subject will be compared-and it is certainly a valuable
addition to your reviewer's shelves.
Of the author, Dr. J. A. Ratcliffe, FRS, it is enough to

say that he was for six years the director of the Govt.
Radio & Space Research Station and is recognised as
a world authority on radio propagation and the problems
of the ionosphere.

His book, of mere than 250 pages, copiously illutrated and called Sun, Earth and Radio costs 89p post
free and is obtainable, from stock, of our Publications
Dept., Short Wave Magazine. Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.
E.P.E.
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813's IN LINEAR
DESIGN FOR ALL HF BANDS
D. P. NICHOLLS, M.B., Ch.B. (G3ZVZ)

M. W. SMITH, M.B., Ch.B. (G3UAF)
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Types such as RAS-310AF are superior to the BY -100
in current rating, but note that in this case the connections
are opposite to the BY -100. All the capacitors should be
isolated in plastic tubing, and the smoothing choke should
be of large dimensions. The power pack is screened,
but the anode choke L3 and its decoupler C7 (Fig. 2) are

contained in the PA compartment. Anode chokes are
notoriously difficult to make, and often burn out due to
parasitics. It is best to buy a commercial type intended
for high -power operation.

MANY amateurs now own transceivers giving 90200w. p.e.p. output, but would like to run 400w.
output for greater advantage in DX working. However,
commercial linear RF amplifiers are still quite expensive.
This article describes a cheap and reliable linear, capable
of delivering the legal power limit with ease. Full
constructional details are not given, as it is assumed that

many constructors will keep the price down by using
available parts, i.e., their junk -boxes. In this way, it
should be possible to build the amplifier for under £20.
The linear uses two 813 valves in parallel grounded grid mode. This has the advantages of good linearity

without neutralisation (except perhaps on 10 metres).
No complex test procedures are required, and no bias
supplies are used. The output from most modern transceivers is more than ample to drive it to full output. (As
used to be said of the 813 "you have only to breathe on
its grid to get 400 watts RF output"-a pair of them can
be pushed to a kilowatt with about 10 mA of driveEditor.)

Power Supply Unit-Fig. 1
For maximum efficiency, a plate voltage of 2-2.5 kV
is used. This is supplied from a 1000-0-1000v. trans-

former, rated at 250 mA. A lower current rating may
result

in core saturation on peaks and diminished

output. This is, of course, a lethal voltage, and appropriate safety precautions must be taken, including a good
earth. The "third pin" of the mains should not be relied
upon. Something like 20 to 40 µF of smoothing is
recommended, with bleeder resistors across each
capacitor. The large value of resistor used results in
long discharge time; thus, high voltage can remain in the
linear for several minutes after switching off. Therefore,
always ground the HT line with a large, well insulated
screwdriver before touching anything inside! The HT
and heater transformers should have separate switches;

RF Amplifier-Fig. 2 (p.474)
Although the design of the power -pack is not critical
(if may even be built as a separate unit), much more care
should be taken with the layout of the amplifier. Leads
should be only of the minimum length necessary, and
the unit built strong and rigid. The input and output
circuits must be screened. It may be convenient to
incorporate a heavy-duty aerial change -over relay on the

output side of the linear.

The exciter input is fed through a capacitor, Cl
which works well in many cases, but better matching is
obtained with a pi -network. The bifilar heater choke
is made from about twelve double turns of 16g. insulated
copper wire close wound on lin. ferrite rod, and bound.

The anode parasitic chokes Ll , L2 are about three or
four turns of 16g. copper, -fin. i.d., over a 47 -ohm
carbon resistor (not wire -wound). This may have to be
altered if the standing current is excessive, indicating
parasitics; normal standing current is about 80 mA.
The pi -tank design will vary considerably according
to the components available. The tune capacitor C8,
C9 must be wide -spaced and heavy-duty, but the load
condenser need not be so bulky. For the tune condenser,
try 50 pF, with 100-150 pF to switch in parallel for 80m.
and 40m. A large split -stator condenser, such as Eddystone used to make, is ideal. Plates may be removed
from both sections and the larger portion switched in
Ch

HT+ 2500V

switching the HT off first will decrease the discharge
time.

In this context, we should mention the medical
treatment of anyone who has received a severe electric
shock. Although the victim may appear to be dead, it
is well worth while continuing artificial respiration and
heart massage for over an hour in such cases, as they
could well come round again.
To those more concerned with the longevity of the
valves than of the operator, this may be considerably
increased by testing and tuning on reduced plate voltage.

A Variac or large choke in the mains primary will
reduce the voltage, but grounding the centre -tap of the
transformer secondary winding does not work. Blower
cooling of the valves is a luxury but not a necessity.
The rectifier is a full -wave bridge arrangement,
using four or five silicon per limb, mounted on tagboard.

S2

F2

T2

To Bifilar Choke

see text)

Fig. 1

Power Pack

Fig. 1. Suitable PSU for the 813 Linear discussed in the text.
Cl, 500 µµF, 3 kV.; C2 -C21, 60 + 250 µF, electrolytic, 350v.
working, ten in series -parallel ; RI, 1.5K, 5w.; R2 -R17, 970K,
fw., 4 in series across each diode ; R18 -R27, 970K, ten in series ;
Ch., 5-25 Hy, rated 250 mA+ ; D1 -D16, see text; T1, 1000-01000v. at 250 mA ; T2, 10v. at 10 amps for 813 heaters.
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HT+ 2 500V

C7

L3

a
Li

VI

input

tc

4
V2

7

C3

C2

Exciter

Aerial

3-

R3
R4

4

R2

C5

tc
3

RI

L2 ro

145

C4

C6

a tc
.91

CI

int.screen
V

Fig.1

nc

nc

10Vat 10A

via Bifilar choke see text

f

VI V2 - 813

LINEAR AMPLIFIER

Fig. 2. The parallel -813 Linear Amplifier. Values should be CI, .02 µF;
C2, C3, .005 µF ; C4, C5, .001 µF ; C6, .001-002 µF, 20 kV working ; C7,
.01 µF, 5 kV; C8, C9, 50+150 it IA. wide -spaced variable ; C10, .001 µF
variable; R1 -R4, 15 ohms, jw.; R5, R6, 47 ohms, carbon, 2w. Valves are
813 and coils are explained in text. The RFC L3 should be designed for

the job-see text.

for 80m. and 40m. only.
Two coils are fitted in series at L4 and a heavy-duty
ceramic switch used. For 20m., 15m. and 10m. the

tappings are on a self-supporting coil of light copper
tube, internal dia. 2iin., over 8 turns in 3in. The 80m.
and 40m. coils are on a braced winding of 16g. copper
wire, 3iin. int. diameter, 2 -in. long at 7 t.p.i. The
exact tapping points should be found by experiment,
aiming for current dip in the mid -range of the plate tune
condenser.
It is of course necessary to have an aerial presenting

a favourable SWR-otherwise RF may appear in the
outer braiding of the coaxial feeder. This can result in
TVI, parasitics or even RF burns from contact with the

chassis. (It is also a sure indication that power "up the

spout" is being lost).
Results

This linear has been driven to full output with three
different exciters: KW -200, Trio TS -510, and more
recently a Sommerkamp FT -101. With a simple ground plane antenna, it yielded good results on 15m. and 20m.,
making 2-3 S -points difference in VK. It also works on
10m. with a ZL-Special. Recently, it has been used

extensively on 80m. into a modified Windom, with a
long-wire of 600 feet. So far, 104 countries have been
worked, with good reports from VE, VO, ZL, PY, YV
and other South American areas.

R.A.E. COURSES-FINAL LIST
The following notifications were received too late
for the September listings on p.430. In most cases,
the Course will already have started, so application to
the College or Evening Institute concerned should be
made immediately.
Eastbourne: At College of Further Education, St. Anne's

Road, evenings Tuesday (Theory) and Thursday
(Practical), with P. Simmons, G3XUS, in charge.
Farnborough: At Cove Further Education Centre,

Secondary School, St. John's Road-apply Principal.

London (Acton): At the Technical College, opposite
Course
Town Hall, on Wednesday evenings.
lecturer W. G. Dyer, G3GEH. Apply to the College
immediately for registration.

London (Islington): At De Beavoir Evening Institute,
Balls Pond Road, Tottenham Road, N.1, on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings-instructor F. Barns, G3AGP,
enrolment immediately.

London (Wembley): At the Evening Institute, High
Road, on Monday evenings, with A. Bayliss, B.Sc.,
G8PD, in charge. He has a long record of success
in R.A.E. tuition.

Slough: At College of Technology, William Street,
on Thursday evenings, with G3FVC and G3WQC in

Apply right away to the College, which
also operates its own station G3XPL as part of the
charge.

course.

Welwyn Garden City: At the College of Further
Education, apply Principal. or G3IOZ, QTHR.
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TRANSMITTING ANTENNAE
FOR SMALL GARDENS
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as no ATU is needed. For a vertical radiator less than
20 feet high, which can be placed in any convenient
spot,

results

are very

good

and lively interest

was shown by some stations contacted.

INTERESTING HELICAL SYSTEM
ON TOP BAND
J. S. CUSHING (G3KHC)

riNE of the problems many amateurs have to solve

If Fig.

1

is referred to the general idea should easily be visualised.
The mast is about 20 feet high and one or two inches in

diameter. It must of course be non-metallic so a short
wooden scaffold pole, a couple of stout 10 foot bamboos
(suitably joined) or thick dowelling are suggested.
Uniformly wound over the length of the mast, except for
a couple of feet at the bottom, is 250 feet or wire. This

should resonate at 2.0 MHz or a little above and to
bring the system to resonance in Top Band a tapped

%--1 is how to radiate a reasonable signal from a small
garden. The QTH where the aerial systems described
here are installed has a garden just over 40 feet long, so
elaborate layouts are impossible. A major handicap is
the difficulties involved if masts of any height are
installed. Obviously, siting and guying even one mast of
more than 25 feet is not easy, while if a taller mast is
somehow contrived there is always a risk of damage to a
neighbour's property. On the principle that good

inductance is connected between the inner of the coax
feeder and the bottom of the helix. The outer of the
coax is earthed below the mast.
Turning to constructional aspects the point to keep
in mind is there seems to be nothing very critical about

neighbourly relations

Construction

are more important than an

extra S -point with a W2, only one mast about 20 feet
high is used. This is near the end of the garden and by
using the rear of the house in place of a second mast,
a maximum top length of just over 30 feet is possible.
Aerials made by folding about 70 feet of wire into the
space available radiate a good enough signal on 160 and

80 metres to allow plenty of contacts, though mostly
only local ones result. A very much folded 140 feet has
also been tried but this maze of wire gave only slightly
better results.

dimensions.

The Handbook does not lay down any

rigid data and, as will be seen later, data for this aerial

departs a good deal from recommendations in the
Handbook.

A mast was made by joining two 9 -foot lengths of
one -inch diameter wooden poles, these being joined as
shown in Fig. 2 with a halving joint. This joint is not the
strongest possible, but should be no problem to anyone

with a modicum of skill in woodwork and needs no
special tools other than a small handsaw. Three 2BA

screws and nuts secure the joint and the small amount of

On 20 metres with either of these aerials results were
very poor even though all indications suggested they were

12" rod

taking power. But as soon as a simple dipole was put
up contacts with European countries became easy.
Such an aerial at 20 feet will not open the door to DX
working, but on the other hand contacts up to 1500
miles are regularly and easily made with reports up to
5 -and -9, and sometimes W's are worked with no great
effort-this with an input of less than 50 watts p.e.p.
The reason for these results is easy to understand if
azimuthal radiation pattern diagrams for simple aerials
are studied. For a height of about 20 feet-with a

45-20 feet

20 -metre aerial-radiation will be mostly at high angles,
hence the ease in working Continentals.

Notc- as short as
6ft may be tried

Winding

Practical advice seems to be: Get the aerial up to
about 20 feet and plenty of QSO's should result. DX
contacts will be very few, but recalling how fierce competition can be, it may be argued very little is being
missed.

70 ohm coax

Having made some progress with 20 metres attention
was returned to 160 and 80m. Operation on these bands

from Tx

was possible by the common expedient of straping
inner and outer of the coax feeder to the dipole.
Loading coil

Another Approach

At this point it seemed no further progress could
easily be made when brief mention of a helically wound
aerial suitable for Top Band was noticed in the '69 ARRL
Handbook. Briefly, the idea is to wind 250 feet of wire
on a wooden pole 15 to 20 feet high. This is fed with

70 -ohm coax which may be taken straight to the Tx

To Ea th system
Fence post

Fig.1
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be possible-but early contacts proved, it was radiating
very well and several stations commented on the strength
of the signal, and were much interested when told of the

nature of the aerial.
Results

Sufficient QSO's have now been made to establish
its performance with some certainty. There seems little
doubt that a strong ground -wave goes out with a maximum range of 25 to 30 miles. Nearby contacts are
S9+, at 10 miles generally S9 and at 20 miles usually S8.
Beyond 20 miles the signal weakens rapidly and ground wave contacts in excess of 30 miles have not been possible.

These figures are across open country. Contacts across
heavily built-up areas are not so good-but compared
with a folded 70 feet of wire, results are considered very
good.
At greater distances performance has been less easily
AU holes drilled 213A clear
and countersunk on outside

Use 3/4" bolts for
1" dowelling

determined, but the following serves as a guide: Up to
about 200 miles reports are poor, but beyond this they
improve-R5/S5 has been given at 250 miles and R4/S5
at 500 miles. Again, other aerials tried have never
produced even these results.
It is, of course, a Top Band -only system and will not

work on other bands. If an ATU was placed at the
bottom of the helix other bands might perhaps be used.
This has not been tried so no comment can be offered.
metal seems to have no ill effect. Having joined the two

Reception of Top Band signals is also very satis-

In the S.E. of England, GW, GI and GM

sections a couple of coats of varnish are applied as

factory.

mast comes next. This should be done carefully so the
winding is reasonably regular. Making this winding is
rather tedious and takes some time so is best started
when time is available to work steadily and get the job
done in one go. If a thicker mast or a different length of
winding is used, frustration will be avoided if a little
figuring is done first mainly to determine the number of

bases, which are so often troublesome, are considerably
attenuated-the effect is quite noticeable and this system
could be recommended on these grounds alone.

weather proofing. Winding 250 feet of wire on to the

turns per inch. Any join in the mast may be covered with

a layer of black insulating tape to provide a smooth
surface for the winding.
When complete, the winding should be liberally
doped with more varnish to fix the turns in place. Once

stations are often heard. Harmonics from TV time -

The manner in which this aerial works is not very
It does not function as a half -wave (250 feet is
approximately a half -wave on 160 metres). It rather
clear.

acts as a vertical quarter -wave and the ARRL Handbook

does mention this. This is borne out indirectly by
remembering the feed impedance of a vertical quarter wave is 50 or 60 ohms and that the ordinary 60/70 ohm
coax used makes a good feeder. Low readings on a
SWR Bridge tend to confirm the above.

the helix is finished the remainder of the job is easy
enough. A fence post or something similar is sunk two
or three feet in the ground with the mast fixed to it with

Paxolin, perspex, etc.

Di

home made clamps of thick sheet aluminium.

The
tapped coil is housed in a plastic box and waterproofed
with black Bostik.

There remains an earth system. Buried radials are
recommended, but several earth rods will do instead.

D2

Di

D2

I

For initial trials one earth rod will suffice.
D3

Testing

To check resonance of the system, feed "full" output
from a signal generator into the coax feeder and place
a field -strength meter close to the mast. The meter
(which should be of the aperiodic type) will peak as the
generator is tuned through the resonant frequency. If
different taps are selected optimum taps for various
parts of 160m. can be found. (No doubt a GDO could
be used instead, though this was not tried.)
When it came to on -the -air testing, a pleasant surprise resulted. It had been assumed in view of the low
height and small size that only very local contacts would

D3

70ra coax to Rx/Tx

Di

:

20 metre aerial, total length about 33 feet
22 feet
464/2 feet approx.

D2 :

For 15 metres,

D3

10 metres

Fig. 3
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These two aerials then, erected in a small garden,
have given superior results if compared with a short
wire aerial and have produced many enjoyable QSO's.
The chance to work DX only occurs rarely but when
worked is perhaps more satisfying for that reason. There
is, by the way, no need to keep to 160 and 20 metres.
The helical can be wound for 80 or 40m. instead and a
15 or 10 -metre dipole used in place of a 20 -metre oneor perhaps the idea in Fig. 3 could be tried, if all HF
bands are to be used. Construction data for the 160
metre aerial is given herewith. If it is checked against
that in the Handbook, several differences will be noticed,
suggesting there is nothing critical about the design.
Probably the only important factor is the length of wire
used. This was in fact measured fairly carefully and must
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have been within a foot or two of the required length of
250 feet.
Aerial

Length of mast 17ft. 3in.; diameter of mast

one inch; length of wire 250ft.; length of

winding 13ft. 6in.; pitch of winding 6 t.p.i.;
gauge of wire 28g., or heavier.
Tapped Inductance
100 turns close wound, 18g. on 1 lin. former,

taps every 5-10 turns.
Three or four light guy lines are advised if a one -inch
mast is used.

ADJUSTABLE HT SUPPLY

Ch

R1

FOR TRANSMITTERS-SIMPLE
CIRCUIT DEVICE
F. G. RAYER, A.I.E.R.E. (G3OGR)
SOMETIMES, as when running valves at maximum
ratings, it is necessary to have some way of varying
the HT voltage over a moderate range. To the best of
the writer's knowledge the method shown here has never

appeared in the literature, and it was suggested to him
some years ago by GW3OXE.
In the diagram, T1 is the usual mains transformer, in
this case with two semi -conductor rectifiers, with limiting

resistors RI and R2.

Cl, C2 and the choke are the

customary smoothing components.
If Cl is connected in the usual way, a capacitor input
circuit is in use. If Cl is disconnected, choke input gives
a substantially lower HT output voltage. With VR1

included as shown, a smooth control over HT output
from the capacitor input to the choke input conditions

3
will allow the voltage to be reduced with any capacitor
input circuit. The method is most suitable for equipment
imposing a steady HT load.
In using this circuit it becomes apparent that VR1

needs to be quite a large wire -wound component-to
carry the watts. A value of 2K was used, but 1.5K to

2.5K should be suitable. After setting operating conditions for the required output voltage, the portion of VR1

in circuit could be measured, and a fixed resistor of
similar value permanently substituted for VR1.

is available.

Voltages Obtained
The range of adjustment actually secured depends on

the choke inductance and resistance, rectifiers, RI and
R2, and effective supply resistance of the windings of T1,

as well as upon Cl. In such a circuit intended for the
supply of early stages of a transmitter, adjustment range
was from 225v. to 300v. at 100 mA, using a 300-0-300v.
120 mA transformer.
The maximum voltage output is of course that which
would be obtained with the usual capacitor input, VR1
giving a reduction from this level.
In the case of a 500v. HT secondary, approximately
420v. was obtained at 50 mA to 125 mA, with VR1 at
maximum value. With VR1 at minimum, the HT
voltage was about 520v. at 50 mA, falling to around 500v.
when loaded to 125 mA.

For maximum HT output, RI and R2 are of the

lowest value for making up the total effective supply
resistance to the minimum safe value for the rectifiers,
for a specified value at Cl. The choke also needs to be
of low DC resistance. However, placing,VR1 in circuit

"

.

.

.

Using a remote -reading field strength
meter here, OM . . . "
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VEHICLE NOISE
SUPPRESSION FOR MOBILE
OPERATION

DEALING WITH A MORRIS 1000
D. G. ARIGHO (G3NVM)
Based on material appearing originally in the
July 1971 issue of "Mobile News", the approach

and methods suggested by G3NVM would
obviously be applicable to almost any make of car

requiring rigorous noise suppression treatment.Editor.
HAVINHAVING
recently installed 160/80 metre transmitting
G

receiving equipment in my Morris 1000 for
mobile operation, I found various interference problems
had to be overcome before satisfactory mobile operation
was possible. Whilst I do not claim that the following
notes are original, they are an accumulation of various
hints and articles which were perused in the effort to find
a cure for my own particular interference problem.
Mobile Installation
The equipment being used consists of a home -built Tx

and a Codar T.28 Receiver. The transmitter is located
directly over the transmission shaft and below the heater
outlet. The receiver is just under the driver's glove
compartment. The antenna is a 9 -ft. centre -loaded
whip with an adjustable capacity hat on the high end of
the coil and resonates in the 160 -metre band. The aerial

mounting is on the rear bumper (driver's side) and a
coaxial lead taken through the luggage boot under
carpets to the front of the vehicle to the transmitter.
The Dynamo
The first mobile trials were not very encouraging as the
interference whine from the dynamo was equivalent to an
S8/9 signal on the receiver so it was virtually impossible
for contacts to be made when the vehicle was moving.

This was tackled first; a standard car suppressor
(0.1 p,F) was fitted between the dynamo output and the
casing and this improved reception as the dynamo noise
level was considerably reduced. The next step was to
remove the dynamo and examine the state of the commutator and brushes. The commutator was found to be
very dirty and the brush wear was uneven. The commutator was well cleaned up and a new set of brushes
bedded in. The possibility of physically mounting the
dynamo suppressor capacitors directly on the brushes
and inside the dynamo case was investigated and even-

tually a 01 pT and a 1,000 pF were wired in parallel
across the brush holders.

The first test proved that there was not a trace of
dynamo interference at various engine speeds and reception was possible on 160/80 metres. However, now that
the dynamo trouble was cleared up, I was permitted to
hear interference from the distributor (ignition interfer-

ence), this was bearable but it was decided to try and
eliminate it. The first thing was to fit standard plug
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suppressors to all the plugs leads (these can be purchased
through most Lucas agents) and a cut lead suppressor to
the HT lead to the coil. This modification was tried with

a noticeable improvement. The next step was to fit a
0.1 µF capacitor to the LT side of the coil (SW)-and
again there was an improvement.
Wheels and Tyres
Then it was discovered that now either wheel or brake

static was evident and at S9 -plus, making it virtually
impossible to copy anything at all. Back to the square one.
A quick jab at the brakes confirmed that it was not brake
static as it did not disappear when the brake was applied,
so it must be a combination of wheel and tyre static.

A rethink and a reread of various manuals dealing
with interference disclosed a number of solutions. The
first one was to inject anti -static powder into the tyres.
Great! But have you ever tried getting any anti -static
powder? . . . every tyre distributor I inquired at said
"Never heard of it."
The BMC people in Cambridge said there had been a
kit of anti -static brushes for a Morris 1000 but they were
no longer being manufactured. I had an idea of what

would be necessary for these brushes, so I decided to
make and fit my own interpretation of them.

Make sure that all the grease is removed from the
contact area before refitting the hub cap otherwise you
will be wasting effort. The rear wheels not having the
removable hub caps required a rethink, and eventually it
was decided to drill the rear brake drum and mount a
phosphor bronze spring in each rear wheel, so that when
the brake drums were refitted they would make contact
against the springs and "ground" the wheel to the axle.
Final Triumph
When the modifications were complete and the mobile
equipment tested on the road on 160/80 metres a marked
reduction was evident. The ignition interference was well
below the noise level and the tyre/wheel static had virtually
disappeared. As a last refinement a tin of tyre wall paint
(obtainable from Halfords) was bought and a mixture of
25 % powdered graphite and the tyre wall paint was made

up. This was then painted on to the outside walls of the
tyres; a retest was arranged and presto, no sign of any
tyre or wheel static was evident at all.
Bonding

It should be mentioned that after this exercise was
complete about two days were spent underneath the car
taking resistance measurements between various parts
of the framework. The results were surprising, as much
as 20 ohms appearing between some panels and the overall
chassis. Thick, heavy wire was used to bond most of the

chassis items to the various panels where these large
resistances were encountered. I cannot say that this has at
all helped with the interference suppression but the signal

strength on both transmit and receive has improved
remarkably!

One other point worth mentioning which might
interest Morris 1000 owners is that the front and rear
wheel suspensions are connected to the chassis through
rubber bushes, so theoretically the front wheels are
insulated from the chassis by these rubber suspension
(coned. p.480)
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Engine mounting grounding points

Suppression

capacitor

Tcg soldered to
suppression

capacitor

Fig.1

Dynamo End Plate

en,
Exhaust_
system

The ends of the split pin
must be clear of the end
of the stub axle

Differential

Drill relief hole

Fig.5

Additional grounding points

Commercial type anti -static spring
Hubcap

Anti. static spring -bend'
to cover screw head

Drill or open up existing hole
to clear 4BA screw (No. 25 drill)
The hole must be in exact centre
of cap

Fig 2. Fitting Anti static Spring to Hub cap.
Hub casing---Rubber
bush

Suspension

Anti.static spring

--

Fig.6 Fitting of Anti -static Bracket to Brake Shoe

No.6 Screws and ---0
shakeproof washers,
Car frame

Bracket

--Brush holder
Heavy wire
Rivet

Fig.3 Grounding Front Suspension

Fig.7

7- Spring loaded copper brush

Commercial anti static spring
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bushes. Both front wheels were grounded to the chassis
with a short length of heavy flexible cable, the grounding

points being from the rear of the front -wheel brake
drums direct to the chassis; enough slack grounding cable

must be left to allow for the steering linkage, otherwise
every time you turn a corner the grounding cable will
snap. The rear suspension and exhaust system were
grounded from the differential casing to the chassis, also
with a short length of heavy lead.

RI

RV4 remote

on rotator

Conclusion
Bridge balance

Perhaps one final comment: During the past few
months or so attending various Mobile Rallies and talking

with a multitude of Morris 1000 owners everyone had
the same comment-in their opinion the Morris 1000
was the worst car they had experienced for ignition and
wheel static interference! So, if you're seriously thinking
of going mobile, unless you are prepared to do a lot of
painstaking work buy another car, one which has a good
reputation for interference -free reception from the outset.

Circuit of the beam direction indicator described by G8CHP,
for mounting at the operating position. Values are : RI, R2,
10K ; RV2, 470 ohms; RV3, 5K ; meter 0-1 mA. RVI is a 470 -ohm

potentiometer activated b. the rotator, mounted in some
convenient manner to obtain drive-see text.

RV2 for bridge balance with the rotator fully anticlockwise, then rotating the aerial fully clockwise,

BEAM DIRECTION INDICATOR

and adjusting RV3 (meter sensitivity) to full scale reading.

If a linear wirewound potentiometer is used, it will be
found that the compass points are equally spaced across

FOR REMOTE READING AT
OPERATING POSITION

the scale.

POINTS OF INTEREST
Those concerned about calibration accuracy should

J. M. ORTON (G8CHP)
AFTER constructing a rotator for a 2 -metre Yagi, the
writer had to decide upon a suitable means of deter-

mining the direction in which the beam was aimed.
Various methods were considered, but the best, it was
decided, would be to arrange for one rotation of the
aerial to perform about I -turn of a wirewound potentiometer, which would form one leg of a resistance bridge.

When the rotator turned, the alteration in resistance so

caused, would unbalance the bridge, and cause

50V DC

a

deflection on the meter-see diagram.
The writer's rotator was constructed so that when the
North heading was reached, a micro -switch broke the

motor circuit for that direction (to avoid coax cable
tangling) and the potentiometer from being turned past

its end stop. Micro -switches were fitted both fully
clockwise and fully anticlockwise, although only the
actual indicator is dealt with here.

The gearing down of the potentiometer from the
rotator drive spindle was achieved quite simply by a
3in. slow motion drive wheel on the potentiometer,
friction driving against a one -inch grommet on the
rotator spindle; when the slot in the wheel was engaged
with same in the grommet, a reliable drive was made,
which did not slip, even after continued use.

In the writer's prototype, the meter was set up to
read "N" (north) at the zero point on the meter, when

remember that Rugby, MSF, transmits standard frequency and time signals on 60 kHz and 2.5, 5.0 and 10-0

MHz-the LW signal is 24 -hour and the HF-band
transmissions are for 12 hours daily.
It is announced that WWV, Fort Collins, Colorado,

U.S.A., no longer uses any Morse in its transmitting
sequence. Frequency, time and audio tone signals
(440, 500 and 600 Hz) are radiated on 2.5, 5.0, 10.0,
15.0, 20.0 and 25.0 MHz. For the U.K., the 15 MHz
transmission is probably the most useful.

A number of South African stations-ZS's 2BZ,
2CC, 2DD, 2GE, 2GZ and 20W-are working RTTY on
the 50 MHz (6 -metre) band. There is no allocation for

this band in the U.K.-however, previous experience
suggests that they could be receivable here when ten
metres is open to the States, during which periods the
MUF can go high enough for ZS signals on 6 metres to

be heard in the U.K. (it has happened) thus making a
cross -band RTTY contact G/ZS possible.

For the last R.A.E. in South Africa, basically the
same as ours, 55 candidates sat of whom 48 passed,
with a best top mark of 89 %.

the aerial was fully anticlockwise, and "N" at full-scale

meter reading, when the aerial was fully clockwise.

For the forthcoming J -O -T -A during October 16-17,

Thus, the meter read "N -E -S -W -N" left to right. As

the representative station for South Africa will be

Setting up the meter swing was easily done by adjusting

ZS6JAM, Mafeking, scene of the famous siege during
the Boer War when the late Lord Baden-Powell, founder
of the Scout movement, was in command.

the rotator motor supply was 50v., it was considered
convenient to use this for the bridge supply voltage.
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PERSONAL

PORTABLE FOR
TWO METRES

CAPABLE

OF

INTERESTING

RESULTS - DESIGN
AND

CONSTRUCTION

J. R. HEY, M.S.E.R.T. (G3TDZ)

General appearance of the completed two -metre personal
portable, as designed and constructed by G3TDZ, with a
size comparison. The speaker is behind the grille. The Tx
runs two watts and more than 100 stations have been worked
using simple antennae.

FOR some time policemen have been wandering around

with a radio station in their top pockets, so why
cannot radio amateurs who have had more experience?
At the risk of someone saying, "Not another portable
from old 'TDZ", a suggested design is offered which

will enable our VHF fraternity to take their hobby

with them anywhere they wish.
The realisation of the availability of certain useful
components prompted this design. A miniature 3 -gang
capacitor is advertised by two well known dealers at
only 25p; a Mullard TAD110, 14 pin dual -in -line IC
with a matching ceramic 465 kHz IF filter were bought
for £1 .19 and 77p respectively. With just a small handful
of extra components the second conversion stage or

tunable IF could be designed. A fairly conventional
converter section or front-end could then be added,

so producing a small receiver of adequate performance.
A number of firms offer miniature high -frequency
crystals at reasonable prices which means that both the
converter oscillator chain and transmitter can be designed
economically.

Receiver Side

Using Mullards published data on their TAD100
and TAD110 IC's, a basic receiver was lashed up in
bird's -nest form and evaluated. It was decided that
12v. operation was going to be the most useful choice
and the whole circuit was designed around this voltage,
a small stabiliser being included to provide 6v. for the
IC. The only remaining transistors necessary were the
two output devices, AC188 and AC187, but as a pair
of AC128/AC176's were waving from the junk box, these
were substituted.
Within the single IC are mixer, oscillator, IF, detector,
AGC and audio stages up to output level. It was found,
however, that the internal oscillator when tuning 14.5-16.5
MHz was insufficiently stable, the drift experienced being

quite unacceptable. A separate Clapp oscillator and
emitter -follower was tried, injecting into the mixer
base available at pin 13 of the IC; this proved most
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9th in the band, causing a couple of noticeable responses

satisfactory-in fact the emitter follower was omitted
in the final design.

in the lower half. (Oh well, you can't win 'em all.)
A double -tuned critically coupled pair of coils as

The LP1175 ceramic IF filter overcomes the need for
careful IF alignment before anything else can be tested,
as in more usual circuits.

intermediate IF was considered adequate, and with
35 pF trimmers added to the 14.5 pF swing of the 3 -gang,
only 19 turns of wire was needed on the standard 3/16in.
dust -cored formers. Later, one of these was adjusted to

In order to avoid conversion birdies, the second conversion oscillator frequency must be chosen with care.

An oscillator covering, for example, 18.4-20.4 MHz

17 turns and the other increased to 21 turns to make

would be a good choice in that the nearest the 8th

tracking easier.
The two formers are placed 0.4in. apart, which gives
the desired coupling, also making it easy to connect to
the 3 -gang. On top of the secondary winding five turns
are wound as a link to feed the mixer in the IC.
Again, the front end or converter design was dictated

harmonic would come is 12 MHz above 146 MHz and
the closest the 7th harmonic would be is 12 MHz below
144 MHz. It could be argued that it might be better to
suffer one odd birdie than sacrifice oscillator stability
by operating so high; this is up to the individual and
more to the point, what crystal is available. An odd
harmonic like an 11th or 13th might not be too drastic.

by component availability.
Two Japanese FET's,
2SK19, were to hand and these were to be used in a

For this unit a 64.5 MHz crystal was obtained at

cascode RF stage. With these had come a planar bipolar

modest cost, thus fixing the injection at 129 MHz which

transistor 2SC785, recommended for use as mixer in
VHF domestic radios and TV's. Perhaps another FET
might have been better but beggars should not be so

meant an IF of 15-17 MHz. The oscillator must run
either 15.465 to 17.465 MHz or 14.535 to 16.535 MHz,
andlin practice the upper one islused;plonking a nasty

choosey. Whilst this arrangement has proved to be very
HT

C2

C3

ai L2

R3

R5

C5

To C67

Tr2

Pin 1 of Int.cct.

6
L

Tr 3

TrI

L7
D4

R4

R2

Aerial

MIN

C
RFC4

R6 R7

C6

C

CTI

T2

VR1

0

CORE;

Pin 9 of Int.cct
Tr6

C26

C24

Pin 13 of Int.cct.

C27

R23

725
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good, obviously the S2K19's could be replaced by
2N3819's or UC734's, etc. For those wishing to be more

"with it", one of the new dual -gate Mosfets such as
40673 or 40820 should make a lively RF stage.

A straightforward overtone circuit using a BC109
was wired for the crystal followed by a 2N918 doubler;

injection is made to the mixer base through a 1.5 pF
capacitor.

Earlier experiences have indicated the desirability
of an RF gain control; a 10K pot. is wired in series with

the RF stage source resistor and is a most effective
addition. A slight trace of RF instability was cured by
simply earthing the brass slug in the drain tuning coil.
A gold-plated lead wire from a transistor was heated and
pushed through the plastic coil former and soldered to the
earth track of the printed board, the slug when re -fitted

being earthed.
Now jumping to the other end of the IC: The AF
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output transistors were pushed into a double heat clip
and the thermistors recommended for biasing the bases
of the Class -B outputs replaced by a single NKT279A
diode. The reason for this was not particularly because
of the argument that a diode provides better regulation
against supply variations but that sheer meanness guided
the writer towards the junk box rather than the shop.
A slight modification to the driver load resistor values

and the biasing resistors of one side of the differential

was made to allow the full 12v. to be applied to the
audio output and retain equal clipping.
The simple stabilised source consists of a medium

power TO5 transistor as series element with a 6.8v.
zener in its base. The zener is actually an old planar
transistor using only its base -emitter junction connected
backwards. This is a handy way of obtaining low power

zener diodes around 5-11v. as general-purpose planar
transistors are much cheaper than pukka diodes. A

HT

RX HT 12V

RECEIVER

Receiver Circuit, G3TDZ Personal Portable - read from left, opposite page. Table of
Values overleaf.
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001 1.4.F ceramic and an 80 µF electrolytic are placed
in parallel across the zener, the latter being amplified
by the gain of the transistor provides good decoupling
whilst the small capacitor overcomes the noise sometimes

generated by zener diodes.
Screening plates were fitted between RF and mixer
and between oscillator and doubler. Nothing much can
be done about the IC, one must trust providence.
The Transmitter
A power of two watts was considered the wisest choice
between economy and effectiveness. The BLY33 seemed
to be the best choice for the PA as many RF power tran-

'^tors are not at their best at only 12 volts.
A 72 MHz crystal is wired in an overtone circuit, a
capacitive tap coupling its output to the doubler. The
oscillator uses a BC109 transistor whilst the doubler is
happier with a 2N918.
As the input capacity of the RF power devices is as
high as 100 pF and outputs in the order of 10-12 pF,
simple parallel tuned circuits and pi -couplers are not
much use. It was decided to use L -pi coupling between

driver and PA, and again between PA and the 75 -ohm
aerial outlet.

For the driver, which develops about 40 mW, a
2N3553 or BLY33 is recommended.

In order to tune out the huge input capacity of the
driver, a 14 turn 0.06 I.L1-1 coil, L11, is placed in series
with the base and resonated by 22 pF to the top of which

the resonating capacitor of the doubler is connected.
The doubler does in effect use a parallel tuned circuit,
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its 4 -turn coil L10 connecting to a well-decoupled HT.

The DC return rath for the driver base is via a small
RF choke consisting of two turns wound on an FX1115
ferrite bead.

Emitter leads of both driver and PA must be very
short as lengths greater than 2 mm. can cause instability.

The driver collector goes to a diode tap across the
modulation transformer through another two -turn RF
choke on a ferrite bead. The internal capacity of this
transistor, allowing a loaded Q of 10, means the 0.63 i.4H

collector coil L12 requires only 1.8 pF for resonance.
Like the driver the PA base is tuned by a 14 --turn coil
and 22 pF capacitor. In circuits where each resonating

capacitor is of similar order in value, these may be
lumped together and a suitable trimmer used. However,
1-8 and 22 pF are a bit off and are therefore wired in a
series -divider configuration. In the finished unit, these

values has to be adjusted a little; the 1-8 pF became
2.2 pF and the 22 pF reduced to 15 pF.
The output stage L -pi network is somewhat simpler
as input and output impedances are closer. We know

we must aim at 75 ohms for the aerial output, the PA
transistor looking like 36 ohms with 9-10 pF. The first
section has a Q of 10 and the second a Q or 15 which
means a loading capacitor of 28.5 pF (a 30 pF trimmer
being used) with a centre resonating capacitor lumped
into 8.7 pF, or a 10 pF trimmer.
A large diode is inserted in series with the last coil
before the HT choke and blocking capacitor. This
forms part of the solid-state aerial switching and being
in the DC path as well as the RF path, appears as a low

Table of Values
For the G3TDZ Personal Portable

RI = 6-8K
R2 = 220 ohms
R3 = 39K
R4 = 39K
R5 = 12K
R6 = 5.6K
R7 = 21K
R8 = 8.2K
R9 = 8.2K
RIO = 820 ohms
R11 = 150 ohms
R12 = 390 ohms
R13 = 1K
R14 = 10K
R15 = 120 ohms
R16 = 680 ohms
R17 = 22 ohms
R18 = 22 ohms
R19 = 22K
R20 = 10K
R21 = 47K
R22 = 12K
R23 = 1.2K
R.24 = 27K
R25 = 15K
R26 = 680 ohms
R27 = 22 ohms
R28 = 27K
R29 = I2K
R30 = 510K
R31 = 27 ohms
R32 = 33 ohms
R33 = 1M
R34 = 330K
R35 = 27K
R36 = 15K
R37 = 150K
R38 = 4.7K
R39 = 56K
R40 -= 47 ohms

R41 = 680 ohms
R42 = 4.7K
R43 = 560 ohms
R44 = 1K
R45 = 2.2K
R46 = 100 ohms
R47 = 100 ohms
R48 = 22 ohms
R49 = 47K
R50 = 15K
R51 = 680 ohms
R52 = 68 ohms
R53 = 560 ohms
VR1 = 10K lin.
VR2 = 5K log.
TR1 = 10K pre-set
TR2 = 5K pre-set
Cl = 12pF SM
C2 = 1000pF disc
C3 = 12pF SM
C4 = 0.01aF foil
C5 = 10pF SM
C6 = 0.01µF foil
C7 = 0.0112F foil
C8 = 0.01µF foil
C9 = 10aF 16v.
CIO = 0.1 ALF foil
C11 = 0.047 p.F foil

Cl2 = 10 aF 16v.
C14 = 022 AF foil
C15 = 022 AF foil
CI6 = 0.47 AF foil
C17 = 0.01 AF foil
C18 = 0.01 aF foil
C19 = 1000pF disc
C20 = 80 pF 16v.
C21 = 400 µF 10v.
C22 = 4µF 10v.
C23 = 43 pF 5%SM
C13 = 0.1 ALF foil

C24 = 330 pF ceram.
C25 = 330pF ceram.
C26 = 1000pF ceram.
C27 = 330 pF ceram.
C28 = 0.01 µF foil
C29 = 0.047 aF foil

C30 = 33 pF SM
C31 = 82 pF SM
C32 = 0.022 aF foil
C33 = 12 pF SM
C34 = 22 pF SM
C35 = 2000 pF disc

C36 = 22 PF SM
C37 = 18 pF SM

C38 = 2000 pF disc
C39 = 2000 pF ceram.
C40 = 0.1 aF foil
C41 = 100 pF ceram.
C42 = 10 aF 16v.
C43 = 10 aF I6v.
C44 = 80 AF 16v.

C45 = 4 aF 10v.

C46 = 200 1.i.F 10v.

C47 = 100 pF ceram.
C48 = 25 alF 25v.
C49 = 400 aF 10v.
C50 = 0.1 AF foil
C51 = 0.01 aF foil
C52 = 39 pF SM
C53 = 0.01 AF foil
C54 = 15 pF SM
C55 = 470 pF ceram.
C56 = 0.01 p.F poly.
C57 = 1.5 pF SM
CTI = 35 pF trimmer
CT2 = 35 pF trimmer
CT3 = 10 pF trimmer
CT4 = 30 pF trimmer
VC = 3 gang 18 pF

Trl = 2SK19, 2N3819,
UC734, etc.
Tr2 = 2SK19, 2N3819
UC734, etc.

Tr3 = 2SC785, BF220
Tr4 = BC109
Tr5 = 2N918
Tr6 = 2N918
Tr7 = BC441, BFX51,
NKT0028
Tr8 = AC176, AC187
Tr9 = AC128, ACI53,
AC188
TrIO = BC109
Trll = 2N918
Tr12 = BLY33, 2N3553
2N3535

Tr13 = BLY33
Tr14 = BC109
Tr15 = BC179
Tr16 = BC108
Tr17 = BC108
Tr18 = BC178
Tr19 = BD131
Tr20 = BD132
IC = TAD110, TAD100
DI = BA141, BAI01,
BA102
D2 = BA141, BA101,
BA102
D3 = BA114, D914,
1N914, 1N4148,

etc.

D4 = 10D2,
PL4003,
1N4003, 0A202
ZD = BZY88/7V or
transistor*
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resistance when conducting during transmission but
very high when on "receive," isolating the receiver from
the PA tuned circuits. The PA HT feed is again via an

R52

RX HT +12V

FX1115 bead choke to the modulation transformer,

C 56

their junction well by-passed close to the choke.
The Modulator
To obtain the necessary voltage swing from a complementary output circuit working at 12v., a step-up transformer of about 3 : 1 ratio is required. This means the
output transistors are seeing only 4 ohms and large peak
currents are possible. Transistors capable of 2A minimum are advisable and BD131/BDI32 were found to fit
the bill. These are very small opoxy types and being

C57

To base

F"" -of mixer
Tr3

5

capable of 11w. each do not need heat sinks at low
power.

C55

The complementary output pair are driven by complementary drivers BCI08/BC178, these being preceded

by a further BC108 pre -drive with a p.n.p. BC179

voltage amplifier. Overall NFB is applied as in all the

best Hi-Fi circuits, a very splendid audio waveform
appearing across the modulation transformer, even with

RECEIVER 1st CONVERSION OSC CHAIN

Rx 1st Conversion Oscillator Chain.

A

Showing general layout inside the
chassis with main sections of the
circuit identified -compare with
circuit diagram The size of 61n. by
4in. would be quite comfortable for
hand-held operation.

MODULATOR
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R FC 2

mil,

T

029

I
R24

Tr11

RFC3

R25

C 28

RFC4

R26 = ; R27

-1.
CT4

CT3

C31

R33

RFC6

R35

R37

041

IC42

R30 C40

Tr49

C49
41

C50

Tr20
R48

R34

R36

TRANSMITTER

The G3TDZ Two -Watt Transmitter Circuit.
TABLE OF COIL DATA
LI

L2
L3

L4
L5
L6
L7
L8

4 turns, 22g. TC, spaced /in., tap 1 turns up, ferrite slug.
= 4 turns, 22g. TC, spaced *in. brass slug.
= 5 turns, 22g. TC, spaced *in., tap 1 turn down from cold end
or wind I turn PVC link over main winding.
2 turns, 22g. TC PVC wound on top of L3.
4 turns, 22g. TC, spaced uin., ferrite slug.
21 turns, 26. enam., close wound, ferrite slug.
17 turns, 26g. enam., close wound, ferrite slug.
5 turns, 26g. enam., wound on top of L7, insulated 1 layer
paper.

5 turns, 22g. TC, spaced *in., tap 1 turn from cold end,
ferrite slug.
LIO = 4 turns, 22g. TC, spaced fin., ferrite slug.
L11 = 2 turns, 22g. TC, spaced *in., brass slug.
L12 = 12 turns, 24g. enam., close wound, ferrite slug.
L13 = 2 turns, 22g. TC, spaced own diam, brass slug.
L14 - 9 turns, 24g. enam., close wound, no slug.
LI5 = 7 turns, 24g. enam., close wound, no Slug.
L9

L16 = 19 turns, 26g. enam., close wound, ferrite slug.
Ferrite slugs must be of a material suitable for VHF use.
RFC1-7 = 2 turns 26g. enam., ferrite beads FX1115.
Ti = 120 turns approx., tetrafillar wound; see text.

Notes: All formers are -A in. diameter. TC indicates
tinned copper wire. Ferrite slugs must be of a material
suitable for VHF use. Coil values may require adjustment, depending upon layout, and should be regarded
as

for guidance only.

RF on load. A further BC109 microphone pre -amp is
necessary; a small skeleton pre-set pot. is included to
regulate the modulation depth.

(To be concluded)
THE EI/GI CONVENTION CANCELLED

It is with much regret that, consequent upon the
present troubled situation in Ireland, we have been asked
to announce that the normally very happy and successful
EI/GI Convention has had to be cancelled for this year.

Our authority for this dolorous announcement is W.
Mcllwaine, EI9F, secretary, I.R.T.S., who sent us the
notice appearing under "Points of Interest" on p.424
of the September issue Of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.

The president of the Irish Radio Transmitters Society
is A. D. Patterson, EI4BC/GI3KYP-who at one time
served a term as president of the RSGB.
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PICTURES FROM THE MOBILE RALLIES

Having a person -to -person QSO at
the Derby event were, left to right :
G3XMI, G3XGP, G8CVR (all from
Birmingham), G8BFV (Portsmouth)
and G8CLY (Chelmsford).

(Above) At the recent White Rose Rally, left to right, Mr. and
Mrs. G6Q0, Mr. and Mrs. G3IJC and Mr. and Mrs. G6AU.
At right, the two -metre talk -in station, signing G3XEP/A
and operated by G3ZTU when this picture was taken.

Another group caught at the Derby
Rally-left
to
right: G3XOC,
VK6KII, G4JW, 05ATB and G3YOA,
who came from Parts far and near
for the occasion.

4S
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MORE RALLY PICTURES

Those concerned with the mounting and organisation of the
recent White Rose Rally in Leeds included, left to right :
G3XUD, G3YFP, G3YEE, G8DSW and G3ZKH. They put on
a very good and successful show.

The Top Band talk -in station for the Derby Mobile Rally,
signing G3ERD/A (one of the Derby Club's own callsigns)
operated by G3UQV, with G3ZYD reading the map and doing
the logging.

For the Derby & District Amateur Radio Society Mobile Rally, the 14th
in their series of these events, once again there was a large attendance
with "numerous attractions for all comers"-some of whom are
pictured here waiting for the next item to be offered in the monster Junk
Sale, alwaysione of the main Rally interests at Derby.

"Short Wave Magazine" covers the whole field of Amateur Radio
and should be obtainable to order through any newsagent.
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APART from

those openings
mentioned last month, the
remainder of August was fairly

quiet on all the VHF bands.

gave 128S at 1150z and 166S at
1615z making it 38S worked in4
hours, so the going was not all that

Best

easy.

days were August 16/17 which saw

Scoring rates on 4m. were also
slowish, with little CW activity to

a good 2m. lift to PAO, and the
18th, when 70 cm. was wide open
to PAO and DL, but little G activity
to

..

Your conductor
worked six PAO and two DL off
one CQ (the PAO beacon was at
be

heard.

5 & 9) and asked each of them if there

was other G activity to be heard,
but the answer was-none. Odd!
The necessary tropo. was there to
enable the G3BA/G3BHT/G3URV
expedition to LX to make many G
contacts before, during and after
VHF/NFD at the start of September.
Stations well down into France and

to the East were also audible at
good strength late on the afternoon
of September 5. GW to East Coast

some reasonable DX on 70 cm,
although

the

other

bands

were

quiet at the time, and GM was

worked from Herne Bay on
September 6, 7 and 8. During the

contact with GM8BRM/P in Aberdeenshire on the 7th, lain mentioned

that he had had 37 Continental
contacts that evening, so there was

certainly a path from the North to
the South East! The Angus beacon

was being heard in the South on
these two nights at good level, and

on the following day DLOPR was
at 5 & 9 at 0933z, although signal
strengths had dropped appreciably
an hour later.
G3ZPZ worked
GM8CUW/A in Yell in the Shetlands

and got 5 & 9 on September 8.
The Islander, an ex -Leeds man,
runs 10 watts on 145-62 MHz.
So September has come in like a
lion, and it remains to be seen how
it exists.
As elaborated below,
conditions during VHF/NFD were
above par.

VHF NFD

B

DS

A. II. DORMER, G3DAH

1005 by midday onSunday, including

ET, but in the South, apart from the
well -sited portables on the Coast, it

all seemed a bit of a struggle, and
this ties in with the customary
picture of activity levels in the two
areas.

around

1600z,

and

several stations were heard calling

the South and East. On 2m., the
best DX axis was undoubtedly to
the South and South -East at the
start of the contest, but swung
round somewhat towards the end,
when DL and PAO were plentiful.

"CQ Contest" after

1800z, presumably because contradictory times

had been published. The official
times coincided with the IARU

worked from Kent on this band. No

Region I event, i.e., 1800z September
4 to 1800z September 5.
Inevitably, it seems, there
some pretty dreadful signals around,

reports have been received of recep-

some on 4m. and 70 cm., but the

HB, LX, 0E2 and

tion of SM or OZ, and this year,
there was no aurora to help. 70 cm.
was not nearly so productive of DX
as were the lower -frequency bands,

200 miles or so being considered
good, and no Continental contest
activity to help swell the totals.
Traffic on all bands seemed to

be a bit up on last year, but the
slightly less favourable propagation
restricted some of the scores heard.
Nevertheless, there were some pretty

useful totals being passed. On 2m.,
DL2OM was giving 409S at the end;
GW3NUE/P (Brecon) passed 305S
at 1630z, and that should mean a

majority were among the 2m.
portables again. Bad quality modula-

tion was the most prevalent fault,
followed by generator hash and
instability.
There was the usual
overcrowding at the LF end of the
band regardless of the Band Plan,
although VFO's were being used
more intelligently, and therefore
socially, than on some previous
occasions, and it was noted that
stations operating on fixed fre-

quencies, or using the VFO but
rarely, were doing equally as well

241S at 1145z, so he should be up

as the "here, there and everywhere"
gentlemen.
To quote but one
example, in terms of quality, signal
strength and generally intelligent
operating, newcomers to VHF NFD
might well emulate the example
of GRAPH/P, operating from north
of Winchester, who was doing all the
right things. Surely, the time has

above the 300 mark, with some good

now come to do something more

long -haul stuff into the South and
West of France from the C.I.
To give some idea of the scoring

positive
about
persistent offenders.

rates on two metres, G3WI R/P near
Stokenchurch passed 1515 at 1115z

plain, is but to scratch at the problem,

and 1805 at 1640z-29 stations in
54 hours. G3SDS/P near Bridport

impartial,

fair number of points, since most
of these must have been at good
range; G2JF has 225 contacts, of
which some 80 % were Continentals.

on all the VHF bands. On 4m., the
propagation appeared to be up in
pretty well all directions, with GM,
The Cornish stations were
being worked in the North, and the
Welsh portables were heard well in

ton for example, had got over the

There was a distinct lull in the

An early score noted was that of
GC3ZXR/P in Alderney who gave

South.

score will probably be something
around 130. Activity on 70 cm.
was apparently higher in the North
of the country, where propagation

proceedings

Weather conditions were splendid
for this event, and were almost
matched by propagation conditions,
which were showing a welcome lift

El and GI all workable from the

help the DX along. Several stations
were over the 90 mark, but the top

was also better. G8AWS/P near Bux-

G was also good on the night of
September 3. September 6 produced

489

disqualifying

To rely upon
other operators writing in to comand it is suggested that a team of
located

voluntary
strategically

adjudicators,
around the
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country for the specific purpose of
monitoring the bands for

poor

transmissions, and with the power
to recommend immediate disqualification in flagrant cases, would
be much more effective. They need
not be members of the Contest
Committee, and cross-checking their

reports would provide a safeguard
if anyone wished to question their
probity.
So there it is until next year.

Contests
Conditions were very patchy for
the 70 MHz contest on August 15,

and appear to have been rather
more reliable and productive of

SHF contests over the weekend of
October 2/3, which coincide with a
similar IARU Region I event; the
first of the 70 MHz Cumulatives

on October 13 and 27; and the
432 MHz fixed contest over the
weekend October 30/31.

TF3EA, with whom he has been
running random meteor skeds on
Thursday evenings between 2100z
and 2130z. To date, they have had
23 QSO's, and this has encouraged

them to have a go at M/S on 432
MHz. At present, only G3CCH
and TF3EA listens.
Several "pings" have been heard in

transmits,

Meteor Scatter
Many two -metre operators must
have heard the 30 w.p.m. CW at the

Iceland,

low end of the band recently, and
even if they have not been able to
hear the other end of the contact,
may have deciphered the call as

duration.

being that of Johnny Stace, G3CCH
(Scunthorpe, Lincs.), in contact with

with

occasional,

barely

perceptible, signals of much longer
efforts are

However,

being made to improve the circuit
with bigger and better aerials and
higher power. The skeds are on
Saturday evenings between 2000z
and 2100z at the bottom end of the

DX in the North and Midlands than
THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

in the South, although even there,
propagation tailed off considerably
towards the end. G3OHH and
G3RLE, to quote but two stations

who normally do pretty

well in

these events, were passing scores of
35 and 26 respectively at the finish
and your scribe could only manage

January to December, 1971
FOUR METRES

Station

Counties

Countries

TWO METRES

Counties

Countries

70 CENTIMETRES TOTAL
Counties

Countries

pts.

G3COJ

34

4

63

16

29

7

153

G3OHH

47

7

55

5

24

3

141

G3DAH

31

3

58

12

25

5

134

middle of the night to be in on the
start! GC3WMR/P was a good
signal in the South and up into the
Midlands for the first couple of

G5DF

17

2

55

11

29

5

119

G3ZYC

41

4

26

5

33

7

116

GD2HDZ

23

4

48

8

19

4

106

45

8

39

5

heard again, although G3TTG/P in

G3JXN

2

57

9
13

25, possibly due in part at least to

the systemic shock of having to
get up in what appeared to be the

-

-

78
49

Cornwall was there most of the
time. G3UVR/P was located in

G3ZPZ

Cardigan, but in spite of his attractive location only worked G3TTG/P

G8BCA

-

G2AXI

24

3

39

4

8

2

80

and G3ZVK

Kidderminster.
Checking around afterwards, it
seemed that the choice of the timing

G3EKP

22

6

19

5

6

6

64

8

5

2

64

was not particularly welcomed by
many operators with TVI problems

-

44

G2JF

-

1

51

9

G3IAR

31

3

21

4

EI6AS

15

5

30

6

1

1

58

41

5

10

9

-

58

46

-

2

32

5

6

4

47

36

5

3

1

45

32

8

30

3

32

5

18

10

13

6

13

2

hours or so, and then was never

in

and/or large, local, immigrant populations and University -of -the -Air
students, since they were unable to
transmit during the time these
programmes were being radiated

on Sunday morning.

There still

G8ATS

G3FIJ

G8ECK
G8BWW

G8CBU

contest, rather than the abbreviated

G8DLJ

midnight and say nine in the morning. It's only two or three times a
year, after all. However, as G3DAH
knows from personal experience of
organising these events, you can't
please all the people all of the time,
and indeed very few for even part
of the time!
Forthcoming events are the UHF/

4

G8BKR

seems to be a good case for the longer

five hours of this event, taking in
a large part of the time between

27

G8AUN
G8CVD

GM3E0J
PA9LY
G8CYN

-

-

-

-

97

6

31

4

90

-

3

3

-

2

1

Just a reminder that the Tables go through to December 31st, 1971. The
Three Band Annual Tables show claims to date for the year commencing
January 1st, 1971. Claims should be sent to SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
Buckingham, Bucks.

95
91

60
59

55

40
38

37
32
19
15
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band.

Far from random was Johnny's
two -metre QSO with LZ1BW during
the Perseids shower on August 12/13,

a carefully planned and executed
operation which resulted in a
2230 km contact to give 'CCH (and

probably LZ1BW) his best DX to
date.
Fine achievement

though this

can be seen to be, it is perhaps all
the more praise -worthy, since Johnny

does not have access to the vast
laboratories

available

to

some

amateurs, and is not engaged professionally in radio. His gear is
home -designed

and

constructed.

One recalls an article of his which
appeared in the Magazine many
years ago, in which he described the

construction of a dish for E -M -E
working. So, congratulations.
And in another area of Europe,
EA4AO of Madrid, well-known to
many M/S operators in this country,
also got in on the Perseids shower.
After a phone call from PAOVVH,

skeds were arranged for 0900z to
1100z on 144150 MHz over the

period, and on the 13th, a QSO

resulted within 60 minutes with good

signals both ways and long bursts.

At the conclusion of the contact,
PAAIMV came on the frequency,
and signal strengths of 7 & 8 were
exchanged, and this without
previously arranged sked.

a

To give some idea of the gear
required to

participate

in

this

particular form of communication,

PAOVVH runs 100 watts from a
QQV06-40A to a ten-ele Yagi;
PAOJMV has 600 watts input to a
4X150A and an 18-ele long-Yagi;
EA4AO has 500 watts output from

a pair of 4CX250's into a 10-ele
Yagi.

Beacons
GB3SX is still off the air at the
time of writing, but it is hoped to
have it on again very shortly. The

trouble appears to have been that
the power increase to 120 watts
(to an 829B) and an increase in the

ambient temperature, caused it to
give up the ghost.
Permission has now been granted
for the installation of a new beacon

in Lerwick on a frequency of 501
MHz with the object of promoting
the study of auroral and sporadic -E
effects. The Tx will be transistorised

and is of the same general form as

On a recent Verulam (St. Albans) Club occasion se see, left

to right : G8BJK, G3DAH, PAOLSC, G3COJ and G3POI. G3COJ
is well-known on VHF and he and G3POI work PAOLSC regularly,
the latter's father being PAOCSL, also very active on the VHF
bands.

the TF3EA job, both the brain

children of G3JVL. Although not
in the amateur frequency allocation,

this beacon will provide a useful
guide to propagation on 70 MHz.
Happily, the Wrotham 2m. beacon
is back in form, although the trans-

mission cycle now omits the long
dash, and lining up converters still

applicable to the higher frequency
band, if not more so, in view of the
lower levels of activity on 432 MHz.

Further to the information given
last month re the new French beacon,
F7THF, installed at "Ballon
d'Alsace" in QRA DH75, the

remains a problem if this trans-

complete cycle is as follows:(1) The start signal consisting of a
musical tone, (2) The call letters in
A2, (3) The temperature in degrees

still off the air, and likely to remain
so for some time, if not indefinitely,

degree, preceded by a long dash

which deprives not only the U.K.
amateur of a very useful service,

local pressure in millibars with a

mission is used in lieu of a signal
generator. GB3GEC on 70 cm. is

but also the many Continental
stations who used the beacon as an
indicator of propagation in the
U.K. direction. So valuable was
this beacon to them, that its presence
was given as one of the reasons for
setting -up
the Dutch beacon,
PA0VD. True, the new installation
at Durham, when it becomes operative, will partly fill this gap, although

the proposed antenna headings are
not particularly favourable for Continental Europe. Even better would
be the installation of a 70 cm.

Celsius, defined by one pip for each

if the figure is below zero, (4) The
pip for each millibar above 950 and
up to 1,000. (The low starting point

is dictated by the fact that the site
is at 1520m. a.s.1.), (5) A 1,000 Hz

note for tuning purposes, (6) A
600 Hz note for tuning purposes,

but this time on NBFM with a

deviation of 1.5 kHz, (7) A report on
the reception of "Checkpoint

Charlie" just below the band edge,
and in QRA DK63j, with nine pips
indicating excellent reception, and a
lesser number for lower states, (8)
A report on the amount of sunshine

of the

on site, but this is unlikely to interest
us very much!

power from an omni-directional

this beacon information on 70 cm.
Reports will be welcomed by Radio

beacon at, say, the site

projected 23 cm. job at Shooters
Hill in Kent, to radiate medium
antenna. A further beacon in the
South-West, beaming North-East,

would, with GB3SC, then complete
the coverage very satisfactorily.
The case has obviously been made
for such a system on 2m., and presumably, the arguments are equally

Plans are in hand to duplicate
Club de Belfort, 7 rue de la
Claichiere, 90, Bavilliers, France.

Reception in this country of the
German beacon on 70 cm., DL7HGA

in Berlin, has yet to be confirmed,
although it has been heard out as
far as 300 km. in Germany itself.
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It appears to be a remarkably
stable device, as frequency measure-

ments over last few months have
shown it to have varied by as little
as 30 Hz about the allotted frequency
of 433.485 MHz. This is, unlike
the beacons in this country, a
venture"
installation,
"private

operated by DL7HG, who has to
accede to requests to switch it off
when weak DX is around the
frequency, in order to keep the peace
with his neighbouring amateurs,

and in this respect, it operates at a
compared
with
disadvantage
remotely and officially controlled
beacon transmitters, but nevertheless,

it can still be a useful, if not

permanent, aid to the determination
of propagation conditions on 70 cm.
would
be
reports
Reception
welcomed by Peter Brumm,
Berlin 37, Claszeile 23.
It is reported that a new German
1

beacon has been set up 20 miles

lot more of them in the not too

him, QTHR, to get further details of
the organisation behind it.
The South East UHF/VHF Group
meets at Wye College, University

distant future.
The Reading Amateur Radio
Club held their VHF picnic again in
July, with talk -in stations, junk sale
and raffle, and it is hoped that this
will become an annual event. This
sounds a congenial occasion which
Club secretaries may wish to investigate further, in which case they
should contact G3NBU, QTHR,
The South
for further details.

8 countries. He runs a QQV06-40A

in the PA with 40 watts of NBFM
to a 10-ele Yagi at 30ft. a.g.l. on a

Details of this and subsequent
meetings may be obtained from the
secretary, G3DAH, QTHR.

The "Radelec 71" jamboree, (if
that is the right word for this
particular aspect of Scouting activity)

have arranged
equipment by

takes

talk on UHF
Mynett,
Arnold
G3HBW, for October 5, and a film
on

transistors

a

on November

3.

Details of these and other meetings
may be obtained from the Secretary,
G3XPB, QTHR.
Another activity which has much
to commend it for those who like

this country as it has on the Continent. The Ovingham & District

800+ stations in 38 counties and

of London, nr. Ashford, Kent, on
October 15 at 7.30 p.m., when
Arnold Mynett, G3HBW, will be
talking about VHF transceivers.

Bucks. Club, whose meetings are
regularly reported in this Column,

VHFCC Awards

slouch, since he was first licensed in
January 1971, and has now worked

Club
to contact
and

organised
secretaries

a day in the country is a foxhunt,

this month for the VHFCC Award.
This came from Geoff Monks,
G8ENL (Horsforth, Leeds) who
gains Certificate No. I 1 1 for two
metres.
Geoff is obviously no

this one,
might like

10 watts with a 6-ele beam. One
has the feeling that we will hear a

NE of Hamburg. Callsign DJ8XOA,
and frequency 432.0 mHz.
Only one claim has been received

October, 1971

and yet this does not seem to have
achieved the same popularity in
Society
Radio
Amateur
Northumberland held theirs

in
on

August 1, with the fox at Mootlaw,
832ft. a.s.l. and the winner, G4LA,
took just over the hour to find him.
The point about these contests is

that they can be shared with the
family, and XYL QRM is therefore
less likely than with a fixed station
event.
Michael Stott, G8BGU,

place over the weekend of
October 1/2 at Gilwell Park near
Chingford, Essex, easily reached by

train from Liverpool Street station
or by road. Talks on ultrasonics,
tape recording, RTTY and antennae
have been arranged, and all Scouts

with an interest in Amateur Radio
are welcome. If as many turn up
as last year, there should be some
100 there.
Further details from
G8CBU, QTHR.

Four -Metre News
Nothing further seems to have
heard
from TF3EA or
TF3VHF on 4m. since the sporadic -E
openings reported last month, except
been

for a brief appearance on M/S on
August 11 when the Manchester
station, G3VSA, heard quite long
bursts, although no contact was
made at that time.
G3VPK logged ZB2VHF on 70.26

site 550ft. a.s.l. The converter is a

DL6SW and the main receiver an
SP600JX.

Club and Society Activity
G3ZKH sends some details of
the operations of the White Rose
Radio Society which has been giving

a good account of itself under the
callsign G3XEP/P during recent
contests. They normally use a site
some 950ft. a.s.l. 15 km. north of

Leeds, which has a clear take -off in
all directions except to the West,
where a little affair called the
Pennines intervenes. The Tx runs

between 25 and 35 watts on two
metres to one, or two, 10-ele Sky beams, and on occasions, to a 14-ele
Parabeam.
Main receivers are
either an EC -10 or a Trio JR-500SE,
with alternatively a Mosfet converter
or a nuvistor job. On 4m., they have

The legendary Cairn 0' Mount site in Aberdeenshire has
been used by many VHF/P expeditions. On the Aberdeen Kincardine border, the elevation is 1,488ft. GM3DAH/M
found it a wonderful spot when on a holiday trip up there.
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MHz at 2100z on August 7, but as
this date coincided with the latest
Apollo splashdown TV pictures,

perhaps many of us

missed the

opening! G3OHH reports hearing
the station on August 21 between
1938z and 1944z, but signals were
very weak. All in all, the openings

to ZB2 have been very poor this
year-perhaps some of the experts
can offer a credible explanation?
G3FDW, one of the star operators

on the 4 -metre band, is moving
QTH within the Nottingham area,
and will be QRT until December.

G3WOS of Rugby is now to be
heard on 4m. on SSB. He runs a
FET VFO and QQV06-40A PA;
he is planning an all -mode set-up

to give him Al, A3, F3 and A3J;
the antenna is a 4-ele at 33ft. a.g.l.,

Left to right : G3ZGR, G4LA and G8AGN, winners in a recent
fox -hunt on two metres organised by the Ovingham (North-

but a 25-ele (!) with a calculated
gain of 13+ dB is planned for

umberland) Amateur Radio Club. The Tx frequency was
145.1 MHz and G4LA got there first.

contest working. He is also building

for 432 MHz.

Heard on 4m.

recently: An operator with a severe
case of the "RF feedbacks" in QSO
with another station who reported
that the feedback was much worse
on 70.36 MHz than it was on 7026

MHz. Some feedback-the carrier

was on 70.47 MHz!

When GM8BRS was portable in

with

South West Scotland recently, they
had a good contact with GD2HDZ,
Laxey, I.o.M. to give the latter his

5-6 watts out to the 32 de Yagi.

first GM on 70 cm. The Tx ran

100 watts, and 30 watts on two

metres.

News Items

Two -Metre

and 70 Cm. News

The live A/TV demonstration at

A newish signal from the South-

West-and the Lizard is about as
far South-West as one can get in
this country without going to the
Scillies-comes from G3IUD, who
is to be heard most evenings on CW
around 144.03 MHz.
He is a
refugee from Wilmslow in Cheshire,

from whence he transmitted on all

bands from 4m. to

3

cm.

He

currently has 120 watts to an 8 -de
beam. He has a nightly sked with
G2JT in Oldham, and they rarely
seem to miss. He can also be heard

working G3DAH most evenings
when conditions are right, at 2320z.
He is planning to come back on to
four metres again soon.

Woburn Rally attracted the attention
of many visitors, and the following
details may be of interest: G6AFK/T
and G6AGE/T, with vocal assistance
from G8CBU, looked after the
transmission side from the car park
on
Dunstable
Downs,
while

G6AEV/T and G6AGX/T were in

the marquee at the rally.

The

transmitting equipment consisted of

a hybrid Tx winding up with ten
watts input and a 18-ele Parabeam
at 16ft. a.g.l. (the site was 800ft.
a.s.l.!), the home -built camera equip-

ment having been constructed by
G6AFK/T-see p.369, September

a

2C39

tripler/PA

giving

At least, it should have been a 32-ele
Yagi,

but Howard says that an

extra director crep' in by mistake,
and it is now a 33-ele job! The
converter is the K6KXN model.

Skeds can be arranged (QTH R, with
s.a.e.). Incidentally, many listeners
will have 'heard the early -morning
skeds between G8BCL and GSDF in

Reading, around 0900 hrs. local
time on two metres. These have
been running since April 1 this year,

and they have never missed due to
propagation conditions over this
170 -mile path.

Some interesting DX is reported
by EA4AO in Madrid. During the
recent 2m. contest in Spain, contacts
were made with Palma de Mallorca

over a distance of 2150 km. The

Canary group were up at

2,200
metres and were running a QQV03-12

the final, so this looks like a
spot of Es. They were using an
in

At

abbreviated form of procedure, with

is

suitably pulled to 70 cm., fed into an

now equipped for teletype reception.

ex -rental TV set, with the antenna
an 18-ele Parabeam on a Strumech
tower up at 60ft. Both sound and

just the last letters of the call, and
this caused some amateurs, who

G8BMI of Keighley, Yorks,

Moving QTH has held up further
progress in this direction, since it
has involved the fabrication of a
special console for all the gear.

He is to be heard on 2m. AM
though.
Brian Flynn, GM3BJF,

SHORT

WAVE

MAGAZINE.

Woburn, a transistor TV tuner,

vision were transmitted in the 70 cm.

band with 3.5 MHz spacing, and
very good noise -free pictures were
received during the two-hour long

well-known on 70 cm. in Edinburgh,

programme.

is to be congratulated on his B.Sc.,
(Hons.) degree; he is staying on at

G8BCL, Halifax, Yorks, is looking for contacts on 23 cm. He has
a xtal-controlled Tx on 1297 MHz

the University to take his Ph.D.

were copying them at 5 & 9, to
think that it was the local police
net breaking through. (There must
be a lesson to be learned here about
using callsigns correctly.) EA4AO

makes the point that these sort of
conditions are possibly more prevalent than is imagined, and it can
only be regretted that there is often
insufficient activity to pinpoint them.
We could do with a hit of this
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propagation at this latitude!

Dave Stockley, G8ELP (Whitstable, Kent) was involved in a
nasty car smash recently, but this
has not prevented him from coming
on the two -metre air from his hospital

bed. The local lads have fitted him

up with an NBFM Tx/Rx and a
halo antenna (of which both the
matron

and

the visiting

Padre

approve!) and he is thus able to
while away the long weeks by

keeping in touch with the outside
world via Amateur Radio.
Alan Wheeler, G3RHF was also
laid low in hospital at the end of
last month, and was able to get on

to announce the sudden death, at
the age of 57, of Ernie Dedman,
G2NH, of New Malden, Surrey.
It was immediately after his return
from the VHF/NFD site on Sunday,
September 5, that this unhappy
event occurred, and one cannot help
thinking that this might be the
way that Ernie himself would have
wished it. First licensed in 1927,

he has always taken a full and
active part in amateur activities

on all bands, from HF, through
5 metres, to VHF, and will be

October, 1971

many of us goes to his family.

Deadline
Deadline for the next issue is
October 9 and the address for
news, views, claims and comment is:
"VHF Bands", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. Cheers for now,

and 73 de G3DAH.

Stop Press
The results of the 1969 IARU
Region I Contest in September of

remembered by many, who did not
have the fortune to know him

that year have now been issued

G8EDL, Derek Holding.

provided most of the "rocks" for

general listening purposes turned out
to be the hospital earth system!

the amateur fraternity. While not
neglecting the HF bands, his recent
interest had centred on two -metre
SSB, and he was to be heard on the

them both.

working the DX or ready

144 MHz Portable: 23rd GD3VXK
/P, 40th GW3BA/P, 63rd
GM3TGL/P,
145th
G3FZL/P.
432 MHz Fixed: No U.K. entry.
432 MHz Portable: 1st GW3HAZ/P,
3rd GD3WMS/P.
1296 MHz Fixed: No U.K. entry.
1296 MHz Portable: 2nd GW3HAZ

2m. with the help of an Echelcom-2
Tx and a Rx designed and built by
Once
again, the antenna was a halo,
although the best antenna for

We wish a speedy recovery to

Ernie Dedman-G2NH
It is with deep regret that we have

personally, as the moving spirit
behind the Quartz Crystal Company,
which in the 1930's must have

air most Monday evenings either
with

helpful advice for the newcomerhe was by no means just a "5 & 9pse QSL" man. The sympathy of so

ADDRESSES FOR RECIPROCAL LICENSING
Following is the latest Region I IARU list for
applications for reciprocal licences in the countries

named, covering also /M permits (where these are

officially by the Czech authorities.
U.K. placings are as follows:
144 MHz Fixed: 3rd G2JF, 360th
G8BWF.

/P.

Sweden: Central Administration of Swedish Telecommunications, Radio Development Section, S-123 86
Farsta.
Switzerland: Generaldirektion P.T.T., Radio und

allowed to foreigners).

Short-term licences are usually
free or are issued at nominal cost. In most European

Femeshabteilung, CH -3000, Berne.
United Kingdom: Ministry of Posts & Telecommunica-

countries Top Band is not permitted. In the first instance,

tions, Amateur Licensing Branch, T & RRD, Waterloo
Bridge House, Waterloo Bridge Road, London, S.E.1.
United States: Federal Communications Commission,
Washington, D.C.
The U.K. address is given for the convenience of

make a straightforward typed request with a photostat

copy of your licence-and allow ample time for the
business to go through.
Austria: Generaldirektion der Post und Telegraphenverwaltung, Abt. 15F (Funk), Vienna (or the capital
city of the province of residence).

Belgium: Monsieur le Directeur-General des Radio communications de la RTT, Place Madou 1, B-1030,

overseas amateurs who may wish to operate in this
country. The U.S.A. is not in Region I, but is included
for completeness.

Bruxelles.

Eire: Dept. of Posts & Telegraphs, Experimental Radio
Section, Hamman Buildings, O'Connell Street, Dublin.
Finland: Suomen Radioamatooriliitto r.y., P.O. Box
10316, Helsinki 10.
France: P.T.T., Direction des Services Radio Electriques,
5 Rue Froidevaux, F-75, Paris XIV. (Also for Andorra.)

Luxembourg: Administration des P. & T., Hotel des
Postes, Luxembourg -Ville.

Netherlands: Radio Controledienst P.T.T., Kortenaerkade 12, The Hague.
Norway: Teledirektoratet, Universitetsgt. 2, Oslo, 1.
Portugal: Administracao General dos C.T.T., Direccao
dos Servicos Radioeletricos, lA Reparticao, Rua
General Sinel de Cordes 9-5°, Lisboa 1.

. . . Come over here and I'll show you
where to dig out for the radials . . . "
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THE OTHER MAN'S STATION
T. M. SMITH, 16 Woodlands, Winthorpe, Newark,
Notts., put G3YWS on the air in November 1969though in fact he became interested in Amateur Radio
fifteen years ago, while still at school. The force of
various circumstances-such as working for professional

qualifications (he is a lecturer at Newark Technical
College), and marriage-held up a serious approach
until some years later.
He is now in a house -and -garden carefully chosen

with Amateur Radio in view, enabling him to have a
good aerial system in a quiet location-antennae consist
of a Mosley TA-33Jr., a 132 -ft. wire and a 5-ele beam for
two metres.

Gear at present in use is, as HF-band Tx, a K.W.
Viceroy for CW/SSB operation, an Eddystone 888A as
main receiver, a Codar A.T.5 for Top Band and a small
two -metre Tx modulated and powered by the A.T.5, with
the appropriate 144-146 MHz converter for reception.
Thns, operation from G3YWS is possible on all bands
two metres to 160m., with the main interest DX working

on 21 MHz. The score at the moment stands at 154C,
with 84 countries confirmed.

Activity on two metres was started comparatively
recently, in order to join in with the locals who, we are

told, use that band extensively-but VHF/DX is also
being raised, thanks to an excellent QTH.
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G3YWS

Latterly, G3YWS has been busy setting up G3ZWV,
the recently -licensed AT -station at the Technical College,

with a KW -2000 transceiver and the ancillaries. It is
hoped in due time to institute a course for the R.A.E.
Finally, he remarks that he "has a very tolerant XYL
and a 21 -year -old junior op. who could say `CQ' before
he could say 'Daddy' "! Well, we don't know . . .!
But we would remark that the operator of G3YWS,

now just 31 years of age and with plenty of time in
prospect, strikes us as one of those radio amateurs who
have made a rational step-by-step approach to Amateur
Radio-we wish him and his family well for the years to
come.

APOLOGY FOR ERROR

In that caption on p.275 of the July issue, we inadvertently described the spark Tx as being an "R.A.F.-

type of 1916 vintage"-of course, it should have been
R.F.C., because the R.A.F. did not exist at that time.
Also, it should have been mentioned that the Tx itself
is a replica in full working order built by W4ZM to the
original Sterling Radio specification, for the Antique
Wireless Association, who have a remarkable collection

of early radio apparatus.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By "Club Secretary"
(Deadline for November issue: October 8)
(Please address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

ONCE again the merry-go-round starts to spin,
covering reports from Clubs far and wide-and most

of them seem to be preparing to do battle in MCC,
Rules for which appear herewith. Suffice it to say that
while they are basically the same as last year, the formula

having met with general approval, the Ident. Codes
are different. Thus, if you make a last-minute decision

to run a station, it is no good, and can do positive harm,

to operate using last year's Ident. Yes, we know it
sounds a bit odd-but it has happened!
For more than 25 years now, MCC has been the
annual competitive event for Clubs who are really on the

air, and have enough CW operators to put in an entry.

This is what makes the interest in MCC-and the
fact that your Club is competing primarily with the
others in your own Zone. In addition to the main place list, we also show the first two in each Zone, these being

the lead stations in their own area; see p.688, January
1971 SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE for the local Club situation

last year.
Also to be remarked here-as has been explained in
previous years-the Contest is closely invigilated. This
is not with the idea of looking for people to disqualify

but rather to make sure that all concerned play to the
Rules-see, in particular, Rule 8, p.497, which will be
strictly enforced. What we do not want to hear are
loud -and -dirty noises from over -driven transceivers!

All necessary information for making an entry is
given herewith. Any Club omitted from the Identification Code list (and there can't be many!) should let us
know forthwith ("Club Secretary", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM) so that if necessary a supplementary

Ident. Code list can be published next month-though
we are hoping that this year it will not be required and
that there will be no last-minute panics about getting a
code.

FULL DETAILS FOR MCC
Appear in this issue. Rules are much as last year but
Identification Codes are changed. Any Club not
included and wanting a code should write in straight
away. Dates for the event are November 6/7, and the
report and results will appear in the January issue.

The Reports
Straight down this time, for a change from the
Regional approach of recent months.
Midland appear at the top of the pile; they have their
being in the Midland Institute, Margaret Street, Birming-

ham, 3. In the calendar for October we notice Tuesdays

are the ones-October 1 for an extra Natter session,
and the 19th for the Annual General Meeting.

Thames Valley are booked in at the "Three Pigeons,"
Portsmouth Road, Long Ditton, on the first Wednesday
of every month; October's evening will be devoted to
modifying for 70 and 144 MHz a certain popular type
of business -radio equipment, both from a theoretical
and a practical point of view.
Up at North Notts, the lads are having an "odd day"

extra this time, visiting Newark Club to meet Fred
Ward, G2CVV. Normal sessions are on Thursday, and

October 7 is particularly noted for a "Forum," with
experts to answer any question you care to throw them.
For the venue, and any other details, contact G3OZN,
as Panel p.498.
The Richmond Terrace buildings of Brighton Technical

College will soon be ringing with radio amateur noises
when the lads have their fortnightly sessions, and maybe
put G3TCB on the air. Any interested folk who would
like to visit or join, should get in touch with G2CMH
at the address in the Panel for details and dates.

Sad to say, Bristol will be losing their Secretary,
G3RKH at the end of September, which means a
special farewell evening in the skittle -alley of the Ship

Inn, Redcliffe, on September 30. Then the normal
meetings at 41 Ducie Road, Barton Hill, Bristol, must
still go on; there is a Film Show on October 14, and the
AGM to be dealt with on October 28.
Hq. for the Hereford chaps is at the County Control,
Civil Defence Headquarters, Goal Street, Hereford;
they are here on October 1 for a talk and demonstration
by Geoff Tibbetts, G3NUE, of Worcester, "by radio and
land -line."

Then on October 15, there is the last trip

for this year working /P on 144 MHz, weather, of course,

permitting-it it doesn't then it is back to Hq. to operate
from there.
A change of venue is afoot for the White Rose lads,
who apparently have found themselves an old house to

be converted into a permanent home; this probably
means that the main interest for the next few months
will be in paint -pots and brushes! Because of this,
it is suggested that if you want the latest information
you contact G3YEE, as Panel.
October 7 is the date for South Birmingham, and
a most important date at that, because it is the AGM.
This will be dealt with at Hampstead House, Fairfax
Road, West Heath, Birmingham, starting at 8.0 p.m.
sharp.

Unfortunately, Worcester's calendar, printed in the
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copy of the Newsletter to hand, stops at the end of
September; but from it we learn that the venue is the

MCC-TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL
TOP BAND CLUB TRANSMITTING CONTEST

Crown, Broad Street, and the meeting is set on a Saturday

For the rest, we must refer you to the hon.
secretary-see Panel overleaf.

RULES

evening.

For Bedford, in their place in the Dolphin, Broadway,

October seems a full month; on the 7th, Joe Farley is
to give a scientific lecture, and on the 14th G3RFG
takes the floor to tell all about his Multi -band vertical
aerial. This takes us to October 21, and G4AHE, whose
theme will be the development of trends in receiver
design using Integrated Circuits. Finally, there is the
Annual General Meeting on October 28.

'Tis quite a while since last we heard noises from
Otley, but they are loud and clear this month, and sound
as though they are thriving. They have an Annual Open
Night on October 26, with a trade stand, visitors welcome

from 7.30 p.m. onwards, and refreshments available,
at the Club premises, 14 Back of Court House Street,
Otley.

Spen Valley seem to be away more than at home in
October! On the 7th, there is to be an evening of music,

put on by Richard Allen Radio, Ltd., followed by a
visit to Basinghall telephone exchange on the 14th;
they also have a look round the Yorkshire Post Newspapers Ltd. set-up, starting at 7.0 p.m. The home
meetings are always at the Grammar School, High
Street, Heckmondwike.
Thursdays it is for Redditcb, at the Old People's

Centre, Park Road. This month sees the October 14
date filled by a talk by G3HZG, who used to be betterknown at VR2FT on Fiji, his topic being life in that
DX-otic spot, illustrated by slides. Then there is October
28, when the club's own HW-100 will be in action for a
night -on -the -air.

At Marie Place, Leylands Road, Burgess Hill, you
can find the Mid -Sussex lads twice each month. For

October, it rather looks like the second and fourth
Thursday by extrapolating from the calendar given for
the earlier months in the Newsletters to hand; however,
it would probably be a good idea to check with the hon.

secretary, address as Panel, p.498.
Wirral are now safely into their new place at the
Drill Hall, Grange Road West, Birkenhead, where on

October 6 they have the Annual General Meeting,
followed by a film show on the 20th.
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1. Duration: Saturday, November 6, and Sunday,
November 7; on both days between the hours of
1700 and 2100 GMT (eight operating hours in all).

2. Frequency and Power: All contacts to be made
in the 1800-2000 kHz band, using CW, with a
power input not exceeding ten watts to the final
stage.

3. Call -Signs: Where a Club has its own call -sign,
that is to be used; if no club call -sign is held, the
call of a nominated member may be used.
4. Scoring: Other Club stations may be worked once
in each session, the contacts counting three points
each time. Non -club stations may be worked once
in each session, to count for one point each time.

5. Contest Exchanges: Inter -Club contacts will
take the form of an exchange of RST plus the
allocated Club Ident. Code. (See p.500). Non club contacts to be an exchange of RST and QTH.
6. Logs: The contest logs are to be legibly set out as
follows: One side only of quarto or foolscap sheets
should be ruled into nine columns, with the Club
name and call -sign on every sheet. Col. 1, Date and

Time; Col. 2, Call of station worked; Col. 3,

Outgoing exchange; Col. 4, Incoming exchange;
Col. 5, Outgoing RST (non -club); Col. 6, Incoming
RST (non -club). Col. 7, QTH of non -club station.

Col. 8, QSO Points, Col. 9, Points claimed after
multiplier applied.
7. Final Tabulation: To each Club contact, apply
the correct Zone multiplier. To each non -club
contact, regardless of distance, apply a multiplier
of ten. Total the points claimed after multiplying
to obtain final score. This, together with a declaration that the station was operated within the rules
and spirit of the Contest, and comments o the
Rules, equipment used, experiences, and so on,
should be on the front sheet of the entry
(Multiplier table on p.501).
8. Disqualification: This is at the discretion of the
invigilators, and reasons will be given. Typically,
disqualification could result from a consistently
rough signal, deliberate interference with other
stations, over -driving of a transceiver producing
strong key -clicks or a spread of spurii, unnecessarily long CQ calls or abbreviated callsigns.

9. Contest Call: Call "CQ MCC" only. Shortened

There is a clubroom built on to the back of the

c/s must not be used.

"Jack o' Newbury" pub at Binfield, just outside Bracknell,

10.Entries: Logs, addressed to "Club Secretary",

and this is the place to find the Bracknell boys on the
second and fourth Mondays in each month. From the
way he wrote, it is rather gathered the scribe has been
hustled into the job at the march of events, so at this
stage he could not advise of the programme; but like
most groups, they no doubt have something laid on.
Chippenham have been assembling every week at the
Boys' High School, Hardenhuish Lane, for years now;
any Tuesday you can find them there. For October,
the particular high spots are the Rowde Hamfest on
October 5, with talk -in on Top Band to the George and
Dragon, Rowde, near Devizes. Kick-off at 8.0 p.m.
and refreshments will be available at modest charges --

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, must be

all, of course, welcome. The other event is the film show,

posted to arrive not later than Friday, November
19. Results will appear in the January 1972 issue

of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, due out on December
31.

The Editor's decision is final on all matters
affecting the Contest.

at Hq., to be presented on October 26 by G8BXG.
A new Hq. is the gist of the Clacton report; it seems
they have a fine place with the Sea Scouts in Sadds Yard,
Skelmersdale Road, which is about 100 yards from the
main railway station. It is a year since they re-formed,

and members now total 4l -which is pretty healthy
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All are asked to take particular note of the

UHF/SHE NFD; October 6, for a junk sale, and the

1930 promptly.
Bristol Shirehampton's secretary writes in from
Polperro to say that the summer break for the Club ends

by the monthly VHF group meeting; then on the 24th
there is a D/F contest with a trophy to be won. All this

progress.

date for the AGM: October 12, at Hq., starting at

after September, and from then it will be "business as
usual." G35XY should be home by the time you read
this,

so contact him for all the doings -see Panel.

At Torbay we are specially asked to announce that

the meeting of October 30 is to be a Junk Sale and
Extra -Ordinary Meeting, so please make a special
effort to be there.
The RAIBC Radial for this month carries a good
article on his North American trip by G5CP, and an
interesting exposition of the help the Club can give,
through the "supporters," to the blind and invalid full
members, particularly in relation to the question of how
much it really means to them.
Saltash has to cancel their proposed Mobile Rally of
September 5, but are still going -and going strongly, at
that -on alternate Fridays at Burraton Toc-H. Details of
the talks are not, at the time of writing, firm, but we are
assured that there will be something definite fixed up.

13th for film show. A Natter Night on the 20th is followed

leads us to October 27, when there will be a Hi-Fi demonstration. Every month seems to be as busy as this!

BEA have now formed their own Amateur Radio
Club, with Hq. at the BEA Training Centre, Heston, on
the last Wednesday in each month -but if you want to
visit, please contact G3OUF first -his address and phone
are in the Panel. Moves are also afoot to set up a per-

manent Club station at Northolt, at the BEA Trident
Club there.
At Wolverhampton the lads have Neachells Cottage,
Stockwell End, Tettenhall, for an Hq., where they can be

found on Mondays. A particular date to be noticed is
October 4, when the AGM is taken.

Yeovil are pleased to report a couple of their lads

Derby can be found on Wednesday evenings at

have obtained licences; members can be found assembled
at the Youth Centre, 31 Park Lodge, any Thursday, we
understand.
One always notices the distinctive colour -scheme of
the cover of the Cornish Newsletter, and there is usually
something interesting inside, this month being no
exception. The main meeting is at the SWEB Clubroom,

Room 4, 119 Green Lane, as well as at other times for
different activities. October, for example, mentions a

However, at this time we do not have any details of the

Pool, Camborne, on the first Thursday in the month.

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue :
ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,
188 Gunnersbury Avenue, London, W3-8LB.
BASINGSTOKE: P. Sterry, G3CBU, Ashley, Orchard Road,
Salisbury Gardens, Basingstoke.
BEDFORD: J. Bennett, G3FWA, 47 Ibbett Close, Kempston
(2427), Bedford.
BICESTER: T. Shaw, G8EWS, 5 Langford Gardens, Bicester.
BRACKNELL: S. Jewell, G8EMY, 108 Highfield Park, War grave (2800), Reading, Berks.
BRIGHTON (Technical College): R. J. Henley, G2CMI-1, 35
Wilmington Way, Brighton, BN1-8TH, Sussex.
BRISTOL: R. W. Thompson, G3TKF, Stapledown, Hill Drive,
Failand, Bristol.
BRISTOL (Shirehampton): E. J. Davis, G3SXY, 72 North
View, Westbury Park, Bristol (33284), BS6-7PZ.
BRISTOL (University): C. Elliott, G8ADP, 37 Seymour Road,
Bristol (421864), BS7-9HS.

CAMBRIDGE (University): D. Field, G3XTT, Selwyn College,
Cambridge.

CHELTENHAM: E. Janes, G2FWA, Hillside, Bushcombe
Lane, Woodmancote, Cheltenham (Bishops Cleeve 2229).

CHIPPENHAM: P. J. Tuck, 186 St. Edith's Marsh, Bromham

(274), Chippenham, Wilts.
CLACTON: T. Mills, G3YAI, 75 Lymington Avenue, Clacton on -Sea (21664), COI5-4PL, Essex.

CORNISH: J. Farrar, G3UCQ, Elm Cottage, Ventonleague,

Hayle, Cornwall.
COVENTRY: C. Jaynes, 20 Belgrave Road, Wyken, Coventry,
Warks.

CRAY VALLEY: P. Vella, G3WVP, 78 Hurst Road, Sidcup.

CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook
Crescent, London, SE23-3BM (01-699 6940).
DERBY: F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5 Uplands Avenue, Littleover,
Derby (21931), DE3-7GE.

ECHELFORD: R. Hewes, G3TDR, 24 Brightside Avenue,
Laleham-on-Thames (Staines 56513), Middlesex.
HEREFORD: S. Jesson, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford.
HULL: Mrs. M. Longson, 4 Chester Road, Hull, HU5-5QE.
MANSFIELD: F. N. F. Bewley, G8HX, 116 Westfield Lane,
Mansfield (25208), Notts.
MIDLAND: N. Gutteridge, G8BHE, 68 Max Road, Quinton,

Birmingham, 32.
MID -SUSSEX: E. J. Letts, G3RXJ, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess
Hill (3552), Sussex.

NIGERIAN: E. A. Lomax, 5N2ABG, P.O. Box 68, Kaduna,
Nigeria.

NORTH KENT: L. Randall, G4ACQ, 118 Brook Street, Erith
(40800), Kent.

NORTH NOTTS: E. W. Badger, G3OZN, 20 Tennyson Drive,

Worksop, Netts.
OTLEY: H. S. Johnstone, 12 Rumple Croft, Newall Carr,
Otley, Yorks. LS21-2RE.
OXFORD: D. R. Ward, 2 Lincoln Road, Oxford (77471),
OX I -4TB.
PLYMOUTH: S. E. Martin, 32 East Park Avenue, Mutley,

Plymouth, PL4-6PF, Devon.
R.A.I.B.C.: Mrs. F. Woolley, G3LWY, 331 Wigan Lane, Wigan.
REDDITCH: R. J. Mutton, G3EVT, Summerhayes, Mill Lane,
Oversley Green, Alcester (2041).

SALTASH: J. A. Ennis, G3XWA, 19 Coombe Road, Saltash,

(3551), Cornwall, PL12-4ER.
SHEFFORD: A. Sullivan, G2DGF, 12 Glebe Road, Letchworth,
Herts.
SILVER WING (B.E.A.): D. Evans, G3OUF, 2 Meadow Drive,
Amersham (3257), Bucks.
SOLIHULL: J. Burnie, G8BYM, 12 Buryfield Road, Solihull
(021-705 4565), Warks.
SOUTH BIRMINGHAM: R. J. Thompson, 23 Fox Hill, Selly
Oak, Birmingham, 29.
SOUTHGATE: A. Hydes, G3XSV, 6 Glenbrook North, Cotswold Way, Enfield (01-363 8747).

SOUTH MANCHESTER: D. Holland, G3WFT, 7 Alcester
Road, Sale, M33-3GW.
SPEN VALLEY: J. Milnes, G8DSB, 19 Cliffe Road, Staincliffe,
Batley, Yorks. (Heckmondwike 2433).

THAMES VALLEY: C. Seaman, G3ATF, 40 Park Road,
Ashford, Middx.

TORBAY: Mrs. G. L. Western, G3NQD, 110 Truro Avenue,
Hele, Torquay.
VERULAM: H. Young, G3YHY, 93 Leaford Crescent, Watford,
WD2-5JQ.

WEST OF SCOTLAND (Glasgow): V. T. Budas, GM3VTB,
28 Kelvinside Gardens, Glasgow, N.W.

WHITE ROSE: R. Short, G3YEE, 10 Tyersal Grove, Bradford 4
(664-220), Yorkshire.

WIRRAL: A. Fisher, G3WSD, 34 Glenmore Road, Oxton,
Birkenhead, Cheshire (051-652 5078).
WOLVERHAMPTON: J. Burden, G3UBX, 28 Coalway Road,
Wolverhampton, WV3-7LX.

WORCESTER: G. Spink, G3WUI,

Belvoir Bank, North
Malvern, Worcs. (Malvern 3088).
YEOVIL: D. L. MacLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil,
Somerset.

1

YORK: J. A. Rainbow, G8BOK, 14 Temple Road, Bishopthorpe, York, Y02-IQN.
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programme, for which you are referred to G3UCQ,

MEETING
DAY
MONTHLY

as in Panel opposite.
Chineham House, Shakespeare Road, Popley, is the
place where the Basingstoke chaps foregather. October 2

Acton, Brentford
and Chiswick

66 High Road, Chiswick

October 19

Bicester

I1 Stoneburg Cres., Bicester

Fridays

is booked for station operation and construction, and
on the 16th, they have a constructional competitionan event which nearly always throws up something of

Bristol
University

Dept. of Physics, Royal Fort,
Tyndall Park Road

Saturdays,

interest.

Cambridge
University

King's College

October 12

Coventry

121 St. Nicholas Street,
Radford Road

Fridays (AGM

Cray Valley

Congregational Church Hall,
Court Road, S.E.9

October 7,
October 21

Crystal Palace

Emmanual Church Hall,
Barry Road, S.E.22

October 16

Echelford

The Hall, St. Martins Court,

October 29
(away)

Hull

592, Hessle Road

Fridays

Mansfield

New Inn, Westgate

1st Friday

North Kent

Not quoted

October 14
October 28

Oxford

Cherwell Hotel,
Watereaton Road

2nd and 4th

Plymouth

Virginia House, Bretonside

Shefford

Church Hall, Ampthill Road

Thursdays

Southgate

Civil Defence Hut, opp. Amos
Grose Tube

2nd Thursday

South
Manchester

Sale Moor Community Centre,
Norris Road, Sale

Fridays

York

British Legion, 61 Micklegate

Thursdays

Ashford, Middx.

2.30 p.m.

October I)

Most months we have something to report from the
Nigerian group, by way of their NARS News-and it is
of interest to be told that they have had some enquiries
about the Club as a direct result. Of course, they are not

just a local group but a full-blown National Society
as well-a fact which tends to put a savour into the
(coned. p.501

Wednesdays

1st and 3rd
Tuesdays

N.B.-In each case, secretary's name and address appears in Panel,
p.498.

We might almost call this a Puzzle Picture-but in fact it
illustrates part of the Leeds Radio Society project to construct,
on a Club basis, a number of small portable two -metre Tx/Rx
units which can be easily carried about to meetings (think of

the QRM!) and outdoor field events. The printed -circuit
diagrams are prepared for distribution to members wishing
layout for each section is photographed and from these, board

to build up a sophisticated rig involving bi-polars, PET's
and the readily obtainable IC's.

. .

. getting a bit more through the spout
here, OM

.

."
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IDENTIFICATION CODES FOR CLUBS IN " MCC "

Zone A-Scotland
Aberdeen
Ardeer
Border
Dundee (Tech.

Coll,)

Falkirk Group
Glasgow Univ.
Glenrothes
Greenock
Heriot-Watt Univ.
Inverness
Lothians
Mid -Lanarkshire

Sheffield (University) B65
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

A9
A22
A23
A24

Group
Moray Firth
Pentlands

A25
A26
A27

Scotland
Spey Valley
West of Scotland

A28
A29
A32

-

Radio Club of

Zone B-Northern England
Ainsdale
Billingham
Bishops Rawsthorne

B2

B3
B4
B5

Blackpool and Fylde
Bolton
B6
B7
Bradford
Bury and Rossendale B8
Carlisle
Chorley
Cleveland
Culceth, Liverpool
Cumberland

B9
B22
B23
B24
B25

Dial House, Salford B26
East Lancs.
B27
Eccles

B28
B29
B32
B33
B34
B35
B36
Leeds
B37
Leyland Hundred
B38
Lindholme R.A.F.
B39
Liverpool
B42
Liverpool (University) B43
Manchester Group
B44

Fulford
Fylingdales
Halifax
Hallamshire
Hartlepools
Hull

Manchester
(University)
Manchester Institute

B45

of Science and

Technology)
Mexborough
Morpeth

Newcastle -on -Tyne
(University)

Northern Heights
North Liverpool
Northumbria
N.W. Durham
Ovingham
Otley
Preston

Rotherham
St. Helens
Scarborough
Sheffield

B46
B47
B48

B49
B52
B53
B54
B55

B56
B57
B58
B59
B62
B63
B64

Southport

B66
B67
B68
B69

S. Shields
Spen Valley
Star (Leeds)
Sunderland

Zone D-Eastern

B73
B74
B75

D2
Bury St. Edmunds
D3
Cambridge
D4
Cambridge (Univ.)
D5
Digby R.A.F.
D6
Grimsby
Grimsby (Wheatsheaf) D7
D8
Haverill
D9
Ipswich
D22
Lincoln
D23
Lowestoft
D24
Norfolk
D25
Pye (Cambridge)
D26
Scunthorpe

B76

West Riding Contest B77
White Rose
B78
B79
York (Bradford)

Zone C-Midlands
Ashton -u -Lyme

C2

Bromsgrove
C3
Burslem
C4
C5
Cannock Chase
Chapel Green Country C6
Chester
C7
Chesterfield
C8
Coventry
C9
Derby
C22
Derby (Nunsfield)
C23
Dudley
C24

Four Counties

Henley -in -Arden

Hereford
Keele (University)
Kings Norton Contest
Leicester
Lichfield
Macclesfield
Magnus, Newark
Mansfield
Melton Mowbray
Mid -Cheshire

Midland
Mid-Warwicks
Newark
Northampton
Short Wave
North Notts
North Staffs.
North Staffs.
(Polytechnic)
Nottingham
Nottingham (Univ.)
Nuneaton
Painton
(Northampton)
Peterborough
Redditch
Rugby
Salop
Sealand R.A.F.
Slade
Solihull

South Birmingham
South Manchester
Stafford
(Coll. of Tech.)
Stockport
Stoke-on-Trent
Stourbridge
Stratford -on -Avon

C72
C73
C74
C75

B72

Thornton Cleveleys
(Lancs.)
Tyneside
Wakefield
Westmorland

Sutton Coldfield
Wirral
Wolverhampton
Worcester

C25
C26
C27
C28
C29

C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
C38
C39
C42
C43
C44
C45
C46

C47
C48
C49
C52
C53
C54
C55

C56
C57
C58
C59
C62
C63
C64
C65

C66
C67
C68
C69

Skegness
Spalding

Stowmarket
Wattisham R.A.F.
Wymondham

D27
D28
D29
D32
D33

Zone F (L)-Southern
Acton, Brentford and
Chiswick
F2
Addiscombe
F3
AERE, Harwell
F4
Ampfield Contest
F5
Ariel (BBC)
F6
Axe Vale
F7
Baden-Powell House
(London)
F8
Barking
F9
Basildon
F22
Basingstoke
F23
Bedford
F24
Bicester

Bishops Stortford
Bracknell
Brighton
(Technical Coll.)
Brighton
(Coll. of Tech.)
Bristol
Bristol
(Shirehampton)
Bristol (University)
Brunel University
Burnham Beeches
Burnham -on -Sea

Chelmsford
Cheltenham G.S.
Cheltenham

Cheltenham Group
Chesham
Cheshunt
Chichester
Chiltern
Chippenham
Clacton
Clifton
Colchester
Crawley
Cray Valley

F25
F26
F27
F28

F29
F32
F33
F34
F35
F36
F37
F38
F39
F42
F43
F44
F45
F46
F47
F48
F49
F52
F53
F54
F55

Crystal Palace
Culham

Dartford Heath D/F
Dorking

F56
F57
F58
F59
F62
F63
F64
F65
F66
F67

Dunstable Downs
Dursley
Ealing
East Barnet
East Kent
Echelford
Edgware
F68
F69
Fareham
F72
Fareham (Group)
F73
Fawley
F74
Finchley
G. Kent, Ltd. (Luton) F75
F76
Gosport
Government Comms.
F77
(Cheltenham)
F78
Grafton
F79
Greenford
Guildford
F82
Harlow
F83
Harrow
F84
F85
Havering
F86
Hemel Hempstead
Henley G.S.
F87
High Wycombe
F88
Hillingdon
F89
Horsham
F92
Isle of Wight
F93
Kingston
F94
Leyton and
Walthamstow
F95
Loughton
F96
Luton
F97
Maidenhead
F98
Maidstone YMCA
F99
Marconi Apprentices
(Chelmsford)
L2
Medway
L3
Mid-Herts
L4
Mid -Sussex

Minehead
Nailsworth
Newbury
Newham
North Bucks.
Northern Poly

North Kent
North Leeds

Oxford
Paddington
Purley
Racal
Reading
Redbridge
Reigate
Roding Boys
Royal Marines,
Portsmouth
Royal Navy,
Petersfield
Royal Signals

L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L22
L23
L24
L25
L26
L27
L28
L29
L32
L33
L34
L35
L36

L37
L38

R.A.F. A.R.S.,
Locking
Salisbury
Shefford
Silverthorn

L39
L42
L43
L44
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Silver Wing (BEA)
L45
S. Langton School
L46
Southampton
L47
Southampton
(University)
L48
South Bucks. Contest L49
Southdown
L52
Southend-on-Sea
L53
Southgate
L54
Speedbird (BOAC)
L55
STC, Harlow
L56
Stevenage
L57
Stroud
L58
Surrey
L59
L62
Sussex University
Sutton and Cheam
L63
Swindon
L64
Taunton
L65
Thanet
L66
Thames Valley
L67
Thornbury
L68
University of Essex L69

Vange, Basildon
Verulam
Veteran Operators
Wanstead and
Woodford
Wessex
West Kent
Wimbledon
Winchester
Worthing
Yeovil

L72
L74
L75
L76
L77
L78
L79
L82
L83
L84

Zone G-South-Western
St. Lawrence's,
Bodmin
G2
Cornish
G3
Exeter
G4
North Devon
G5
Plymouth
G6
Saltash
G7
Torbay
G8

THE MCC ZONES
The Zone in which a Club is located is indicated by the initial

Scoring Table

Multipliers to be applied to Club Contacts.
Contact with own Zone, multiplier 10
11

D
F(L)
G
H

13
14
15
17
13

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B(V)
B(V)
B(V)
B(V)

B(V)
B(V)
B(V)
C(X)
C(X)
C(X)

C(X)

:,:,

J

K

C(X)
D

F(L)

Contact between

15
20
11
13

H

13
15
13

K

20

G

11
11
12

G

J

D
F(L)

13

J

Zones C X and H
CX
X)
D
D

K

DIK

F(L)
G
-1

D
D

::

J

F(L)
G
F(L)
H
F(L) 2,J
F(L)
K
G
H
G
G

H
H

J

Zone H-All GW Counties
Bangor
H2
Bangor
(Univ. College)
H3
Barry (Coll. of Further
Education)
H4
Blackwood
H5
Cardiff
H6
H7
Chepstow
Conway Valley
H8
Flint
H9
Haverfordwest
H22
Llanelli G.S.
H23
Maesteg
H24
Pembroke
1125
Port Talbot
H26
Rhyl
1127
Rhondda
1128
Sully

1129

Swansea Telephone
Area

H32

Univ. College,
Cardiff
Univ. College,
Swansea
Welsh

H33
1134
1-135

Zone JIreland and Isle of Man
Ballymena
Bangor
City of Belfast
IRTS Region 1

Isle of Man
Limerick
South -East EI

J2
J2
J4
J5
J6

J7
J8

Zone K-Channel Isles
Guernsey
Jersey

K2
K3

EXAMPLES FOR OPERATING

letter of the Ident. Code. The multiplier for a contact with another
Club is defined by the Zone letter sent and received, and will be the
same for both stations (see Scoring Table). The Zones are as follows:
Zone A:
All Scottish counties.
Zone B:
Northern England-Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Zone C:
The Midlands-Cheshire, Derby, Shropshire, Stafford,
Hereford, Worcester, Warwick, Nottingham, Leicester,
Rutland, Northampton, and Huntingdon.
Zone D:
Eastern-Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk and Lincolnshire.
Zone F
The South-Somerset, Dorset, Gloucester, Wilts, Berks,
(or L)
Hants, Oxford, Bucks, Hens, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex,
Kent, Essex, London and Bedford.
Zone G: South-Western-Devon and Cornwall.
Zone
Wales-All GW counties.
Zone J:
All EI/GI/GD.
Zone
Channel Isles.

Contact between
Zones A
and B(V)
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J
K
J
K
K

11

13
15
11
15
12
15
15
11

11
15
15

11
15

Coventry works Derby and sends 579C9, receives 579C22;
Aberdeen works Jersey and sends 559A2, receiving 549K3.
EXAMPLES FOR SCORING
Coventry works Derby. Each claims three points x multiplier of
ten, equals thirty points.
Aberdeen works Jersey. Each station claims three points x multiplier
of twenty, equals sixty points.

Newsletter editorial comment on occasion.
Cheltenham are having a Sale of Surplus Equipment

on October 7, at the "Royal Crescent" in Clarence
Street, Cheltenham.

There are two get-togethers at Solihull in October. That

on October 5 is in the rear bar of the Malt Shovel in
High Street. On October 19 things are a little more
formal-it is the Annual General Meeting, at the Manor
House, High Street, starting at 7.30 p.m.
Now to Verulam, who have the Council Chamber of
St. Albans Town Hall for their regular evening sessions.
On October 20, G3SBA is coming along to talk about
some HF Design and Construction Projects.
Up in Glasgow, West of Scotland (Amateur Radio
Society) have got through their AGM, with new elections

for 1971-'72- and it is noteworthy that on August 27
they had a record attendance of 96 members. On
October 8 they are being hosts to the Ayrshire group.
This very active Glasgow group, with more than 100
members after only one year's existence, now have
their own callsign, GM4AGG, running K.W. gear on
the HF bands and an IC -2F for two metres.

Deadline
This is one of those blessed (to us, anyway!) months

12

when we have a little more time between issues-the
deadline for November is Friday, October 8, with all

12

"Clubs" material addressed to: Club Secretary, SHORT

12
11

WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. For December issue,

Contact with non -Club station, regardless of location,
attracts multiplier of 10.

Letters (V) and (X) to accommodate late -entry
stations in B and C Zones.

N.B.

it will be November 5-but we are not giving you a date
for the January, 1972, issue because the Clubs space in
that will be devoted to a full report on MCC, the annual

Magazine Club Contest on Top Band, taking place
during the weekend November 6-7, for which we hope

to have a record entry. All gen. herewith!
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NEW OTIfs
G3GUE, A. F. Dowling, Laburnum,
Clearway, Addington, Maidstone,
(Tel. West
Kent. (re -issue).
Mailing 2557.)

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders
of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters
already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the U.K.

section of the "RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK" in preparation.
QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space
allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip
to QTH Section.

Kent. (Tel. Borough Green 3329.)
G8FAO,
M.H.
Tunau,
87

Leigham Vale, London, S.W.16,
2JG.

G3ZVW, S. White, 262 Princes

G8FBB, J. H. Lloyd, 70 Heath

Avenue, Palmers Green, London,
N13-6HN.

Drive, Ware, Herts.
G8FBL, G. Benson, 2 Saxon Walk,
Lichfield, Staffs., WS13-8AJ. (Tel.
Lichfield 3919.)

G3ZZO, M. J. Miller, 94-A High
Street, Orpington, Kent, BR6OJY.
GM4AAF, Kingsway Technical
College Amateur Radio Club,

Kingsway Technical College, Old
Glamis Road, Dundee.
G4ABS, D. Bedford, 19 Havacre
Lane, Coseley, Bilston, Staffs.

GM4AGG, The West of Scotland
Amateur Radio Society, 81
Virginia Street, Glasgow, C.1.
GM4AGS, J. N. S. Miller, Ingleby,
West Road, Newport -on -Tay, Fife,
DD6-8HP.

matic Wireless Service, E.M.R.S.,
Limassol, Cyprus.
GW4AHV, H. Lewis, 1 Western
Road, Portardawe, Swansea, SA84AJ.

G4AIR, D. A. Bieber, The Chapel
House, Warfield Street, Bracknell,
Berks.
G4AJM, B. Smith (ex-G8CSG),

1 Back Street, Mundesley, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR.33-Y.
G4AKJ, T. G. Abrahams, 73 Boston
Road, Bristol, BS7-OHD. (Tel.
Bristol 46612.)
G4AKQ, M. Bernard (ex-DL5XW),
23 Tovil Road, Maidstone, Kent.
(Tel. Maidstone 64623.)

G4AKV, T. H. Allen, 4 Leonards
Lane, Feltwell, Thetford, Norfolk.
G4ALG, S. A. Rawlings, 7 Winchcombe Road, Twyford, Reading,
Berkshire. RG10 OAS.
G4AMH, J. W. Stratton (ex-G8DFL/
ZC4JW), 11 Bondfield Avenue,

Northampton, NN2-7RD.
G8DFW, K. R. W. Swift, 10 Barnhill Close, Marlow, Bucks., SL73HA

G8EZD, D Gifford, Roecliffe, Sand-

pits Road, Ludlow, Salop.

G8EZH, M. A. Smith, 52 Rockhurst Drive, Eastbourne, Sussex.
GSFAJ, J. Everett, Marloes, Comp
Lane, St. Mary's Platt, Sevenoaks,

October, 1971

GSFBN, M. Stevens, 72 Firgrove
Road, Freemantle, Southampton,
Hants., S01-3EP. (Tel. Southampton 71856.)

G8FBO, R. B. Stockwell, 20 Grange
Road, Little Cransley, Kettering,
Northants.
GW8FBU, P. S. Murray, 146
Sandy Road, Llanelli, Carms.

G8FEO, S. E. Lowe, 59 Lyndhurst

Road, Exmouth, Devon, EX83DS. (Tel. Exmouth 6203.)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
G3AIU, K. A. H. Rogers, The Manor
Hotel, Titchwell, Brancaster, Norfolk.
G3HKQ, L. V. Westmoreland,

Endeavour, Hayton Smeath, Retford, Notts. (Tel. Retford 4597.)
G3KVV, V. Bridport, BM/G3KVV,
London, W.C.1.
G3MBK, D. W. Underdown,
Kimberley, Anchor Hill, Knaphill,
Woking, Surrey.

G3NGF, Rev. A. W. Shepherd,
WAMRAC Headquarters, The

G3UJU, M. Haslam, Lynchetts,
Upper Lambourne, Berks.
GM3VEY, F. Baxter, 10 Buddon
Drive, Monifieth, Angus, DD54TH.
Dr. M. George (exGM3XYG), Northfield Cottage,

G3XYG,

Northfield Lane, Barnstaple, N.
Devon. (Tel. Barnstaple 2967.)
G3YMP, P. A. Lovell, c/o Timberley,

Trefusis Terrace, Redruth, Cornwall.

G3YSG, M. Taylor, 54 Rectory
Road, Upton -on -Severn, Worcs.
(Tel. Upton -upon -Severn 2564.)

G3YTS, R. W. Ferguson, 6 Cambridge Grove, Kippax, Leeds,
Yorkshire, LS25-7JF. (Tel. Gar -

forth 3576.)
GM3YVX, D. W. Coupar, 32 Gillies

Place, Broughty Ferry, Dundee.
G3YWZ, K. Buksh, 5 Broadfield
Avenue, Blackpool, Lancs., FY43RA.

G3ZPG, R. Shipman, 29 Holmfield
Road, Leicester.
G5APC, J. H. Garrett, c/o Seiscom
Limited, Tubs Hill House, Seven -

oaks, Kent.
GI8ACY,

C.

J.

Champion,

37

Dundron Drive, Old Warren II,
Lisburn, Co. Antrim.
G8CEZ, R. A. Fuller, 35 Chichester

Oakley Garden Village,
Wimborne, Dorset.
Walk,

Manse,

G8CRD, D. Gibbon, 9 Queen Street,
Kingswood, Bristol, BS15-2BA.

275.)

G8DDB, W. F. Kirby, c/o Sgts'

Kendal Road, Tebay,
Penrith, Cumberland. (Tel. Orton

G3NJB, WAMRAC Headquarters,
The Manse, Kendal Road, Tebay,
Penrith, Cumberland. (Tel. Orton
275.)

G3NZT, A. Hodgkinson, L.D.S.,
V.U.M., Stone -Beck, Fell Foot,
Newby Bridge, Ulverston, Lancs.
(Tel. Newby Bridge 550.)

G3NZT/A, A. Hodgkinson, L.D.S.,
V.U.M., East Lynne, Millans Park,
Ambleside, Westmorland. (Tel.
Ambleside 2544.)
G3PMR, A. H. Jubb, 5 York Close,
Chippenham, Wilts. (Tel. Chippenham 50275.)
GI3RPT, M. O'Boyle, 26 Townview
Avenue South, Omagh, Co.
Tyrone. (Tel. Omagh 3785.)

(Tel. 0272-673346.)

Mess, R.A.F. Coningsby, Lincs.

G8DDW, S. C. Fletcher, 90 Westcombe Park Road, Blackheath,
London, S.E.3-7QS.
G8DHP, R. A. Hood, Broombank,
Nutley, Uckfield, Sussex.
G8DJU, R. Frisby, 4 Westfield
Walk, Waltham Cross, Herts.
(Tel. Waltham Cross 31584.)
G8DKA, S. Westlake, 20 Max Road,
Quinton, Birmingham, 32.

G8DRY, E. C. Jones, 7 Forton,
Montford Bridge, Shrewsbury,
Salop.

GSRY, F. E. Wyer, 31 Princess
Avenue, Knaresborough, Yorkshire, HG5-OAW.
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Echelford Communications

INTERNATIONAL:
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK

32 FELTHAM HILL RD., ASHFORD, MIDDX.
Tel

("Fall" Edition)
"DX Listings"
"U.S. Listings"
The two together, covering the

£3.10
£4.10

World

Our Winter 71/72 list is now being printed, and may
be obtained from us by sending a 9" x 4" S.A.E.

£6.80

"G's" only

ASHford 55265

Many bargains and new lines.

52p

I wish to thank the many well wishers at the August
rallies and the shop, during my enforced four week
stay in the local hospital.

MAPS
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD

Mercator Projection - Much DX
Information - in colour. Second

ALLAN G. WHEELER, G3RHF

Edition

60p

DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)
In

colour with
Country /Prefix
Supplement Revised to Dec.

1970

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM
Police Department
WIRELESS TECHNICIAN

85p

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
24" by 30", paper

60p

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS

In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones
and Prefixes

85p

LOG BOOKS
Standard Log (New Glossy Cover)

Log and VHF Contest Log
Receiving Station Log
ARRL. Log (Spiral)
.

L1,059-£1,416 per annum (Technical Grades 2/3)
according to ability, experience and qualifications.
Wireless Technicians are required for the repair and maintenance
of mobile and personal radio sets used by Birmingham Police, Fire
Salary :

State boundaries and prefixes, size

and Ambulance and other Departments.
Applicants should be familiar with principles of transmitter and
receiver design and experienced in fault-finding techniques.
Interesting and worthwhile work with a 37# hour week.
Applications should be received within 14 days addressed to:
STAFF APPOINTMENTS, P.O. BOX 29, Council
House,
Birmingham, BI IBB.
PLEASE STATE REFERENCE NUMBER 43/W/T/1/8 ON LETTER AND

56p
40p
43p
70p

.

.

.

(The above prices include increased postage
rates and packing).
Delivery is from stock.

ENVELOPE.

(V 9148)

XTALS G3ACH OFFERS : 1.8 to 30 MHz Amateur Bands and
VHF 9-12-16-35-48-70-80 MHz. All at 63p post paid. LUCKY

DIP XTALS 10 mixed freqs. £1.13 post paid. TRIO
TS510, JR599, GR59DS, JR310 Tech. GDO. JOYSTICKS, S.W.
Bridges, Sig. Gen., etc. All in stock. SOLID STATE MODULES
VHF Converters 2m. -4m.-70 cm., E13.75. These are superb, I can

MORSE COURSES
G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition
Complete Course with three 3
speed L.P. records with books

£4.50

Beginner's Course with two 3
speed L.P. records with book

highly recommend them. New 24 Hour Digital Clocks £8.95.

S. MAY (Leicester) LTD.
12/14 CHURCHGATE, CITY CENTRE,
LEICESTER.

£3.30

.

Single 12" L.P. Beginner's with
book

£2.75

Tel. Leicester 58662

Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with
book
£2.75
Three speed simulated GPO test.
7" d.s. E.P. record . .
.
85p
Ex.Gov. Heavy Duty Morse Keys
95p
Prices include postage, packing and insurance
.

TOO MUCH STOCK !

!

-to list on one advertisement!

Yes, LST would need most of this magazine to show
their full range.

But 5p for postage will bring you our FREE cornponents

catalogue. 44 pages of semiconductors
integrated circuits, passive components, tools, kits,
etc., etc.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.,
London, S.W.1

55

Victoria

Street,

01-222 5341

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(Nearest Station : St. James's Park)
(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)

Write to:

LST ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD.,
MAIL ORDER DEPT. SWM,
7 COPTFOLD ROAD,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX.

OUR RETAIL COUNTER (same address) is open Monday -Saturday
(Thursday early closing) under the auspices of G3LRL (Dick) who will
be pleased to se. you.

October, 1971
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G3EKX S.S.B. PRODUCTS

" CALLBOOK
"
"FALL" EDITION

G3EKX

NEW EQUIPMENT ! READY FOR DESPATCH !
£90.00
EDDYSTONE EB35 Mk. 2 with V.H.F.
£3.70
EDDYSTONE Cabinet Speaker (grey) ...
£79.00
EDDYSTONE ECIO Mk. 2. The very latest
£7.75
EDDYSTONE 924 Pack ...

*

New stock

TRIO 9R59DS.

Please order early to ensure your copy,
available early October.

£185.00
£77.50
£180.00

TRIO Ham Receiver JR599
TRIO Ham Receiver, JR3I0
...
TRIO Transceiver, TS5I0 and PS510
Speaker SP5D
TRIO HS4 Phones E5.97

£4.37

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive reference lists about 300,000 licensed radio amateurs

*

£47.50

in the United States Directory and 160,000 or more in the
rest of the world (contained in the " DX Section "1. The
entries grow with every issue! In the U.S. Section, licence

XTALS! XTALS! XTALS!

STATE YOUR REQUIREMENTS. Send no money just an S.A.E.
THOUSANDS ! ! New metal -cased Xtals (not ex -Govt.) 2 to
7 mc, 50p, 12 mc upwards -I10 mc, 50p each. 26-28 mc.
miniature. We might have it ? at 50p plus 5p P. and P. S.A.E. pse.

PYRAMID 800 WATT 80-I0m. LINEAR KITS
*Send 25p
per manual and photo (refundable).
Modern

lines and built-in mains pack !

classifications are now shown. Each issue is an entirely new
book with revised listings of new licences, names and addresses.
The CALLBOOK also includes much incidental DX information. Every amateur operator and SWL needs the latest
CALLBOOK to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

*

(000)

E6800

(20p)

03.50

The CALLBOOK has a new look-the directory pages are now

£5.00
£2.50

easier to read-upper and lower case print, a much desired
improvement and one we are all accustomed to reading.

SCARAB. S.S.B. Tx Xtal Filter Kits. Uses 3-HC6/U
New Xtals plus all parts required. Complete Tx CCt

.. (20p)
6146 VALVES. New matched pair R.C.A.
(I5P)
6146 VALVES. New Boxed
6HF5 VALVES (Four matched, E10.00) pair R.C.A. (20p)
... each
6HF5 BASES ...

C5.50
20p

The two together, covering the World, L680

FOR
PART

EXCHANGE. SEND DETAILS NOW!

The above prices include increased postal rates and packing.

S.A.E. HELPS

CLASS "D" WAVEMETERS. (Untested) offered with
brand new dual xtal (tested). Handbook and phones
(75p)

at only

US Listings L4'I0

DX Listings £310

ATTENTION PLEASE!

ALL KINDS OF RECEIVERS AND

REQUIRED
TRANSMITTERS
OR
CASH
IMMEDIATE

* or 240v. A.G. input. Fully tested. Reconditioned (75p)
* BUY NOW WHILE STOCK LASTS I

!*

Available only from

E5.75
£10.75

Publications Dept.,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

7 LITTLE CASTLE STREET, TRURO
CORNWALL
Tel. DEVORAN 862575

55

01-222 5341

WORLD RADIO/TV

EMSAC CRYSTAL SERVICE

HANDBOOK 1971

We have produced new lists of crystals in stock here as well as
lists of the large stocks held by a well known American manufacturer. We aim to deliver by return for our own crystals and
within 3 weeks on the overseas lists. However, please bear in mind
that these are subject to the vagaries of importation in general! As
a new service we offer FT243 crystals at £1.05 including postage

ground to within kHz at any frequency between 8 and 8. I I
MHz.
Our delivery target is 3 weeks after receipt of
order. We also have the popular 38.666 in HCI8/U per return
delivery at LI-25. Grinding kits in stock £3.
I

I

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

Send an s.a.e. for our lists, including grinding prices, or telephone

your requirements to West Kingsdown 2344: our telephone is manned
between 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 6 days a week.

EMSAC EQUIPMENT
The large range of EMSAC equipment now available includes the

following :-CN I, CN2 two metre converters ; any IF supplied,
E9.75 and L1535. CN3, CN4 four metre converters, 19.75 and
£15.35. CN5 Top Band converter to MW car radio, £8.75. PRI

(From Stock)
The World's only complete reference guide to International Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations.
It includes : Frequencies, time schedules, announcements, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
more.

Lists all International short-wave stations, including
frequencies, for each country ; foreign broadcasts, long

and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band),
TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as the established authority by broadcasters and
listeners. It is the only publication that enables you
to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you

High gain igfet pre -amp for two metres, £4.75. TX4 Four metre Tx,
with AM, FM, CW, 6 valves £28.85. TX2 two metre Tx, with AM,
FM, CW, 6 valves, £28.85. PSI mains p.s.u. for converters, £3.75.
PS2 mains p.s.u. for transmitters, £16.75. TU2 tuning unit for
receivers (1.8-30MHz), £4.75. GVI General purpose vertical

to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC

arranged. J. beams stocked. All prices include postage and packing.

(The above prices include increased postal rates
and packing).

antenna, all band ES. GD I, GD2, 5RV type wire dipole all band
antennas, £4.25 and E3.25. Demonstrations of all equipment
New comprehensive lists available.
Send large s.a.e. or Telephone : West Kingsdown 2344

bands and helps you add more BC -station QSL cards to

your collection.
E2.25

G3IAR

from:

ELECTRONIC & MECHANICAL SUB -ASSEMBLY Co. Ltd.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Highfield House, West Kingsdown, Nr. Sevenoaks, Kent

55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

Volume XXIX

THE SHORT

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS

by William I. Orr, W6SAI

This world-famous book, which has become a classic in its field, dis-

cusses the theory, design, construction and operation of Cubical
Quad antennas. It covers the Quad's history, operation and
characteristics ; multi -element and concentric Quads ; the X -Q
Quad with 3 dB gain over normal design ; the new Tri-Gamma
match ; new, improved feed systems ; new, sturdier construction ;
true angle of radiation ; antenna tuning and maintenance. Contains
data never before published ! All you need to know about Quads !
96 pages
M.78 pest free

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK

by William I. Orr, W6SAI ; 3rd edition

This completely revised 3rd edition of Bill Orr's popular book
covers beam antenna theory, design, construction, installation,
and adjustment. Includes ionosphere theory ; transmission lines ;
matching devices ; new Inducto-match system ; parasitic beams ;
all -metal arrays ; multiband beams ; wire beams ; 20 and 40 metre
compact beams ; design charts and SWR curves for beams -six
to forty metres ; how to evaluate your beam ; test instruments and

WAVE MAGAZINE
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TELECOM MS G3SED
AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS -ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS SALES AND SERVICE
WE ARE SOUTHERN STOCKISTS OF TRIO EQUIPMENT
TRIO TS5I0 transceiver with PS510 power supply
TRIO JR3I0 SSB receiver, Ham band only
...
TRIO JR500 Communications receiver
TRIO 9R59DS All band receiver
TRIO JR599 Transistor/FET Ham band receiver
TRIO HS -4 Padded headphones
SP -5D Communications speaker

E180

.
.

LIES

£5.35
E4.60

We now carry the full range of TRIO ACCESSORIES available
ex -stock.
CW FILTER for TS5I0
10AZ Mechanical filter for JR310
25 kHz marker unit for 3R310 (less crystal)
100 kHz Calibration Crystal HC16U
0A2 Mains Voltage Stabiliser
...

E14

£14.67

a 34
£3.18

how to use them ; different types of installation. A "must" for

81016/C Hand held Communication Type Mic for TRIO

the serious DXer whether he buys or builds his beam.
200 pages
E2.08 post free

LESSON TW205A Table Standing microphone with battery

67p

L3.38

TTC MOBILE HI -IMPEDANCE DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Hand held with p.t.t. facility specially suited to SSB use ...

Publications Dept.

£77.50
E69.50
L42.50

£3.35

plus 18p Post and Packing

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. (01-222 5341/2)

(Turner)
Desk Microphone

TAURUS

Chrome satin finish, with PTT
facility. High impedance dynamic
mit, specially suited for communications purposes.

ELECTRICAL SERVICES
(Prop.: G3TED)

PRICE E6 plus 50p P. & P.

1392 RECEIVERS. 100-150 Mc/s. Complete with full mods.
for 2 metres coverage ...
Corr. paid
NEW MODERN GEIGER COUNTERS 5145 Carr. paid

L750
E6.50

MAINS TRANSFORMER. 0/P 250v. at 200 mA, 6.3 at
35 amps.

Carr. paid

EPICYCLIC SLOW MOTION DRIVES.

12.10

8-1 ratio std.
...
Post paid
MAINS SMALL MOTORS. 2f r.p.m. Power full Post paid
SPECIAL OFFER of QQV03-10's. Tested ...
Post paid
New 6CL6's. Tested
...
...
Post paid
6L6's. Ruggadised. New
Post paid
TELEPHONE HANDSETS ...
...
Post paid Per pair
EX. G.P.O. TELEPHONES ...
...
Post paid
E I 80CC valves
...
...
Post paid

spindle

...

20p

50p
55p
55p
80p

MORSE KEYS
New ex -govt. morse keys with
jack plug and lead. Fully adjustable
contact spacing and spring tension.
PRICE 49p plus 15p P. & P.

41.00

LI 25

SPECIAL OFFER I PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
S.R.B.P. Copper laminate board, sizes cut to your requirements.

Post paid

E1.70

Fibre glass laminate board

Post paid
Post paid
Post paid

80p

L1.25

PRICE 12+p per sq. ft.
...
PRICE 15p per sq. ft.
(max. size 3fc. by 2ft.)
Allow plenty of postage -excess will be refunded.

35p

ADMIRALTY PATTERN MORSE KEYS. Few only of these popular

3673 AIRCRAFT RECEIVERS. 19 valves, complete Post paid

£8.00

25p

NEW VHF AERIAL CHANGE OVER RELAY. Tested.
12v. working

METERS
2+" round 50-0-50 Microamp Meters ...
2+" round 0-300 A.C. meters

...

SPEAKERS -New. If" 40

NEW 80 WATT POWER TRANSISTORS 2G22I Post paid
NEW TEXAS 2N2537. N.P.N. High Freq. med. power 250
BY100's.

Tested

...

...

Post paid 15p ea.

30p

LI .50 doz.

MIXED COMPUTER PANELS (min. of 30 transistors)
144 Kt's. TRANSCEIVERS. Less valves
With valves (15) ...

...

Post (laid

50p

Carr. paid
Carr. paid

£3.00
L5.00

TRANS CALL UNITS (mains intercoms). Complete with

L2.20

MIXED PARCELS. Resistors, components, etc.

SMALL VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
shafts (3 different types) ...

Large bags
Post paid
Air spaced. Long

Post paid per

L1.50
3

RTTY

50p

CREED 7B's
Al Tested condition, £25. Delivered.
A2 Untested, complete average condition, Ell. Delivered.
Spares (incomplete 7B's) 7 tons to shift at E6 per 100 lbs. Delivered.
Sproket Paper O.K. for friction feed as well. Box 10 pads, L1.70
Delivered.
Pink/yellow reperf rolls. Box 20 pads, C270. Delivered.
Same price
Box 30 pads. £3.50. Delivered.
Box 50 pads, E500. Delivered.
CREED AUTO TXS (Tape Readers), £8.50. Delivered.
CREED 7TR Reperforators, £8.50. Delivered.
CREED 75R Printing Reperforators, £18.00. Delivered.
MARGIN, DISTORTION TEST SETS. In new condition with
handbook, £7.50. Delivered.
Few only new transistorised Keyer units with handbook, new, boxed,
£8.50, post paid. Extra hand books El .25. This is modern American
equipment.

26/28 NOTTINGHAM ROAD, LOUGHBOROUGH
Telephone 5131

(max. size 4ft. by 3ft.)

"Brass Pounders." Base size 6" by 3f". Price 75p, post and packing 15p

NEW BOXED SIFAM METERS (Special Price)
Type M25 0-250v. 2k" sq.
Type M3I2 0-500v. 3A" sq.
Type M303 0-300 m/A 3-13," sq.
Type M303 0-250 m/A 3K" sq.
Type M303 0- 50 m/A 3-&" sq.

..

£1.50
...

...

(P.P. 12p)
(P.P. 12p)
(P.P. 12p)
(P.P. 12p)

LI.20
LI.20
LI.20
LI.20

NEW AEI TRANSFORMERS (Standard mains primary)
Type I 0-310v. at 180 m/A., 170v. at 30 m/A., 6.3v. at 3.2.A.
Price 75p plus 25p post
0-320v. at 60 m/A., 10.5-0-10.5v. at 3A., 6.3v. at IA.
Price 75p plus 25p post
Type 3 370-0-370v. at 80 mA., 315-0-315v. at 3A., 6'3v. at IA.
Price 95p plus 25p post
Type 4 ALBION :-0-2-5v., 0-15-26v. both at IdA.
Price 60p plus 12p post
Type 5 Reading :-400-0-400v. at 200 m/A., 6.3v. at 3A., 5v. at 2A.
Price £1.50 plus 25p post
Type 6 WODEN :-0-20-22.5-25-27.5-30-32.5v. at I 5A 200v.
at 50 m/A., 5v. at 2A., 6.3v. at IA.
Price E4 plus 60p post
DUBLIER Nicrogel capacitors (Block paper) 8 mfcl. at 800v. ...
45p

Type 2

WRITE NOW FOR OUR LATEST COMPONENTS LISTS

For the caller we have a comprehensive range of components at competitive prices.
Shop Hours Mon. to Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Half day closing Thursday.
Terms
Cash with Order.
Tel.: PORTSMOUTH (0705) 60036

73's From 73 TWYFORD AVENUE,
STAMSHAW, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS.
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YOUR MIDLAND
STOCKISTS
EQUIPMENT

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

EDDYSTONE ECIO
Mark II

Full range of "J" BEAMS in stock.
2 Mtr. and 70 cm. Please allow 50p

TRIO 9R59DS
TRIO 9R59DS with Cal.
TRIO JR500SE

for cam

TRIO JR3I0

SUPER AERAXIAL CABLE 75 ohm,

KW2000B

very low loss, 13p per yd. Also 50 ohm
300W, 25p per yd. P. and p. either 24p.

KW 202RX

KW 204TX
KW 105 MATCHING

RIBBED CERAMIC INSULATORS,

UNIT

12ip. DIPOLE CENTRE PIECE, 12-ip.
TRANSPOSITION BLOCKS, 5p.

£79.00
£47.50
£50.00
£48.00
£77.00
£240.00
£140.00
£142.00

ONLY, £3.87.
G WHIPS RANGE EX STOCK -LIST.
AR22 ROTATOR, 425.00. Carr. 50p
ARID ROTATOR, 418.00. Carr. 40p
AR44 ROTATOR, 440.00. Carr. 50p

KW TRAP DIPOLE, £12.75
KW TRAPS and INS., £4.00.

£36.00

KW 103 VSWR UNIT £12.50
KW EZEE MATCH
£13.50
TRIO SP5D SPEAKER £4.37
TRIO HEADPHONES

P. and p. 124p.

COPPER AERIAL WIRE H/D I4G
and

HALSON WHIPS, £6.87 -COILS

7/029

Stranded, also 40/0076
140ft., £1.87 ; 70ft., 95p.
Ocher lengths pro rata. (Lengths approx.,
sold by weight). P. and p. 24p.

HS4

covered,

100 yd. DRUM, £2.50. P. and p. 20p.

300 ohm FLAT TWIN, 4p. per yd.

£6.00
£19.50

CODAR AT5 TX
CODAR PR3OX

P. and p. 20p.

KW BALUNS, 41 .75 ; HIGH PASS
FILTERS, £I.37.

Pre -selector

TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE

HI GAIN 14AVH VERTICAL £19.50

75 ohm FEEDER, 4p. per yd. or

£8.50

RAYMART SUPER BAND CHECKER 1.8-35 M/cs 0.25

100 lb. 13/5 MLI, 63p. 100 yds.
200 lb. B/S ML2, El .25 100 yds.

400 lb. B/S ML4, Zip per yd.

FULL RANGE
OF
DIE-CAST
BOXES, CHASSIS, PUNCHES,
METERS, PLUGS, SOCKETS. S.A.E.
WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE.

All above items carriage extra at

P. and p. (any quantity) 121p.

cost.

The Widest Range of Components in the Midlands

Fast Mail Order CHAS. YOUNG LTD.
At your service G2AK, G3LAY & G3VFV
Please print your address.

No C.O.D. under LI.

170-172 Corporation Street,
'phone 021-236

A 2 METRE TX WITH A DIFFERENCE

We are pleased to announce our new 2m. F.M.
transmitter, suitable for home station, mobile, or
portable, with the following features

:-

Birmingham B4 6UD

1635

QSL CARDS

Designed by specialists

Log Books - Reports, etc.
S.A.E. for samples:

NEW FOREST PRINTING CO. LTD.

All semiconductor, which means instant warmup
and no D.C. inverter required when mobile or

31 Palfrey Place, Kennington,

12 volt D.C. operation at approx. I amp.
FM by means of phase modulation, with suitable
correction, giving a max. deviation of 5 kHz.
Audio circuit incorporates A.V.C. together with
low distortion logarithmic compression.

A.F.239 R.F. Stage. 2N5245 F.E.T.

London, S.W.E.
Telephone 01-735 2020

portable.

t All multiplier stages use bandpass coupled circuits
for the reduction of spurious outputs.

2 METRE CONVERTERS
Multiplier Chain. Size 4" x 3" x
28-30 Mc /s.

G.

Built in an Imhof case 9" x 7" x 5" with hammer
finish in blue and grey.

Price :

f5.5.25.

Hear this Tx. on the air from G2YH on 144.0686 MHz.

PHOTO ELECTRONIC SERVICES
FOUR WINDS,
POOLE,

ORGAN FORD,
DORSET

Mixer Xtal controlled
I.F.'s : 4-6, 24-26,

R. GRIGG, G3PRX

72 ELMSTONE ROAD, RAINHAM, KENT.
Telephone : Medway 361433

Built to a professional specification.
10 watts D.C. input to the final power transistor.

RF output indicator.
12 meg. xtal.

£I O.50 each.

" DX ZONE MAP"
In four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting, 35in.

wide by 25in. deep. Giving essential DX information -bearing
and distance of all parts of the world relative to the U.K., the
40 Zone areas into which the world is divided for Amateur
Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed separately. Distance

scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking
of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate plotting. Hundreds of
place names, mainly the usual ones, and most of the rare
islands.

With new revised Prefix List
Price 85p
including postage and special packing in
postal tube to avoid damage in transit.

Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I. (01-222 5341/2.)
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

63982

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
5p per word, minimum charge £1.00. No series discount. All charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers 12-ip extra. No
responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Replies to Box Numbers
should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.
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DERWENT RADIO

Hallicrafters SX 133

.. L145.00

Yaesu FT101
Yaesu FL400
Yaesu 200 D.C. p.s.u.
Yaesu FR5005
Yaesu FT200

L240.00
L130.00

£45.00
£145.00

L18000

Trio 35599
L170.00
Trio 9R59DS. New model L47.00
.

nSL Cards and Log Books, GPO approved, cheapest
and best. Prompt delivery. -Samples from
Atkinson Bros., Printers, Looe, Cornwall.
TRIO EQUIPMENT: All models and accessories in
stock for immediate delivery. No -deposit credit

can be arranged, with payment spread over two
years. Cameras and such taken in part -exchange.
We also stock Codar equipment, Joystick antennae
and G -Whips for superior Mobile performance. Good
commercial amateur -band gear taken in exchange
for Cameras or Hi-Fi stereo appartus.-York
Photo -Audio Centre, Fossgate, York. (Tel: 56176.)

TRIO 31.500 with Top Band and Calibrator Unit,
new, £6500. Slightly marked, £5500. Twelve

months guarantee. Send s.a.e. for copy "Short Wave
Magazine" review. -HOLDINGS Photo -Audio Centre.
39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, BB2-2AF. (Closed
on Thursdays). Tel.: Blackburn 59595/6.
QSL Cards for Tx and SWL, Send s.a.e. for samples
stating which type required. -Beaumont, GSYV,
8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds. LS27-0QD.

QSL Cards. Two-colour, attractive design, variable
features from £3.15 per 1,000
Send
foolscap s.a.e. for samples.-ARA(inclusive).
Press, 46 Moat
Avenue, Green Lane, Coventry.
QSL Cards for Tx, SWL. One to four-colour
designs. Good selection. Large s.a.e. for samples.

Pennington, 100 Ryden Avenue, Leyland, Lanes.
PR5-2ZL.

NOVEMBER Issue: Appears October 29. Single -copy

orders 25p, post free, to reach us by Wednesday,
October 27, for posting on October 28. -Circulation
Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Wireless Equipment Hand-

book: Contains circuits, data, illustrations and
valuable information on British and American receivers, transmitters and trans/receivers. Includes
modification data for sets and test equipment, also
surplus/commercial cross referenced valve and transistor guide. Price £285, post/packing 15p. -Myers,
112 Stainburn Crescent, Leeds, 17.

6S5C44

SHOWROOM, 5 COLUMBUS RAVINE, SCARBOROUGH
KW Atlanta VFO
L32.00
Coder AT -5 tx
119.50
KW2000B with AC p.s.u. 124000
Codar T-28 rx
£17.50
KW s.w.r. bridge
...
18. 10
Coder 250/S mains psis-. ELI so00
Wightraps, pair
L2.50
Codar 12 /RC
...
Wightraps hi power ... 13.50
Coder PR 30 ...
17.50

Trio JR500Se
Trio JR310

46500

0700

Trio TS510 transceiver L18000
Trio SPSD speaker
14.00
Trio HS 4 Headset
L5-50
G Whip 160/80
..
19.00
G Whip Tribander
L9.00
G Whip Multimobile
115.50
G Whip basemount
LI-50
Unica UR-1A rx
L25.00
Nelson mobile whip
L7.50
Nelson extra coils ... £4.40
Antex 15w. solder iron... L1-60
.

Antex soldering kit
Xtal mice from

...

2 way intercom ..
250 ohm carbon pot. ...
RSGB Handbook
...
RSGB Logbook ...
RGSB Callbook
All RSGB Publications in
stock.
Xtafis 38.666 MHz
...
Xtals 38.888 MHz
...

Xtals 1000 kHz -

Eddystone ECIO Mk. II...
ECIO mains psis
Codar CR66 cabinets ...

Chokes 10H 50 ma ...
Aiwa ARISE mains/batt.

L2.45
£1.35
1.2.75

25p

L3.15

45p
45p

L1.40

75p
75p

L74.00
L7.15
LI 30
lOp

08.90
Silver mica, mixed bag
20p
Ceramic capacitors mix
20p
Wirewound resistors, mix SOp
Diecast boxes
from 80p
Adcola Invader Iron ... £1.70

Codar PR3OX
Codar CR70A

L9.50

Lafayette HA600

L45-00
157.00

Lafayette HA1100
Jackson 4103 dial

Jackson 25 pfd variable
TTC 5 band RF meter ...
TTC s.w.r. bridge
...
TTC s.w.r. bridge
...
Amphenol PL259 ptfe
Amphenol SO 239
Amphenol reducers ...
Amphenol S0239A ptfe
RCA 6LE26
RCA 6GK6

L4.00

f.420
17.20

30p
25p

5p

30p

12.60

95p

RCA MOSFET 3N140
RCA MOSFET 3N.141

85p
95p

LI.60

20 rnisc. xtals

L1.00

50 misc. transistors

...

HC6U xtal sockets
"J" Beam 2m. halo
Shure 201
Shure 4I4A

...
...

50 misc. diodes

1122.20

...

Shure 444

35p

27p
12p

5p

L1.30
£5.50
112-00

..
Aces Mic 45
11£11
Magazine binders
...
72p
Egg type insulators
...
Valve and Transistor Data 75p
Transistor Equivalents
40p
Guide to B /cast Stations
50p
:

lft. telescopic aerial ...
35p
Hammerite. All colours
18p
All RCA publications in stock
Tx valve manual ...
L1.00
Rx valve manual
...
L1.25
Transistor manual ... £1.30
Transistor servicing
11.79

Hobby ccts manual ...
El 138
S.C.R. manual
75p
Power transistors ... LI00
Johnson roller coaster...
60p
I.C. applications
...
L1.30
Wanted We are always pleased to hear about your trade-in equipment and are looking for good KW. Eddystone, and TW items in
particular. We can offer cash, or radio equipment In part exchange.
Xtals. the following all at 40p each. 602I I I, 6076.67, 606625,6054-44
6400, 6048.9, 7072.92, 7062.5, 100 MHz, 36 MHz, 37 MHz, 27142, 27120.
H.P. on any items over 125 in value. One third deposit and up to two years
to pay. Payments may be by Post Office Giro. You may also place your orders
by Giro. Our account number 64 041 0006.
Trio 9r59De
L35.00
Trio 9R59DS
13800
Coder ATS
L14.00
Eddystone 840A...
... L35.00
Pye base receiver low
L5.00
Heath RG 1
L27.00
Trio JR500Se
.
1.5500
KW 20008 and ad p.s.u.i18500

Hallicrafters 5214

TS5I0 as new
Star SR550
Eagle Rx 80

...

Trio JR 310 mint
Pye base receiver hi band
s u /naiad unit
RCA panadaptor
Pye 4 channel rx
GCRE Diversity switch
Coder PR3OX

E35.00

116000
L30.00
L25-00

16500

L5.00
13.00

L4.00
L3.00
L7.00

KW2000A
Labgear LG300
130-00
Coder CR45
19.00
Central Electronics 100v.
am /asb /fsk /Tx
... L130.00
Collins 7551
aoo.00

KW Atlanta and p.s.u.... £165.00
Eddystone ECIO
Sommerkamp FT150
£155.00
Lafayette HA350
... L55.00
KW Vanguard 160-10m._ L2800
Sommerkamp F L20013 ... 19000
Sommerkamp FR100B
L80-00
Swan Cygnet ...
L170-00
Eddystone 680X
... L65.00
Panda Cub Tx ...
L2800
R2I6 vhf receiver
... L65.00
Eddystone 358 rx
112.00
RAF 1392 vhf rx
... L15.00
Murphy B40
..
£25.00
Pye lowband Cambridge E30-00
HRO /a.c. p.s.u./gc coils L25-00

Please add extra for carriage.

S.A.E. lists.

28 Hillcrest Avenue, Scarborough, Yorks.
READERS ADVERTISEMENTS
21-p per word, minimum charge 50p payable with order. Add 25% for
Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation
and recognised abbreviations.
No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 121-p extra. Replies to Box Numbers
should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

BARGAINS, Shack

Clearance: Heathkit SB-401
transmitter, at £130. R.C.A. 8516L Rx, £130, Heath
kit Audio Generator, Type AG -9U, £15. Tiltable lat-

tice tower, 50ft., Ham -M rotator, four -position Ae.

remote switch with three -band Quad, price

£155

delivered U.K. Heathkit VHF FM 4U, £10. LM -14 sig-

nal generator, £12. Many other items, send s.a.e. for
list. Carriage extra. -Brown, G3JBF, QTHR. Tel.
Penkridge (Staffs.) 2912.

TRANSISTOR POCKET BOOK

by R. G. HIBBERD, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., Sen.M.I.E.E.E.
This addition to Newnes series of technical pocket books provides a
comprehensive guide on the characteristics and use of the various types
of transistor that have come into use in recent years. It is based on the
junction transistor, fully taking into account the latest varieties including
the epitaxial planar, field effect, metal -oxide silicon and thin film types.
Earlier chapters describe the principles of operation, transistor charac-

teristics, equivalent circuits and parameters and establishing suitable
D.C. operating conditions. A chapter is included on the manufacture of
transistors, so that the effect of the basic methods of fabrication and
types of junction on transistor characteristics is clearly understood.
The operation and characteristics of associated semiconductor devices
used in conjunction with transistors, such as the junction rectifier,
silicon controlled rectifier, eerier diode, tunnel diode, varactor diode
and phototransistor are also described. Low level, high power and
high frequency amplification; oscillator, switch and D.C. amplifier circuits;
radio receivers and power supply arrangements are all covered in separate
chapters, practical circuits complete with transistor types and component

values being included for these various applications. The book also
includes notes on handling and testing transistors, and a chapter on
solid state circuit techniques.
L1.55, post free
from.
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5 for 62p

POWER I.C. for R.F. TRIGGERED C.W. Monitor.

untested with Data Sheets.
.07uf 20v.w.,
TCC MICRO -MIN TANTALUM CAPACITORS.
5p each SOp doz.
STC SUB -MIN TANTALUM CAPACITORS 33uf 10v.w., 5p each,
50p doz.
STC SUB -MIN 5uf 25v.w. TANTALUM CAPACITORS, Sp each,
50p

doz.

UNION CARBIDE SUB -MIN TANTALUM CAPACITORS 47uf
6v.w., Sp each, 50p doz.
MULLARD FETS BFW 10 (Similar to 2N 3819), 25p each, 5 for El.
MULLARD FETS BFW I at 25p each.
Transistor Disc Ceramics. I.8of, 3.3pf 50v.w., 4.7uf 100v.w.,
100 50c.w., 100pf 100v.w., 1000pf 50v.w., .0l of 18v.w., -022uf
I

18y.w., I of 20y.w., 2.2uf 3v.w.
18v.w., .047uf 12v.w.,
All at 10 for 15p
PHILIPS CONCENTRIC 3-30pf TRIMMERS at ep each.
RCA 115 watt 15 amp. 35 volt SILICON NPN TRANSISTORS,

type 40363 at 30p each.

14 Lead Dual in Line NPN Transistor package containing one
matched pair plus 3 single Transistors. All 600 MHz untested
with Data, 5 for 50p.

TEXAS TRANSISTOR PNP GM 669A, 500 MHz at 10p.
SUB -MIN AIR SPACED 5pf TRIMMERS at 8p each.
SUB -MIN CERAMIC TRIMMERS 10-40pf, 23p each, 25p doz.
SPECIAL DISC CERAMICS MINIATURE 500pf 8 K.V.W., 20p doz.
SILICON STUD RECTIFIERS 10 amp type STUD CATHODE.
100 P.I.V. at 12+p, 200 P.I.V. at 149,400 P.I.V. at 16p, 800 P.I.V.
at 2249.
Stud Anode. 100 P.I.V. at 121p, 200 P.I.V. at 14p, 1000 P.I.V.
at 22-ip.
Unmarked Good 2N 706 Transistors, Sp each, 40p doz.
SPECIAL PNP TRANSISTOR offer GET 872. 50 for fl or GT 45,
100 for LI.
GENERAL PURPOSE P CHANNEL M.O.S. FET, 10p each with

suggested circuit booklet

October, 1971

SELLING: K.W. Victor AM/CW Tx, 120 watts, £25

TCS-6 transmitter, £10. Converter for 4 metres,
£4. Buyers to collect.-Cole, G3OHK, 25 Causeway
Road, Seaton, Workington, Cumberland.

YOUR Price Paid for an Eddystone 750 receiver in

excellent condition. For Sale: Portable X -Ray unit,
£30. Or Exchange Communications Receiver.-Taylor,
G3FK, QTHR, or ring Broadstone (Dorset) 2631.

FOR SALE: Heathkit HW-32A, coverage 14.05 to
14.35 MHz, about 12 months old, demonstrated
mobile and delivered to within 30 miles of North
London, price £40.-Box No. 5034, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

MANUALS: For SP -600, AR -8516L, PTC-2107, Collins
J4, £2; B.40, CR-150, RA -17, £1.75; CR-100, CR-300,
S.27,

S.36A,

AR88LF, £1.25.-Brooks,

5

Farrant

House, Winstanley Road, London, S.W.11.
SALE: Mosley TA-32Jr. with AR22R rotator, £25

carriage at cost. Any offers for a Jap 9 MHz xtal
brand new, as KVG XF9B specification? (Lincs.).Box. No. 5035, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
filter, with matching USB/LSB carrier crystals,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
ALE: Teleprinter 7B and two auto -transmitters,

S including spare motors and governors, with other

7B teleprinter spares, all in good condition, £20 The

Lot, buyer collects. WANTED: Teleprinter Type
75RP/TK.-Kanaar, 14 Queens Road, Belmont, Sutton, Surrey. (Tel: Vigilant 6415.)
QELLING

J. BIRKETT
Radio Component Suppliers,

25 THE STRAIT, LINCOLN.

Up: Variety of good gear including a

'-' Lafayette HA -600 in mint condition, Eddystone
898 dials, and such.-Ring Scott, 01-578 0653
(London).

SALE: Heath SB-301E, SSB and AM filters, with

Telephone: 20767

SP -600 speaker, £100. Also Mosley TA-31Jr aerial,
£6. Prefer buyers to collect.-Williams, 39 Clockhouse

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS

FOR SALE: KW -2000B, with AC/PSU, in perfect
and unmarked condition, little used as "second
rig" on Top Band only, £175, carriage paid. Marconi
receiver, HR -24, SSB diversity, offers?-McCaig
GM3BQA, Woodlands, Whitekirk Road, North Ber-

Way, Braintree, Essex, CM7-6RD.

P.M.!! This is a preselector covering 1.8 to 32 Mc/s.
complete with a gain of up to 25 dBs. With a built-in
antenna coupler this will improve almost any communication receiver/antenna combination, E8.30.

Complete with internal mains power pack.
available with a built-in xtal

P.M. III

Also
Mc. Calibrator, E10.25.

I

A 160 metre converter,

I.F.

of 7 Mc/s.

using three F.E.T. transistors. Built-in antenna coupler,
£9.00.

P.M. IV A I Mc. crystal calibrator with modulation
for easy recognition of the marker points, £4.50.

P.M. V As the P.M. IV except it has
kc/s. with modulation, £6.50.

I

Mc. and 100

P.M. VI Specification as P.M. II with the addition of a
built-in top band transistor converter, E13.50.
Also available with a built-in Mc. calibrator, £16.50.
I

P.M. VII A cascode preselector giving 18 dBs. gain
and covering 12 to 30 Mc/s. using two F.E.T.'s for
minimum noise and cross modulation, £7.25.

P.M. VIII

A calibrator with

I

Mc/s, 100 Kc/s,

10 Kc/s and modulation. Zero beat facility. £10-75.

21p stamp for illustrated leaflets

29 CARLYLE ROAD, NORWICH

wick, East Lothian, Scotland.
K.W. Viceroy Mk.II, CW/SSB Tx, with

SELLING:
AC/PSU, £45 or near offer-also a Hammarlund
HQ -170A receiver at £60 to £70 or near. (London
area).-Box No. 5036, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,

55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Most parts for a Linear, including
transformer, Viceroy -type cabinet, two 4CX250B's,
with relays, etc., £12. Nombrex Signal Generator,
Model 27, £6. German Papst motor, 110v., silent running, good for blower, £1-50. Meters: 0-50v., 75p;
0-1 mA, 75p; 0-150 mA, 75p; 0.80 mA fwd with 0-20
mA negative, 21in. square, nice job, new, £1-25. Also
Mosley A.215 15 -metre Beam, 8 months' use, in that
time 85 countries worked, could be re -tuned for 10
metres, £11, carriage extra.-Jones, GW3TMP, QTHR.
SELLING: Eddystone S.640 receiver, in good condition, price £22. Also two -metre lOw. CW Tx and
PSU, £12. - Smith, 1 Back Street, Mundesley, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR.33Y.

FOR SALE: Eddystone EB.35 receiver, transistorised, coverage 350 kHz to 22 MHz, AM/FM, with
230v. PSU and batteries and Sinclair Q14 speaker,
in good condition, £35. - Dring, 3 Newtonside, Bur field Road, Old Windsor, Berks.

QALE: BC -221 frequency meter in good working
1" order, with original calibration charts, £22 Bell,

G3RTB, Watchtower House, The Ridgeway, London,
N.W.7. (Tel: 01-959 6773.)
Elec troniques valve -type front end
WANTED:
QP.166, must be in excellent condition.-Ring
Baker, Northampton 51865.
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FOR SALE: Eddystone EC -10 receiver, with mains
and battery units, little used, at £40. -Telford,
16 Cragside Crescent, Kirkstall, Leeds 5, Yorkshire.

rLEARANCE At G8BSR: Pye Reporter Tx/Rx,
suitable two metres, good condition, £4. Pye

Cambridge RF section on 2m., new, £4. Pye Vanguard
RF section with QQV03-20A, working 2m., £6. Two metre receiver fully tunable 144 to 146 MHz, superb
Rx with mains PSU, £11.50. Bendix RA -1B Rx, mains

hamstrung?

PSU, coverage 50 kHz to 15 MHz, excellent order,

£12. B.44 Mk.III, 12 -volt, brand new, suitable 4 metres,

£8-50. Pair VHF Tx/Rx portable stations, hand -sets

suitable for 4m. or 10m., complete with batteries

and aerials, £7.50 each. Chinese -copy K.W. Vanguard

AM Tx, 60 watts, 10 to 80 metres, 807 PA, pair 807
modr., with mains PSU, £15. -Pugh, G8BSR, QTHR,

Tel: Wolverhampton 29201.
CEILING: BC -639A VHF receiver, tunable 80 to 150
`.° MHz; BC -348 Rx, £12; B.46 receiver, £8; National

NC -100 receiver, £12; four Hudson transceivers on
72 MHz, £3.50 each; Hudson 72 MHz base station,
£8; Pye Ranger 6 -channel Tx/Rx on 170 MHz, transistorised PSU but no xtals, £7; Cossor signal generator Type 52A, with charts, £5.10. For Electronic
Organ constructors: Enough complete equipment to
build two manual organs, price £40 The Lot. Carriage extra, but prefer buyers see and collect.Sheedy, G8EWO, 24 Thornwood Road, London,
SE13-5RG.

WANTED: Bandspread coil pack, 20m., for National

" HRO. Have 40m. and 80m. ditto for Exchange,
with cash adjustment if necessary -or would buy if
price right. -Smith, 3 Hillbeck Way, Greenford,
Middx.

FOR SALE: R.C.A. AR88LF receiver, in good condition, with S -meter, speaker and manual, price
£32.50 delivered within 75 miles Bradford.--Icnox,

No need to oe strung up with guys I
our telescopic. tilt over towers
are unguyed.
Post and wall mounted models.
in heights of
25, 40, 60 and 85 feet.
Send for details:
Strumech Engineering Co. Ltd.
Coppice Side. Brownhills.
Walsall. Staffs.

STRUMECH

VIEPASZIaloWIEF-,
ENETTEM1
Enquiries to:

WESTERN ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD.
Osbourn Road, Totton, Southampton, SO4 4DM

Bradford 630266.

WANTED: Fully transistorised Transceiver with
integral power supply, to GPO marine specification, for 2182 kHz or 156.8 MHz, AM operation.
Details and price. -Box No. 5032, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

(VIERS INVITED: Seco Antenna Tester. Model
520A with manual. B. & W. electronic switch,
Model 250-39. Heathkit factory -built GM) with coils.
Dow -Key relays, new, 52 -ohm DK60-G, 220v. AC;
DK60-2C, 220v. AC; used DK60-G i& C, 110v. AC.

Hy -Gain traps for 40-80m. 'Waters Protax coaxial
switch Model 375. Waters Compreamp Model 359.
Tenna switch, unused. HRO knob, like new. BM -3
crystal mike; Acos-22; Calrad DM -17. 58ft. Belden
8 -core cable for Ham -M control. Original manuals
for AR88D and SX-101A. Leach (U.S.A.) 110v.
antenna shorting relay. Advance (U.S.A.) Type 400
115v. 50-60 Hz relay on ceramic base, beautiful job.
Advance 110v. AC 50-60 Hz antenna relay. Weston
antenna current meter, dial marked 0-10. Brand new

0-300v. DC meter Model KR -52. Mosley all -band whip

antenna. Brand new unused Stolle de luxe rotator
and indicator. Grundig tape recorder, Type TK-55.Box No. 5033, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: Creed 54 with reperforator, £16. Creed

£12-50. Creed 7B, £10. Creed 54 receiver,
£7.50. Creed 7TR reperforator, £7.50. Creed 6S/5M
auto, £12.50. Siemens T -Loch 15 printing reperforator, £10.-Wigg, GOJF, Yabbacombe Farm, Kings bridge, South Devon. (Tel: Loddiswell 324.)
WANTED: PCR-3 receiver, in working order; please
write in first instance (postage refunded). SELLING: R.1475 Rx, with original PSU for 250v. AC or
54,

12v. DC operation, £12. Class -D Wavemeter, modified

for mains working, £6. -Dunhill, 16 Fernleigh Close,
Blackpool, FY2.OHS, Lancs.

Listen to the

world with
Eddystone
When you own an Eddystone
communications receiver, you

have the broadcasting world
at your finger tips -wherever
you happen to be -on land or at sea. The reputation these sets have
attained is proof of their excellence and reliability and at Imhofs,
there is a special Eddystone department where you can see, hear an d

compare the models listed here and some of the Eddystone pro-

fessional receivers.
Same day despatch to any part of the world; free delivery in the U.K.;

plus after sales service for which Imhofs and Eddystone are world
famous.
EDDYSTONE ECIO Mark II transistorised communications receiver.

A de -luxe version of this famous design now incorporating "S"

meter and limited fine tuner. £79.00.
EDDYSTONE 830/7 wide range communications receiver. A high
grade HF/MF receiver covering 300 kHz -30 mHz in 9 ranges with
crystal control facilities. Many satisfied users acclaim it as "the

best ever". 040.00.

Due to professional commitments the Eddystone range available to
the general public is limited for the time being. However, new models

are under development -keep an eye on our advertisements for

advanced information. Meantime, the EC1O Mark II continues to
prove the most popular medium priced receiver ever introduced by
Eddystone.

IMIEOFS

MAIN EDDYSTONE
DISTRIBUTORS

Dept: 11/10
112-116 New Oxford Street, London, WCIA 1HJ Tel.: 01-6367878
R 36G
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BURNS ELECTRONICS
It is regretted that with effect from November I, 1971, prices of the
Crystal Calibrator, Wavemeter and Frequency Standard will be increased
by approximately 10% in order that the present high standard of manufacture can be maintained. However it has been made possible by a

continuous programme of development to keep the prices of the Low
Pass Filter. FET Converter and FM Detector constant and to reduce that
of the Test Oscillator. All orders received before November I to be at
current prices.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR CC -I0. Battery operated solid state using
low power integrated circuits to generate I MHz. 500 kHz, 100 kHz,
50 kHz, 10 kHz and 5 kHz and harmonics to above 500 MHz. Stability
better than ± l0ppm stability. Heterodyne wavemeter and Mod monitor
functions.
Price : 12293
WAVEMETER TC-I01. Absorption wavemeter covering 0.13-480
MHz in six overlapping ranges with sensitive meter and detector circuit.
Insulated probe.
Matching style to calibrator.
Price L16.45
FREQUENCY STANDARD SD -I I. Provides separate outputs of
I MHz and 10 MHz phase locked to Droitwich 200 kHz transmission.
Battery operated, solid state with self contained aerial. Price : £69.43
LOW PASS FILTER FL2/FL4. Reduce BC1/TVI, available 50 or
75 ohms. Passband loss less than * dB, stopband loss SO dB minimum.
Price : 1620

FET CONVERTER FC2/FC4. New design using protected dual gate
MOSFETS for low noise and high gain. 4-6 MHz and 28-30 MHz standard

IF's but any in range 2-30 MHz to order. Operates from 9 volt D.C.
supply and has reverse polarity protection.
Price : L16.20
TEST OSCILLATOR TO -701. Crystal controlled oscillator in small
hand held case for IF alignment, calibration, etc. Any single frequency
100 kHz to 100 MHz. Battery operated. Quantity 1-4 Price : 110-00
Quantity 5 -I-

L8.90

Price

FM DETECTOR FMD-I. Add on unit using high gain integrated

circuit and low distortion discriminator. Any IF in the range 450 kHz to
1 MHz. Supplied in kit form or made and tested. Kit Price
L6.70
Tested Price : £8.20

Many new components added to our stock list.
details or cash with order to

Large S.A.E. for

BURNS ELECTRONICS
THE COTTAGE. 35, BEULAH HILL,

October, 1971

nEFERING: KW -2000B CW/SSB transceiver; Eddystone 940 receiver; T.C.C. SWR meter. -Dawson,
ET5BT, 33 Ardlea Road, Dublin, 5, Eire.

WANTED: In mint condition, AR -8516L receiver,
please state details and price, including carriage
in suitable pa- kaging to Holland.-Hendriksen,
Lintelostraat 9, Zutphen, Holland.
pOR SALE: Trio 9R-59DE receiver, as new, including voltage stabiliser and built-in crystal calibrator, £30. Eagle IP-7 inter -corn., complete with two
sub -station units, as new, £13 or near offer. Burrows, 23 Birch Avenue, Ashton -on -Ribble, Preston, PR24JU, Lancs.
SALE: Brand new Japanese version Lafayette
HA -460 10m. transceiver, 20 -watt 2E26 final, crystal
or VFO control, complete with p -t -t microphone, 12v.

DC and 240v. AC PSU's integral, for fixed or mobile
working (vehicle mounting brackets supplied), cost
£75 but first £45 will secure. Prefer buyer collects.-

Beestin, 334 Nine Mile Ride, Wokingham, Berks.

(Tel: Eversley 3674, after 6 p.m.).
WANTED: Cabinet, front panel and base -plate for
Marconi CR-150 receiver; scrap Rx considered if
price right. Please give details. -Lang, 4 Lynton
Road, Burnham -on -Sea, Somerset.

FOR SALE: Eddystone EA -12 receiver, coverage 10

to 160m. bands, with all facilities, including CW
and slat filter, as new, £105 or near offer. -Davis,

G3VTR, 49 Watersmeet, Harlow (33084), Essex.
cws., Clearing Shack, has for disposal cabinets,
chassis, mains transformers, speakers, vibrator
power supplies and such; also back -number volumes
"Short Wave Magazine" and "RSGB Bulletin". Callers

LONDON, S.E.19

welcome at weekends or after 6 p.m. evenings.Lowson, 4 Julia Place, Old Brechin Road, Forfar,

GRAHAM NEWBERY

complete and in working order, £5 offered, will
pay carriage extra. -Box No. 5037, Short Wave

Angus, Scotland.
WANTED: Ex-R.A.F. T.1154 transmitter, less PSU,

(REG WARD G2BSW)

WE ARE OFFICIALLY APPOINTED K.W. AGENTS FOR
THE SOUTH WEST (Somerset, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall)
KW Atlanta with p.s.u.

Remote VFO
KW 20008 with p.s.u.
Remote VFO
KW 202 Receiver
Matching Speaker

KW 204 Transmitter ...
KW 1000 Linear
KW 101 VSWR Meter (52 or 75 ohm)

...
KWI03 VSWR Meter and Combined Power Meter ...
KW E -Z Match. 10-80m. ATU

KW 105 Combined E -Z Match, VSWR Indicator,
Dummy Load and Antenna Switch for 4 Outlets ...
KW Trap Dipole 70' 75 ohm Twin Feeder ...
KW Trap Dipole 97' Coaxial Feeder ...

1200.00

/34.00

£240.00
136.00
1140.00
18.00
1142.00
£135.00
19.25
£12.50
113.50

136.00

/12.00
£12.75

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS

ECIO Mk. II
179.00
EAI2
WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTORS OF EDDYSTONE
PROFESSIONAL RECEIVERS FOR THE SOUTH WEST.
Trio Equipment Model 9R59DS £47.50. HS 4 Headphones ES50

SHURE MICROPHONES
Model 444
Model 201
Model 202

114.40
£6.00

E660
R.C'A. VALVES for KW and Heathkit equipment. 6146, 614613,
611 F5, 6LQ6, 6GE5, 6EA8, 6GW8, 6G K6, 6CM6, 6CL6, 6CB6, 6BN8,
61156, 6EW6, 12BA6, 12BE6, 121326. etc. and many other types.

TRADE INS WITH PLEASURE. OUR STOCK OF GOOD
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT CHANGES DAILY - LET US
KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
WE STOCK R.S.G.B. PUBLICATIONS, LOG BOOKS, Etc.
HP. TERMS AVAILABLE.

AXMINSTER - DEVON
Telephone: 3163

Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
SALE: Hudson AM -108 Mk.II mobile transceiver,
with three channels around 70 MHz, working, unmodified, complete with all crystals, handset, mobile
mount and manual, price £12 -50. -Michaelson,
G3RDG, QTHR, or ring 01-455 8831 (London).
SALE: Eddystone S.640 receiver, with S -meter, £20.
Codar CR-70A Rx, £15. Codar PR -30 pre -selector,
£5. Codar RQ-10 Q -multiplier, £5. Buyers to collect
evenings. -Cunningham, 51 Rosemary Lane, Formby
(73573), Lancs.
SELLING: VHF Tx for two metres, 70 cm. and 23
cm.,

rack mounted, PA's 3-20A 45w. for two

metres, 3-20A 40w. on 70 cm., 2C39A 60w. on 23 cm.
Modulation by pair KT88's; all grids and anodes
metered, relay controlled, push -to -talk operation,

complete with PSU and all cables, £28. Creed 7B
page -printer, motor PSU, terminal unit and paper,
£20. Local delivery to 50 miles, or carriage extra.Woodhall, 5 Summerville Avenue, Staining, Nr.

Blackpool, Lancs.

COLLINS 75A-2/4 receiver, the Rolls-Royce for the

amateur bands, having been professionally up rated to 75A-4 specification, including fitting two
genuine Collins mechanical filters, 2.1 kHz for
SSB and 6 kHz for good quality AM signals, at a
cost of over £50. This receiver really sorts out the
weak DX from the QRM, with its excellent 500 Hz
dial read-out and second -to -none specification. Com-

plete with comprehensive workshop manuals for

75A-2 and 75A-4, and Collins speaker. A rare opportunity and an absolute bargain at £145. -Ring Cartwright, G3UCV, Leeds 643788.
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WHY Build Your Own Power Supply? Commer" cially-built variable PSU, available at give-away
prices, mains input 200-250v. AC, output continuously
variable 6-25v. at 250 mA, fully stabilised, low ripple

voltage, In neat metal case 7in. x 6iin. x 4in., ideal
for most transistor applications, price £5.50, carriage
50p.-Forbes, G3JKI.J, 40 Hempshaw Avenue, Woodmansterne, Banstead, Surrey.
SALE: KW -600 linear amplifier, in excellent condition, has just been fitted with a brand new 572B
final, price £60, carriage extra.-Box No. 5038, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

AFFERING: Trio 9R-59DE receiver, with matching

- SP5D speaker and HS4 headset; all in perfect
condition, hardly used and with original packing.

Offers invited.Ring Mathews, 01-876 7868 (London).
SALE: National HRO, with miniature valves, all BS
coils including 21 MHz and Top Band, stabilised
PSU, noise limiter and crystal calibrator, £25. Codar
A.T.5 with mains PSU, £18. Carriage extra.-Moser,
G3HMR, QTHR.

nFFERING: Sommerkamp FT -100 Transceiver,
I" coverage 10 to 80m. bands, mobile PSU fitted,
offers around £125.-Hudson, G3BOR, 21 Hallas
Lane, Cullingworth, Bradford, BD13-5BX, Yorkshire.
(Ring Bradford 23171, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
RALE: K.W. Vespa Mk.II, in excellent condition,

Li with mains PSU and crystal microphone, price

£87.-Ring Glenn, G3YCU, Wilmslow (Cheshire)
25403.
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TRIO
Communications
Accessories

The following accessories are available

for use with Trio Communications
Equipment...
Recommended

CW Filter for TS510
IOAZ Mechanical Filter for JR310
25kHz Marker Unit for JR3I0 (less crystal)
100kHz Calibration crystal ...
...
0A2 Mains Voltage Stabiliser
B1016/1_ Hand Held Communication
Microphone for TS510
Leson TW205A Table Standing Microphone
with battery pre -amplifier
HS -4 Communication H/Phones
SP -5D Communications speaker

f14.00

...

£4'38

matches all Trio receivers ...

E14.67

E734

f3.18
67p
E3.38
E7-95
L5-98

REELING: Fine example of "G2DAF-type" Rx, with

1' etched front panel and linear VFO; sale at £45

due construction of IC transceiver.-Wiseman,
GW3GRY, QTHR, or ring Colwyn Bay 56135.
SALE: Hy -Gain 18-AVQ five -band vertical Ae. for

exclusive United Kingdom distributors

b.h.morris and co.(radio)
limited
211)-Y TEL 01-790 4824

LTA 04 08

L

L1

£2250, buyer to collect.-hing Spencer, Shen -

stone (Staffs) 481202.
Brand-new QQV03.20A for QQV06-40A.
EXCHANGE:
-o'Boyle, 26 Townview Avenue South, Omagh,
C.

Tyrone, Northern Ireland. (Tel. Omagh 3785

after 6.0 p.m.)

SALE: S.W. Vespa Mk. II with PSU, latest model
having 6LQ6 PA, almost new, having had less

than 6 hours' use due to business commitments.

Cost £135, an absolute gift at £80 in manufacturer's
original packing.-Ring Cartwright, G3UCV, Leeds,

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
PORTABLE AERIAL MASTS. Fine quality 48ft. masts by Coubro &
Scrutton. 2" dia. aluminium sections, complete with 16 guys, pickets and
all fittings. Unused and in "as new" condition in green canvas carrying
bag, E20, carriage paid. Also available Erection Derrick kit containing
3 additional mast sections, ropes and pulleys, etc. to enable mast to be
erected by fewer personnel, ES, carriage paid.

NEW 19 SET.

Aerial Variometer tuners, Mk. III, /1.30, post paid.

643788.

Control boxes No. 1 Mk. 2, 50p, post paid.

Volumes "Short Wave Magazine"
OFFERING:
1959- 60, 1960-'61, 1961-'62, 1962-'63, 1963-'64, 1964-

MARCONI VALVE VOLTMETERS No.2, TF4288/1, in excellent
condition, recently overhauled and in Ministry sealed packing, /5,

'65-bound and in perfect condition, at £1.50 each,
or near offer (includes postage).-Box No. 5039,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,

carriage paid.

DISPOSING: Two -metre gear, including TW2 Tx
and PSU, T.W. Twomobile Rx, 10ft. pole, 4-ele
J -Beam, frequency meter, etc. (S.W. London).-Box
No. X009, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria

AVOMETERS, 47a or 48a.
checked, E10.00, post paid.

London, S.W.1.

Street, London, S.W.1.
WANTED: Manual or circuit diagram for Marconi
AD.108D, for loan to copy, or purchase. Packing
and postage refunded to all correspondents.
SALE: Heathkit RG-1 receiver, £22.-Day, 38, Woodstock Road, Begbroke, Oxford.

SALE: Emsac CN5 Top Band to MW or car radio
converter, self-contained, new and as advertised,
Home -built solid-state GC superhet, includes
£5.
Electroniques GC.166T Qoilpax, MW with five SW
bands 1.7 to 30 MHz, RF stage, mixer, follower, oscil-

lator, three IF's, product detector, BFO, &meter,
IC -10 AF amplifier, 898 dial, for mains operation,
reasonable appearance, price £15 (dial alone worth
£7). PostaTe extra, but prefer buyers inspect and
collect.-Ring Hunter, 01-858 1448 (London).

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR CT432. 100 kc/s.,

I
Mc/s. and 10 Mc/s.
complete with crystals. Facilities for using external crystals of all common
base types. 110/250v. A.C., 610, post paid.

Electrically same as model 40. All

HYGROMETERS. Wet and dry bulb type, new, 6125, post paid.
SINGLE gang 500pf variables new and boxed, 30p, post paid. B40 speakers

600 ohm in ali case, L1.50, post paid. Eddystone 591 2" fluted knobs
+" spindle, 25p each, 6 for ILI00, post paid. Vibrators 12v. 4 -pin, 28p
each or three far 68p, post paid.
TRANSFORMERS. Used "C" core, 200-250v. to 230-0-230v. 260rna,
6-3v. 0.6a., 6.3v. 6.0a., E2 post paid. Chokes "C" core 10h. 75ma., 50p
post paid or 6 for [1.65 post paid. Unused Radiospares "Heavy Duty"
205-245v. to 350-0-350v. 150ma, 6.3v. 2-5a., 6.3. 3a., 6-3v. 2a (tapped at
5v, 3.5a), E2, post paid. "Midget Mains" same input to 125-0-125v.
50ma., 6.3y. 1.2a., 75p, post paid. "Midget Output" 50p post. Used "C"
core 0-115-180-240v. to 0-24-30-32v. 2a., /1.50, post paid. New
Gardner potted 200-250v. to 12.7v. 2.5a., El, post paid.
CAPACITORS, paper, 8uf 400v., 30p post paid or 6 for E1.05 post paid.
All Receivers and Test Equipment are in working order at time of dispatch.
Carriage charges quoted are for England and Wales only.
Telephone 34897

Terms: Cash with order

Early closing Wednesday

40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX
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WANTED: Joystick Aerial, complete with precision
built variometer.-Leighton, Tangley Cottage,
Wonersh, Guildford (66543), Surrey.

WANTED: To buy or hire, manual for Green

Electronics 2M1000 Tx, also circuit for Mullard
regulated PSU, Type L.153.-McGregor, G8ENH, 2
Roydstone Road, Bradford 3, Yorkshire. (Tel: Bradford 664404).

WANTED: Pye F27AM, Cambridge, Bantams, West-

minster, Motaphone. Also wanted, working and
unmodified Walkie-Talkies on either 27 or 28.5
MHz-Kates, G3UHS, QTHR, Caterham (Surrey)
46692.

CALE: Codar A.T.5, £15. 250/PSU, £9. Star SR -200
A-1Rx with Codar Q -multiplier, £44. All "or near
offer."-Wickham, G3YWB, 25 Westwood Road,
Brunton Park Estate, Newcastle -on -Tyne, NE3-5NN.
(Tel: 089-4 2473).

SELLING: B.40D professional communication re-

ceiver, coverage 650 kHz to 30.5 MHz in five
bands, with crystal calibrator, Osc. trimmer, xtal
BFO and many advance features, absolutely firstclass, £47 or near offer. Ekco International Short
Wave Mariner receiver, nine bands, with world
map and guide, as -new condition, £18-50.-3 Dane
Road, off Norman Road, Ilford, Essex.
NOVEMBER issue SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE will

appear on Friday, October 29.

Single copies at

25p post free can be suppled to orders reaching
us by Wednesday 27th for despatch on Thursday
28th, the day before publication. Orders with remittance to: Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

The NEW SAMSON ETM-3
SQUEEZE - KEYER
is now available !
With SQUEEZE -KEYING you make such characters as C, Q, Y,
F, L, AR, SK, etc. withjewer paddle movements.

4 Integrated circuits 6 transistors, 2 diodes. Use double -

for either Squeeze -keying or normal fully -automatic
electronic keying as preferred.
Built-in PSU. Constant
: 3 dash -dot ratio. Weight only 21 lbs.
paddle
I

RETAINS the star features of the WELL-KNOWN SAMSON ETM-2

-used by coast stations and big ships all over the world :Watchmaker -assembled keying -lever movement.
Silent
reed relay (400v., IA contacts). Sidetone. TUNE button.

BETTER EVEN THAN THE ETM-2-GET YOURS NOW !
E24.75 post paid U.K.

October, 1971

SELLING: Lafayette KT -340 general coverage receiver, 8 valves, Q -multiplier, 1 microvolt sensitivity, with spare valves and manual, £18.-Hartley,
31 Kings Drive, Middleton, Manchester, M24-4FB.

SALE: In very good condition, Eddystone 949, £90.
Also Heathkit SB-301, all filters nearly new, price
£130. Must clear.-Cliffe, The Willows, Kings Bromley, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. (Tel: Yoxall 241, evenings).
WANTED: Hy -Gain 3DB mobile antenna; Pye
AC/10PU power unit; TM -1 test meter; reflectometer Type RLF-1.-Pyatt, 141 The Chantries, Coventry, Warwickshire.
rONSIDERABLE Quantity of experimental radio

parts left by recently deceased amateur, cheap

to clear.-Ring 01-804 892 after 6.00 p.m. for appointment.
CELLING: CR-100 receiver, re -valved and realigned,
L'superb, £17.50. R.209, coverage 1.0 to 20 MHz, 12v.
DC inverter built in, brand new, £13.-Pugh, G8BSR,
178 Compton Road, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
KW -2000B with AC/PSU, in excellent condition,
£175. T.W. Communicator, two -metre, £35. Prefer
buyers collect.-Tibbert, G3RKZ, 11 Darwin Road,
Mickleover, Derby (511434).
WANTED: By SWL, good communication receiver
and equipment. Details and cash price, please;
collection arranged.-Knudsden, 38 Pennington Oval,
Lymington, Hants.

CELLING: Hallicrafters HT -46 transmitter, as new,
A' coverage 10 to 80m. bands, runs 175w. SSB, 150w.
CW. Price £100.-Gibson, 12 Cross Way, Harpenden,
Herts.
WANTED: Oscilloscope, Hartley Type 13A, also
Electroniques front-end Type GC.166. Any condition of either considered.-Hulin, Southview,
Station Road, Bramley, near Guildford, Surrey.
(Tel: 2279, after 6 p.m.).

FAILED R.A.E.: Selling Trio 510 transceiver with
PSU, complete and professionally built linear
consisting four PL -504's with PSU, all in one cabinet,
in excellent condition, price £180 or near offer, or
would separate. - Montgomery, 23 Larkham Lane,

Plypton, Plymouth (37003) Devon.
FOR SALE: Drake TR-4 transceiver, with AC -4 PSU,
RV -4 remote VFO, little used and in mint condition, £350.-Barry, 15 Fairlawn Court, London,
W4.5EE. (Tel.: 01-994 6931).
FOR SALE: In very good condition, R.C.A. AR88LF

receiver, price £35.-Bensley, 25 Wimborn Ave-

nue, Grimsby (2344), Lincs.

.
and still going strong :SAMSON ETM-2 electronic keyer, 621 (f22-20 with mercury
.

.

batts.).

SAMSON STA Speaker/Amplifier, for ETM-2/ETM-3, £2.75.
JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY. Superb German straight
Key made for professionals afloat and ashore. Free -standing -needs no fixing to desk. Hinged grey dust cover. Front and back
contacts with click -stop gap adjustment. Key -click filter, 6895.

BAUER KEYING LEVER AND PADDLE UNIT-for your

own El -Bug. Compact enough to build in. Gaps/tensions adjustable
NEW PRICE, £2.75.

MODEL TTU RTTY CONVERTER/KEYER-All-in-one-box

instant send -receive RTTY with a TX/RX and cheap surplus tele-

printer, 61I5.

All items post-paid U.K. Catalogue SP5 describes these and other
RTTY, VHF, SSB kits and units.

SPACEMARK LTD

PICCADILLY,
MANCHESTER I.
14

(Tel.: 061-237 0817)

MORSE 1:11.7

!!!

FACT NOT FICTION.
If you start RIGHT you will be reading
amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress
to be expected.)
Using scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically
learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You
can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune. 18-W.P.M. in 4 weeks
guaranteed.

For details and course C.O.D. ring s.t.d. 01-660 2896 or 01-668
3255 send dig,. stamp for explanatory booklet to
G3HSCIBox 14, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY.
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SOLID STATE MODULES

Sale

THE SENTINEL DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTERS
* Low noise figure of 2dB. Gain 30dB.
* Excellent overload and cross modulation performance.
* Dual gate MOSFET R.F. amplifier and mixer.
* Compact 2f" x 3" x If" aluminium case.
* 2 metre IFs stocked 4-6 MHz, 9-11 MHz, 14-16 MHz, 18-20 MHz,
23-25 MHz, 24-26 MHz, 28-30 MHz.

* 4 metre IFs stocked 25-25.7 MHz, 28-28.7 MHz. Price £13.75.
SM 70 70crns FET CONVERTER
* Low noise figure 3.5dB.
* IF output 144-146 MHz for connection into a 2 metre converter.

JOYSTICK AERIALS AND TUNER
UNITS AT ALMOST HALF PRICE.
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO BUY

This arrangement means that we can produce a high performance
70cms unit for only E13.75.

THE SENTINEL LOW NOISE FET 2 METRE PRE AMPLIFIER
* FET and components selected for a low noise figure of

THE TUNING UNIT THAT YOU

I dB.

* Gain of 18dB. Price E6.50.
THE SPITFIRE 2 METRE A.M. TRANSMITTER
* 5 watts input. At least 2 watts output.
* 12 volts operation.

WANT.

STOCKS ARE LIMITED,
DON'T DELAY.

Joymatch type 2A Tuners
Joymatch type 4 Tuners
Joymatch type 4H Tuners
Joymatch Junior Aerials

* Modulation wave shaping gives good, clean 100% audio.
* Audio modulation monitoring point for headphones. Price £22.00.

THE SPITFIRE MODULATOR
* Same size and appearance as the transmitter. Price £10.00.

SOLID STATE 9 MHz SSB GENERATOR
* Selectable 1JSB, LSB and CW.

SALE PRICE £2.20
SALE PRICE £2.75
SALE PRICE E2.50
E3.25 each

Post and Packing 20p per item extra.

* 02 volts into 80 Ohms output.
* A sound basis for your SSB transmitter.
* Price El 1.00 less filter and carrier crystals.

All items offered are new and unused.
Stocks are limited so please state second
choice when ordering.
Personal callers and Mail Orders to:

KVG 9 MHz CRYSTAL FILTERS
XF 9D AM 5 kHz, £15.00
XF 9M CW 0.5 kHz, L11.00
Carrier crystals, E1.50 each

XF 9A SOB 2.4 kHz, LI 1.00
XF 9B SSB 2.4 kHz, f16.00
XF 9C AM 3.75 kHz, £15.00
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Laskys Radio Limited,
3/15, Cavell Street, London El 2BN

All equipment advertised should be ex stock but you can ring for
confirmation.

63, WOODHEAD ROAD,
SOLID, LOCKWOOD, HUDDERSFIELD.

ABOVE ADDRESS AND NOT FROM ANY OF OUR

Tel. 23991

AVAILABLE.

NOTE -THESE ITEMS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROM THE

BRANCHES. ALL ITEMS OFFERED SUBJECT TO BEING

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
70 PRIORY ROAD
Official KW Agents

KW202. Receiver

...

KW204. Transmitter...

KW2000B. Transceiver
KW2000B. Remote VFO
KW Atlanta Transceiver

KW Atlanta. VFO
KW E -Z Match ...

KWI07. Matching unit
KWI03. VSWR
KW Antenna Traps pair
KW Dummy Load
...
KW Low Pass Filter ...
KW Balun

£240

£35.00
E200

E32.00
£13.50
£40.00
E12.50

£4.00
£7.00
£5.65
LI .75

Transceiver
Transceiver
Transceiver

...
...
...

£230
E195

£180

FT2F. 2m. Transceiver £80.00
FL500. Transmitter ...
E140
Receiver
E120/E160
FV400. Remote VFO
E38.00
SP400. Loudspeaker
E10.00
FL2000B. Linear
E130
FR500.

Trio

TS510. Transceiver

TX599. Transmitter
JR599. Receiver
JR310 Receiver
9R59DS. Receiver
SP5D. Loudspeaker
HS4. Headphones

..

£180
£185

..

£77.50
£47.50
E4.38
E6.00

E185

EC 10 Mk2. Receiver ...

A.C. Power Unit

...

898 SM Drive ...
Full range of diecast

£79.00
£7.75
£7.75
boxes.

Hy -Gain Antenna Range
I 2AVQ.

Vertical

...

I4AVQ. Vertical/WB
18 AVQ/WB. Vertical...
TH6DX. Tribander
TH3MK2. Tribander
TH3.1NR. Tribander
TH2 Mk. 3. Tribander
Hy -Quad. 2 element ...
LC800. 80m. toil
...
BN86.

Telephone

LIVERPOOL

Eddystone
E140
E142

Yaesu/Sommerkamp
FT101.
FT560.
FT200.

.

Balun

203BA. 20m. 3 element

£15.50
E18.50
E33.50

£84.00
£67.50
£46.50
£48.00
£62.00
£6.75
£8.00
E613.50

G Whip Antenna Range
160m. Ranger ...
160/80m. Duobander
10-15-20m. Tribander

E7.50
E9.00

£9.50
Coils for LF bands each
£4.00
Multimobile 71 ...
£11.50
Coils for LF Bands
...
£4.00
Basemounts
£1.45
Telescopic for LF Coils
75p
2m. a wavelength. Vertical
with base
E4.20

V.H.F. Beams

£2.50
£2.75
E4.20
£3SO
E4.00
E3.00

2m. 5 element ...
2m.6 element ...
2m.8 element ...
4m. 3 element ...
4m. 4 element ...
70cm. 9 element

4m. Folded Dipole
...
El .50
Sentinel 2m. Converters E13.75
Sentinel 4m. Converters £13.75
Sentinel 70cm. Converters £13.75
2m. AM Transmitter ... E22.00
2 Modulator ...
£10.00
HZP Balun
E3.00
Wightraps
...
pair
£2.50
Wight balun
£3.25
Dipole T pieces
13p
300 ohm twin feeder yd.
4p

75 ohm twin feeder yd.

4p
30p
30p

...
Sockets ...
Cable reducers
10p
High Pass Filter
E2.40
Semi -Auto Bug Keys ...
£4SO
Tunable RF Meters ...
£4.00
Antenna Rotators
E18.00 to E70.00
yd.
12p
50 ohm Coax ...
Egg Insulators ...
3p
Vibroplex Keys
...
£15
PL259 Plugs

Test Equipment

Tech 15 GDO
Hansen SWR Bridge ...
TTC 3005 SWR Bridge
Osker SWR Bridge ...
ASIOOD Multimeter
TTC 1069. Multimeter

TMK LP -436. Meter ...
TMK TW.50K. Meter
Transistor Checker ...

£12.50
£4.25
£7.25
£18.50
£12.50
E16.75
E7.00
£8.50
£3.00

Omega Antenna Noise
Bridge
E13.50
HA600A. Receiver
E45.00
Regret no mail order on VHF
£8.95
Copal 24 Hour Clocks ...
HA800. Receiver
£50.50
Beams
£13
3 Band Aircraft Radio...
H.P. and Credit terms can be arranged on all orders over 05.
Part excha.iges.
After sales service.
Equipment bought for cash.
Carriage/post is extra all items.

Lafayette

051-263 7829

L4 2RZ

.

Codar

Preselectors

Q Multipliers

E8.50
£9.50

...

Partridge Electronics

New Lightweight VFA
TX Tuner
RX Tuner
...

£13.30
E13.30
£10.00

Antenna Range
W.E. Quad
GEM Quad
Poly Quad

£23.00
£65.00
E27.00

...

...
...

Secondhand Equipment
Sommerkamp FL500 Tx.
E105
Codar Preselector
£5.00
Codar Q Multiplier ...
ES00
Eddystone 670A
E25
FL2000 Linear ...
£100.00
KW Viceroy Mk. 2 ... E70.00
Eddystone 680X
E70.00
Lafayette KT320
... £26.00
Swan 500
£235.00
Trio JR310
E60.00
Codar CR70A
...
£15
Eddystone 840C
E50
Lafayette HA500
£35
AR88D
£45
Trio TS500
£135
KW 2000
£120

Complete range of Datum and

Eddystone Diecast boxes also
Stella cabinets. Large S.A.E.
will bring all the range of
equipment we stock.
All RSGB Publications stocked.

Shop hours 9.30 till p.m. 2.15 till 6 p.m. Half day Wednesday.
No parking problems except Saturday afternoons as we are close to the Liverpool and Everton Football grounds.
I
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CREATE YOUR OWN
REFERENCE LIBRARY
The "EASIBINDER" is designed to
bind 12 copies of the Magazine as
you receive them month by month,
eventually providing a handsomely

bound volume for the bookshelf.

No need to wait until twelve copies
As each copy is

are assembled.

it is quickly and simply
nserted into the binder. Whether
partially or completely filled, the
received,

binder is equally effective, giving the
appearance of a book, with each page
opening flat.

Strongly made with stiff covers and
maroon
attractively bound in
Leathercloth and Milskin, the binders
have only the title gold blocked on
the spine.

Price 88p. post free.

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, S.W.I

Advertising in "Short Wave Magazine "guarantees the
largest and most effective coverage of the U.K. radio amateur interest
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SINGLE SIDEBAND (Theory & Practice)
by Harry D. Hooton, W6TYH.
The Origin of Single Sideband
The Derivation of Single-Sideband Signals
Amplitude Modulation-Power Distribution in the AM SignalFormation of the Sidebands-Transmitter Efficiency-Carrier and
Sideband Removal Effects.

Carrier Suppression Techniques
Push -Pull Balanced Modulator-Parallel-Output Balanced Modulator
-Vector Analysis-Push-Pull Input and Output-Diode Modulators
-Balanced Modulator Using a Beam Deflection Tube.
Sideband Selection

Filter Method of Sideband Selection-Phase-Shift Sideband Selection.

Carrier Generators

Generators-Medium Frequency GeneratorsHigh-Frequency Generators-Generator Design Precautions.
Low -Frequency

Speech Amplifiers and Filters

Amplifier Frequency Response-AF Bandpass Filters-Practical
Speech -Amplifier Circuits-Commercial Speech -Amplifier Circuits
-Speech -Amplifier Summary.
Single-Sideband Generators
Basic Generators-Filter Method-Phase-Shift Method

Balanced Mixers and Converters
Double Conversion-Triode Balanced Mixers-Pentode MixersBeam-Deflection Tube Mixer.

Low -Power Single-Sideband Transmitters
Collins 32S-3-The Hammarlund HX-500-Hallicrafters HT -46
Transmitter-R. L. Drake T-4 and T -4X Equipment.

Linear RF Power Amplifiers
Amplifier Classes-Types of Tubes-Basic Circuits-Practical
Design-A I,000 -watt Amplifier-The Collins 30S-I-Grounded-

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK has again
been extensively revised and updated by the Headquarters Staff of the American Radio Relay League,
Doug DeMaw, WICER, Editor. The 1971 edition of
this widely used manual of communications theory,

design and construction contains even more new
material on state-of-the-art techniques and equipment
than last year's 47th edition. The new HANDBOOK
continues to fill the need for a standard textbook and
reference work for both beginners and advanced
amateurs. This Edition is of 688 pages, including
catalogue section and index. There are over 1,300
illustrations, many of which have been revised,
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including 576 valve -base diagrams. Available from stock
at £2.80 post free or at £3.60 (post free) for the hard covered clothbound edition.

Grid Class -B -1,000 -Watt Grounded -Grid Amplifier-Collins
30L-I-Heathkit SSB Amplifier HA -I 4-SB2-LA Linear Amplifier.
Single-Sideband Communications Receivers
The Collins 755-3-Hallicrafters SX-I46 Receiver-R. L. Drake
R-4A-The Hammarlund HQ-I80-Single-Sideband ConversionSSB Receiver Summary.

Single-Sideband Transceivers
Collins KWM-2/2A-SBE SB-34-EICO 753 Tri-Band Transceiver
Kit-Heathkit SB-110-RF-301 Military SSB Transceiver-SB-6FA
SSB Transceiver.

Tests and Measurements

Frequency Measurement Methods and Techniques-Hammarlund
HX-500-Collins 32S-3-Signal-Level and Power -Output Measurements-Linearity Measurements in Power Amplifiers.

PRICE £3.45p. post free

Available from
Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I 01-222 5341

Orders to :

PUBLICATIONS DEPT.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.I.
01-222-5341/2

Printed by The Courier Printing Co. Ltd., Tunbridge Wells for the Proprietors and Publishers, The Short Wave
Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. The Short Wave Magazine is obtainable abroad through the
following: Continental Publishers & Distributors, Ltd., William Dawson & Son Ltd.; AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND -

Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.; AMERICA-International Nees Company, 131 Varick Street, NEW YORK.
transmission to Canada by Magazine Post. October, 1971.
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